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A first type of  book is the root book. The tree is already 
the image of  the world, or the root the image of  the 
world tree … The book imitates the world. The law of  
the book is the law of  reflection, the one that becomes two.
    (Deleuze & Guattari, 1987:5)
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This thesis examines the way display in museums of natural history is constrained by progressive, hierarchical 
systems. Despite alternative web-like iconographies that have been available for many years, the museum has 
remained captive to a representation of speciation informed by the ‘tree of life’. This bifurcating organisation is 
discussed as representing a divisive understanding of species. 
The thesis argues that these hierarchies within museum display have been shaped by the form of the book 
and the Christian legacy of both the codex and of Genesis narratives – the garden and the wilderness. It suggests 
that the tree has been such a persuasive icon of genealogy that its adoption by Darwin as the dominant visual 
systematic of evolution was inevitable and that this choice and uptake is inseparable from its strength as a 
Christian symbol, in turn related to the sequential form of the book. Furthermore, it is argued that the Christian 
vocabulary within museums was strengthened by the physical conflation of the museum with the cathedral and 
the eighteenth and nineteenth-century view of taxonomy as an extension of God’s work. 
The study attempts to find ways to separate the dependence of the museum on the book and to ‘explode’ 
its linear form through a number of curatorial strategies. This is tested in the production and analysis of two 
exhibitions at the Iziko South African Museum, an institution that has not been able to respond to the crisis 
of representation of ‘natural history’ and that has struggled to find a way of displaying humans and animals 
together. The two exhibitions developed for this study, Subtle thresholds (2009–2010) and R-A-T (2012–2013) 
introduce overtly complex interconnections and organisation of visual material which interrupt the prevailing 
order of display. The argument is made that an insistently non-hierarchical representation of speciation resists 
the legacy of the Christian codex and, potentially, deflects and redirects the expectations of museum visitors.
Mammal gallery, Natural History Museum, London
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PREFACE
On the top shelf of the first aisle in the Hiddingh 
Hall Library at UCT, The art of the book [H002.09] nestles 
snugly against Chaos theory [H003.7]. The ineffable logic 
of Dewey Decimal Classification brings together bodies of 
knowledge in unexpected proximity, and in this instance 
the chance meeting of books with systems 'sensitive to 
initial conditions.' This sets the scene for this thesis, a 
study that identifies the form of the book and its Christian 
inheritance as a primary factor in the representation 
of speciation in museums as linear and hierarchical. 
Although my research over the past 20 years has been in 
the area of science and art, my scholarly interest in the 
representation of speciation (and its relationship to the 
book) started during the planning of my exhibition Subtle 
thresholds in 2009 – the year that celebrated both 200 
years since Darwin’s birth (12 February – a birth date 
shared with mine) and the 150-year-celebration of the 
publication of On the origin of species. Furthermore, my 
association with the Iziko South African Museum and 
its particular conflation of nature and culture inspired a 
project that looks at display as the meeting of these two 
paradigms. 
Constructing this PhD in Fine Art, with its practical 
component, has not been without its challenges. Art is not 
a method of exactitudes and proofs, it is unpredictable 
and erratic. It follows threads, abandons them for 
new ones and finds points of intersection, weaving an 
irregular web of associations. The expectations of a PhD, 
containing hypothesis, methodology and conclusion, are 
not easy impositions. The initial proposal – to undermine 
the established iconography of the 'tree of life' within 
museum display by proposing a web-like method of 
curatorship – seemed achievable through practice. This 
has indeed been the case, but to discuss the work and 
its intentions as conclusive is antithetical to the process 
of making art. The visual relies on the sensory for affect 
– a place of subjectivity – and thus necessitates an open-
endedness of interpretation and response that can only 
be determined over time. This subjectivity echoes Plato’s 
assertion that truth cannot emerge through written form 
alone and that it is only through dialogue that texts become 
‘fertile’ (Harrison, 2008:64). Thus the exhibitions set up 
the opportunity for discourse and the potential for new 
knowledge, but the latter can only be achieved through 
experience, by others, of the exhibitions themselves.
The title of this thesis – the exploded book – is 
intentionally ambiguous. On the one hand, the museum 
currently exists as the exploded book: a single form that is 
articulated and distributed in space like a Beauchene skull; 
and on the other, in terms of the arguments presented in 
this thesis, the constitution of the museum as a book is 
one that needs to be exploded, fragmented and forever 
separated from its parent form. The project proposes 
the representation of speciation as a web of connectivity, 
and ultimately the thesis too has absorbed this structure. 
Visual practice is associative and analogous: the text 
follows the logic of the exhibitions, and is neither entirely 
linear nor narrative. Connections are made rather in the 
manner of Renaissance curiosity cabinets: ideas brought 
into close proximity, demonstrating consiliences and 
similitudes. The chapters on the book, tree and garden 
are introductory, fragmented and dense, setting up nodes 
of connections throughout the document. 
In looking at a presentation method that encourages 
entangled, web-like apprehension of information, the 
obvious approach would be to work within the digital 
realm. In both the document and the exhibitions, I have 
chosen to adopt the traditional forms associated with the 
book and display case and have sought subtle variants 
that require physical engagement: with pages, objects 
and the physical space of the museum. I have resisted 
the inclination to explode this thesis, to present its shards 
or to relocate the text onto another receptive form. The 
thesis is presented as a book. It is a narrative, constrained 
by the codex form and there has been no compulsion 
to disarticulate this. Any disarticulation is reserved for 
the exhibitions and the museum, where ‘webness’ has 
consequences for display. I have thus privileged the text 
here for two reasons. The one is in order to call into the 
presence of this project Conrad Gesner's Renaissance 
compendium, Historiae animalium, following its size, scale 
and layout, and the other is to recognise that threads of 
ideas are connected through a certain degree of sequential 
organisation. As with the reading of medieval manuscripts 
that allow for reflection, I am opening in the margins a 
space for the responsive reader.




Shrouded in subfusc tones and interrupted by channels 
of light, the natural history museum is staged as a solemn 
performance – a tragedy in which characters are timelessly 
cast, performing their roles as generic species. This is a 
play with limited dialogue. Bound not only by their glass 
tombs, but also by their choreographed arrangement 
that best depicts the taxonomy of species, exhibits rarely 
extend beyond their limited conceptual frame. This 
view of the natural world is one of tidy containment in 
which everything has its place and exhibits tend to meet 
constituent expectation by reinforcing a sequential, 
progressive view of evolutionary development, as well as 
presenting species as distinct, defined entities. 
It is possibly for this reason that most museums 
of natural history still rely on a mode of display that 
has remained largely unchanged for the last 150 years. 
Deferring to a system based on Linnaean taxonomy and 
an iconography based on the Darwinian tree schema of 
evolution, the experiential space of the museum is one 
of order, reliability, authority and discipline that has, in 
many ways, denied public participation in active learning. 
I would argue that this experience, particularly in South 
African museums, reinforces a linear reading of nature 
and that while physically traversing between cabinets, 
the viewer becomes complicit within a sequential 
articulation of speciation. Furthermore, this successive, 
serialised ordering of specimens evokes the reading of a 
book, a narrative revealed over time and constrained by 
the format of the page. 
This is where this study begins. Museums of natural 
history1 have become anachronisms, confounded within 
their own terms. ‘Natural history’ is both a practice 
and a concept: that of labelling, collecting, naming and, 
within that, an implied dominion over nature. The term is 
fraught as it signals a progression in time – a linearity or 
naturalisation of the past. There is a deep contradiction 
in these terms: rather than the study of nature being an 
empirical, objective endeavour, the very idea of nature is 
historicised and absorbed into a cultural discourse. While 
social history museums have, on the whole, responded 
to challenges of representation, museums of natural 
history have remained obdurate in their presentation of 
nature as untainted by cultural and ideological agendas. 
The gallery destined for my exhibition Subtle thresholds in 
2009 was situated between the social history and natural 
history displays within the Iziko South African Museum, 
(ISAM), and as such seemed to draw attention to the 
uncomfortable relationship between these two areas 
within this institution. The taxonomies of display that 
divided collections in Cape Town, as with many museums 
around the world, between museums of natural history 
(animals and indigenous culture) and cultural history 
(European artefacts) were a painful controversy for many 
years: the collation of animals and indigenous peoples as 
the 'others' of dominant culture (Bal, 1992: 561). Although 
the social history collection is no longer housed within 
the ISAM and the old Cultural History Museum has been 
reshaped as the Slave Lodge presenting human rights 
exhibitions, the African cultures gallery remains largely 
unchanged since its opening in the 1970s. This gallery used 
to flow seamlessly into the world of water area until the 
bridging palaeontology displays were removed in 2003, 
creating a symbolically troubled and transitional space 
between two precincts of study. The whale well, installed 
in 1987 and the rock art display installed in 2003 both 
appeal to beauty and wonder in their methods of display, 
and in this way link nature and culture through aesthetics 
and artifice.  Interestingly, the ISAM has used the empty 
gallery primarily for art and curated displays, starting 
with the What is life? Art and the genome competition 
in 2003, and including exhibitions of political t-shirts, 
photography and curated projects by Pippa Skotnes and 
myself. Possibly in this way they have identified the value 
of the mediating and interpretive role of art in reconciling 
these two distinct collections. Although controversy 
has surrounded the now closed San diorama and the 
representation of human remains, it struck me that the 
representation and politics of animal display has, in this 
museum, remained fairly uncontroversial – at least until 
the recent acceptance of the Peter Flack hunting trophy 
collection, discussed in Chapter 5. Extensive ethical 
regulations have been developed for the display of human 
materials, whereas similar policies for the representation 
of animals are limited to those of conservation. Perhaps 
this is because most museum literature has focused on 
the display of objects of culture, ignoring that taxidermied 
specimens are artefacts, representing particular histories 
and ideals. Thus, as the display of animal remains is as 
much a display of dominant cultural values as any other, I 
have elected to look at why the inheritance of linear and 
hierarchical Linnaean and Darwinian analogical systems 
have endured within contemporary museums, and ISAM 
particularly. I have decided not to focus on the politics of 
the display of social history in this museum, which has 
already received much attention (Davison, 1991; Skotnes, 
2001; Legassick & Rassool, 2000; Goodnow, 2006), but 
rather to consider the natural history collection, which, 
in presenting species as discrete and passive, reveals a 
speciesist bias and anticipates a racialised taxonomy.
While some attention has been paid to the display 
of natural history, notably by Donna Haraway (1984) in 
her essay on the dioramas in the American Museum 
of Natural History and Mieke Bal (1992) in her analysis 
of the same space, museum studies have been biased 
towards cultural display. While it may be axiomatic that 
ordering and display result in a construction of meaning 
(Baxandall, 1991:34), this is made opaque, and somewhat 
occluded within discussion of natural history museums. 
Ivan Karp (1991:23) writes that the display of natural 
history is that which is not made by human intervention, 
and that it is only when human artefacts are introduced 
into these museums and nature is substituted for culture, 




that objects from nature presented in museums cannot 
be disaggregated from the politics of presentation. It is a 
given that the history of museum display is a mirror of the 
ideological positions of particular moments or periods in 
time (Bennett, 1995; Pearce, 1996; Vergo, 1989; Hooper-
Greenhill, 1992, 1995), and all periods of history are 
informed by epistemic or underlying conditions of truth 
particular to that period (Foucault, 2002). In the way 
that both Renaissance curiosity collections and colonial 
museums were a means of actualising power through 
object wealth and licensing the domination of the viewer 
over the object (Bennett, 1995 & 2004; Foucault, 2002; 
Hooper-Greenhill, 1992), the display of natural history 
cannot be separated from the ideological imperatives 
that drove and continue to drive collection and 
organisation of nature – and the place of humans within 
it. Museums of science and nature valorise authoritative 
classification and forms of knowledge that promote 
progress and mastery over the environment (Jardine 
et al., 1997; Jordanova, 1989a). In communicating this 
unstated agenda they make appeal to the senses of 
beauty, wonder, discovery and realism; what Mieke Bal 
(1992: 568) refers to as the powerful claim of realism to 
truth and what Donna Haraway identifies as a “rhetorical 
achievement crucial to the foundations of western 
science” (Haraway, 1984:36). The constructed narrative of 
exhibits is disguised and deflected by realism and beauty, 
providing a mediated illusion of authenticity. Through this 
the viewer is persuaded by the underlying denotation of 
human supremacy. While many international museums 
have over the past few decades begun to question their 
colonial inheritance and look at new ways of representing 
and displaying their collections, nowhere is the spectre of 
racialised display as strong as in South African museums. 
It is thus fitting and necessary that this study locates 
itself within ISAM, where the systematic categorisation 
of race has deep resonances. Racial discrimination and 
speciational hierarchy form part of a single continuum.
The role of museums in the formation of public 
knowledge and in  the formation of its public has 
dominated much of the discipline of museum studies. Tony 
Bennett’s (1995) “exhibitionary complex” introduced the 
creation of an audience constituted and managed by civic 
institutions, and the influence of evolutionary thought 
on practices of museums in the nineteenth century that 
chose to represent “all things and all peoples in their 
interactions through time” (Bennett, 2006:48). Building 
on Foucauldian ideas, and later added to by Eileen 
Hooper-Greenhill (1992), Bennett’s disciplinary museum 
was able to position, direct and control its audience and 
their understanding of exhibits. Duncan Cameron, in 
1972, identified the museum as occupying two distinct 
roles: the authoritative temple and the discursive and 
conversational forum. This typifies what I understand as the 
tension in museums between production and reception; 
between authority and subjectivity. The museum operates 
simultaneously as a disciplinary, ideological space and 
as a discursive space, where the participation of visitors 
within the spatial reading of museums activates them as 
viewers (Kirshenblatt-Gimblett, 1998). While I accept the 
role of the institution in the construction of an ideological 
position and the role of site in informing that construction, 
Bird gallery, Kwazulu-Natal Museum
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at the same time I assert that artists and  visual art have 
a role to play in interrupting expectation within these 
contexts, and reshaping the often-passive interaction of 
the viewer within the museum. This passivity is often 
shaped by the authoritative voice and the illusion of 
objectivity conferred by the anonymous museum curator. 
In contrast, creative projects acknowledge the individual 
and in doing so, the legitimacy of subjectivity. 
The intention behind this study has been to 
understand the formal and analogical references that 
construct the image of speciation within museums of 
natural history. The current ‘crisis of representation’ 
within museums has arisen precisely because the strong 
visual tropes which drove previous curatorial and display 
decisions can no longer interpret current theory. In a 
contemporary world filled with digital forms that are 
hypertextual and metatextual, fuelled by networks, 
hybridisation, complexity and systems theory, a need for 
a more appropriate analogy of speciation is inevitable and 
essential. That most museums have remained visually 
unreflective was emphasised for me by the slew of 
discussion around the ‘tree of life’ that surrounded the 
2009 Year of Darwin. W. Ford Doolittle’s article "Uprooting 
the tree of life" in Scientific American (2000) brought 
into the public domain the debate over the iconography 
of evolutionary schemas and suggested an alternative 
schema. Research in bio-informatics, which allows for 
the most intricate analysis of genomes, has resulted in 
the questioning of previous evolutionary, phylogenetic 
models, particularly the iconography of the Darwinian tree 
(Dagan & Martin, 2006:118). Lateral or horizontal gene 
transfer (LGT/HGT), observed particularly in microbes, 
suggests that species transfer genetic material between 
each other fairly regularly and that this is a fundamentally 
non-branching process, undermining the vertical de-/ 
ascent, imagined by Darwin. HGT allows organisms to 
carry simultaneous attributions: a partial snake genome 
has been located within the cow genome, presumably 
transferred by the action of viruses (Lawton 2009:38). 
Although the phenotypical expression and cultural 
understanding of an individual species clearly remain 
intact, its chimerical genotype undermines the belief that 
species evolve determinately from a single point. What 
this does is dislodge the sanctity of coherent, independent 
entities, collapsing hierarchies and tipping humans from 
the apex of the 'tree'. A further challenge to human 
supremacy came from the Neanderthal Genome Project 
(2006), the findings of which suggest that the categorical 
line between brutish Neanderthal and thinking Homo 
sapiens may not be as defined as previously imagined.2 
In addition, the oppositional nature of taxonomy, built on 
similarities and difference is currently held to be contrary 
to speciation, which is both relational and contingent on 
space and time (Zimmer, 2008). This is a complex set of 
arguments that are part of a wide discourse. In popular 
science writing, this implied interconnectivity of life has 
been articulated by many authors, including Fritjof Capra 
and Richard Dawkins. Capra’s book The Web of Life (1996) 
presents further evocations of his scholarship on systems 
theory and he sets up a stark contrast between Cartesian, 
reductive and mechanistic frameworks, and a web-like 
structure; the interconnectedness of which he applies 
to ecological, biological and social systems. Similarly, in 
contradicting a determinist conception of Homo sapiens 
as a privileged species, Dawkins draws attention to the 
“tyranny of the discontinuous mind”3 emphasing that 
speciation is not neat or delineated, but is filled with 
intermediacy (Dawkins, 1993: 85). As Stephen Jay Gould 
did before him, he points to the dominance of the image 
of evolution as progressive and intentional, revealing the 
false delineation of the inevitability of the origin of ‘man’. 
These debates are dealt with in more detail in Chapter 2 
and 4. 
The suggestion that a more appropriate visual model 
for evolution may be an interrelated network or web has 
implications for the interpretation of artefacts and visual 
knowledge bases. This study acknowledges that the field 
of biological science is embedded within cultural and 
political narratives and that the idea of what organisms 
and objects are emerges from a discursive process 
(Haraway, 2008; Latour, 1987, 1999). The culture of bio-
medical and biological science is one of reading the visual. 
In communicating bodies of knowledge, science has often 
had to rely on images to carry complex ideas and it is these 
Primate skeletons, Horniman Museum, London
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visual analogies that hold persuasive power, occupying 
a central role in the formation of public perception of 
what things mean, as demonstrated by art historian 
Martin Kemp in his extensive writings on art, science and 
visualisation (Kemp, 2000; Kemp, 2012). Images are able 
to mask points of obscurity within theoretical explanation 
and provide a unified gloss – an image of integration and 
completion and an imagined synthesis. The ‘tree of life’ is 
one of the most pervasive analogies, representing both 
a linear view of species and one of implied ascendance. 
In arboreal iconography, each node divides irrevocably 
into finite objects, whereas in web or net iconography, 
objects are fluid, subject to reattribution and change. The 
reading of biomedical visual and material culture may 
be subjected to the same revisions. In doing so, strings 
of reference may be unravelled and objects and images 
become ambiguous and multi-referential.
My study has identified this potential shift as a 
fertile idea for rethinking methods of display within 
museums. Not only do commentators of science propose 
that the space between species may be permeable, but 
that evolution is a tangled, rather than strictly linear, 
chronological process. This of course echoes Darwin’s 
description of the non-fixity of nature as a ‘tangled bank’ 
(Darwin, 1859:362), for while his thinking around visual 
analogies for evolution was complex, it is his 'tree of life' 
icon that found popular appeal and endurance. Much of 
my study has been to establish why this has been such 
an enduring icon and why, as I suggest, its uptake within 
museums has been so resolute. While it is commonly held 
that Darwin’s theory of evolution closed the Cartesian 
separation between animals and humans and that the 
divisions between reason, intellect and carnal behaviour, 
became more closely aligned (Lippit, 2000), what I am 
suggesting in this thesis is that the chosen iconography 
of evolution, in its ascendant and binary form, does not 
acknowledge this continuity but accentuates divisions. 
My directed research into the history of the 'tree' as a 
symbol revealed that despite evolution challenging the 
foundations of Christian orthodoxy, the iconography 
of the tree is so deeply embedded within Christian 
mythology that the visualisation of speciation remains 
attached to previous established hierarchical divisions 
between species. 
A central proposition of this thesis is that these 
hierarchies are compounded by what I argue is the dual 
presence of the book within museum display. What is 
considered the first book of ‘natural history’ was published 
in 1657, John Jonston’s Natural history of quadrupeds and 
at this point there occurred what Foucault identifies as 
an epistemic shift (Foucault, 2002:140–141). Prior to this 
all books observing animals were ‘histories’ and included 
allegorical terms, whereas after this publication, 'history' 
became associated with 'natural'. In Jonston’s book all 
animal semantics were removed and only anatomical 
and descriptive terms remained. The catalogue of 
the Tradescant curiosity collection, the Musaeum 
Tradescantianum (1656), commonly considered the first 
museum catalogue, was published contemporaneously 
and made distinctions between collections of Naturall 
and Artificialls items. However, although this collection 
(that was to become the Ashmolean Museum) was open 
to the public, it was more than a hundred years before 
both the first national museum – the British Museum 
– opened, and national museums began to develop 
methods of display of their collections.  Many canonical 
natural history texts followed Jonston’s book, including 
Comte de Buffon’s Histoire naturelle (1749–1804) and 
Linnaeus’ Systemae naturae (1735–1768) and all of these 
books suggested a structure for the natural world that 
could be ordered within the geometries of the page. 
What is argued within this thesis is that this binary format 
pre-empted the museum as a form of natural collection 
and that printed books provided a template, adopted 
by the museum, through which nature was classified 
and compared. It is suggested that this highly organised 
linearity has reinforced ideas of animals and humans as 
separate. This claim is made through systematic analyses 
of local and canonical museums of natural history where 
the reliance on the book is evident in its chronology, 
progressive narrative, sequential cases and discrete units 
of information: all modelled on a structure made available 
by the codex. The codex book was an early Christian 
development and its structure not only functional, but 
symbolic (see Chapter 1).  This is one of many Christian 
inheritances in the visual appearance of the museum – 
the cathedral of nature.
The research is specifically concerned with why, 
despite the existence of alternative models, museums 
remain dependent on linear and hierarchical systems of 
Hummingbird case, NHM London
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display. Initial lines of inquiry that I pursued were: what 
are the analogical models of speciation; how have they 
been circulated; how have they impacted on the display 
of natural history; how may new analogies provide for 
alternative methods of the display of visual material 
within museums; and lastly, how can visual art intersect 
and disarticulate existing visual analogies? During my 
research it emerged that if the legacy of the codex book 
is accountable for perpetuating a certain way of ordering 
the museum, then the visual practice needed to focus on 
a restructuring of the 'book-museum' – a disassembly of 
form. In accepting this direction, the thesis then asks, how 
can curatorial acts intersect and interrupt this linearity 
of the book – what I have termed the exploded book – 
and provide enmeshed, web-like ways of understanding 
information and speciation. The thesis concludes with 
the presentation of two exhibitions produced for this 
submission, Subtle thresholds (2009) and R-A-T (2012) 
which ask how the experiential and sensorial nature 
of creative practice can facilitate different kinds of 
understanding within a museum context and how acts of 
curatorship can be used to explain or reveal the cultural 
nature of systems of organisation that underpin natural 
history display. This is answered through practice rather 
than through textual analysis. Following Greenblatt 
(1991), I understand curatorship to be a discipline 
whereby images, objects and texts from several or 
disparate sources are assembled in a new space in such a 
way as to divert attention away from them as objects and 
images and onto both the cultural practices and biological 
phenomena that gave rise to them. Yet, paradoxically, I 
intend to draw individual attention to specimens within 
the museum and elevate them from the generic to the 
particular through the visual suggestion of life histories 
and cultural significance. Through the exploitation of 
the symbolic and narrative power of individual objects, 
images and collections, and the creation of visual 
disjunctures, an imaginative space is created that allows 
for new ways of understanding the world. Visual practice 
is reflexive and accommodates referencing, citation 
and quotation and my intention has been to use the 
visual as the primary discursive vehicle, to use the act 
of curatorship simultaneously to absorb and interrupt 
the patterns of display and reception of information 
within a museum context. This relies on working within 
established conventions of display, using particular visual 
keys, yet subtly shifting the manner in which the work is 
approached and how reading is enabled.
The acceptance of the PhD in Fine Art suggests, 
in its standard formulation, that new knowledge and 
insight can be gained through the visual and that through 
both the construction and interpretation of images and 
objects, new understanding can be produced. While I 
appreciate that the production of artefacts does not in 
any direct way correlate with what is understood by ‘new 
knowledge', what this particular study relies on is that 
images are persuasive and that complex and enduring 
ideas are dependent upon visual analogies or schematics. 
It accepts that the visual is able to represent and 
manipulate knowledges, and this being given, attempts 
to redirect those established systems in the presence of 
sensory experience through acts of curatorship. 
The nature of this thesis (and much creative 
production) is that it employs a funnelling of information. 
By drawing on the insights of many disciplines, 
philosophies, theories and studies, it creates overlap and 
closes gaps while keeping the interpretation of these 
interactions mobile. Art practice involves an immersion in 
a body of knowledge and its literature, from which ideas 
are often intuitively selected in ways that best service 
the practical production. In this way insights are gained 
through a diverse range of sources, and readings are in 
turn refracted through an absorbed visual engagement. 
My interest in the book informs some of the strategic 
choices made in the construction of the exhibitions 
(the dispersed text and the interrupted narrative) and 
simultaneously these choices in the exhibitions have 
informed the way in which my writing about the book and 
museums has manifested itself. Collage and assemblage 
form a critical method in my practice and in many ways 
this is echoed in the approach to the text and sources – as 
evidenced in the eclectic bibliography. Assemblage in the 
Deleuzian sense is sympathetic in that it sets up objects 
and texts in relationships that shift their independent 
meanings – where ideas rely on contagion (Deleuze & 
Guattari, 1987). This approach to scholarship is, for me, 
an authentic position from which the creative practitioner 
can operate. Thus the reader and viewer of this thesis 
should anticipate finding answers that are not necessarily 
asked in the research questions: the practice escapes the 
proposal. 
After 14 years of teaching at an art school, it is my 
contention that a PhD in Fine Art, if it is to reflect or value 
practice, has to adopt, by necessity, an alternative form of 
writing that is synchronous with practice: writing as visual 
form, and visual form as an extension of writing. The 
subject of the PhD in Fine Art has generated numerous 
books over the past ten years, including Sullivan (2005) 
and Daichendt (2012). James Elkins in his sustained 
intervention in the discussion of this Ph.D, writes of the 
administrative language “research” and “new knowledge” 
that has permeated the discussion of academic art 
practice. He writes that that the art object itself cannot 
easily produce new knowledge independently of text, and 
if this is to be made as a claim, more work needs to be 
done to understand its “radical” nature (Elkins, 2009:124–
125). I have not attempted to do this. Curatorship is 
different from the making of autonomous objects and 
my curated exhibitions do not stand as new knowledge 
in themselves, but as deflections – charged with working 
against the established language of the museum and in 
doing so, redistributing and realigning sets of objects and 
images in ways that draw attention to alternative means 
of imagining speciation. Thus new understandings can 
only be tested as part of viewer engagement and the 




only be determined after the passage of time – sometimes 
after the exhibition has closed.  The problem that I have 
identified as my research question is indeed a visual one 
and thus it is only fitting that it is addressed with a visual 
response. For me the problem with the PhD in Fine Art 
is not that practice is a form of inquiry or that the visual 
can be used to formulate an argument, but whether an 
argument made through the visual can ever be conclusive 
or verifiable. Art relies on a degree of incompletion. Elkins 
distinguishes between the making of and the studying of 
art and “the conceptual disjunction” that exists between 
the two (Elkins, 2009:129). If this is so, and I believe 
that it may well be, then practice can never be used as a 
measure of a hypothesis. My approach to this study has 
been to identify an area of concern, develop an attitude to 
that concern based on wide reading and looking and then 
to produce situated responses in the form of practice. 
This thesis makes its contribution in two forms: firstly it 
elucidates previously unrecognised relationships between 
the book and museum display; and secondly, in response, it 
makes two interventions into the museum that necessitate 
a renegotiation of that museum. The two exhibitions 
form bookends to this study. The first exhibition, Subtle 
thresholds: the representational taxonomies of disease 
(2009–2010), anticipated much of the reading for this 
thesis, whereas R-A-T: an associative ordering (2012–
2013) was closely shaped by the particular concerns that 
emerged from the research. Subtle thresholds took as 
its subject infectious disease and the manner in which it 
has been imagined in both the popular imagination and 
medical literature, presenting a complex visual network 
of the inter-relationships between zoological, human 
and microbial worlds. Primarily concerned with how the 
constructions of ‘difference’ and ‘analogy’ have been used 
to mediate the cultural understanding of pathology, it 
aimed to draw attention to some of the mythologies that 
have contributed to the location of disease as a state of 
otherness and separation: both physical and psychological. 
It worked specifically with binary oppositions common 
in the representational language of pathology: clean/ 
unclean, known/ alien, beautiful/ ugly and sought ways 
of neutralising these oppositions. The choice of infectious 
disease as subject matter for this project was significant 
as it offers a meeting point between species. Disease is 
not something discrete and of itself, but dependent on 
a relationship between a host and an organism in order 
to exist. It defies discrete boundaries between species 
undermining structural hierarchies. While animals can be 
subjugated, their diseases cannot.
R-A-T made the culture of natural history display 
within museums part of its subject. The rat, an urban 
creature abhorred within the anthropocentric city, 
has been excluded almost entirely from presentation 
in museums of natural history. This, despite the fact 
that rodents make up 40% of the total mammalian 
diversity, and that Rattus is the largest mammalian 
genus, consisting of more than 60 species. As an animal 
that is closely related to the development of human 
populations, the rat speaks as much to a cultural and social 
history as to a natural one. It is an icon of modernity: of 
disease, migration, stereotype, destruction, behavioural 
psychology, literature and pharmacology. The exhibition 
pointed to the schizophrenic human relationship with rats 
that is at once able to treasure the rat as a loved icon of 
children’s literature and to allow extermination on a mass 
scale. Through this exhibition I arrived at the conclusion 
that it is not only the linear form (the 'book' and the 
'tree') that traps museums in a Christian paradigm, but 
also the subject of the museum. The rat was selected as 
the theme for this exhibition because it is not the stuffed, 
immobile animal – the subject of study that translates to 
page-like exhibits – but a furtive skulker and scurrier that 
resists categorisation and fixity.
Artists are stereotypically understood to be poor 
commentators on their own work. I have deliberately 
chosen not be both the maker and the viewer of the 
exhibitions – situated on both sides of the discourse. 
Thus I have not provided detailed explanations of the 
exhibitions in this thesis (although the design of the 
'catalogues' does stress a certain intention through the 
visual), but rather discussed strategies of display (Chapter 
6) and presented the exhibitions as ‘catalogues’ at the end 
of this document. In this way, although the exhibitions 
cannot in themselves be seen as conclusive, I intend them 
to act as points of conclusion within the discussion, and 
to reflect upon and extend the arguments presented in 
textual form. 
Duck study skins, AMNH, New York
right: Peter Flack collection, ISAM, Cape Town
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The range of sources for this project was necessarily 
broad, covering the history of the book, diagrammatic 
analogies and iconographies of speciation, a broad 
history of museums and curation and of course the 
particular subject areas taken up in both exhibitions.  Not 
only did the research project require engagement with 
the discourses surrounding museum practice, but, as 
a creative intervention, it also needed to reflect on the 
manner in which artists have interrupted the language 
of curation and display. It is thus appropriate to refer 
to other forms of publications that have influenced 
this study – exhibitions, including my own. Some of my 
previous exhibitions, including Curiosity CLXXV (2004), 
The knowledge chambers (2007–2008) and my curated 
exhibitions at ISAM are referenced in an appendix. This is 
critical, as past production forms the context for current 
practice as well as offering a body of data on which to 
draw and test assumptions. 
Chapters 1–4 provide the historical and theoretical 
contexts for this thesis. I begin with a description of Conrad 
Gesner’s 1551 Historiae animalium, which I see as setting 
up certain expectations for the study: the relationship 
between image and book, animals as cultural creations of 
natural history, and books of natural history as portable 
museums. This late Renaissance book presented a 
composite cultural and natural understanding of animals 
– animals in complex social and associative relationships. I 
see this 'paper museum' as a model for the contemporary 
institution and the notion of the cultural animal is also 
picked up in my last exhibition, illustrated at the end of 
the thesis. This chapter looks at the relationship between 
paper publications and museums, suggesting that the 
museum is as much a book as the book is a museum. 
It draws on David Freedberg’s (2002) research into 
the images of Federico Cesi and the Linceans and his 
discussion of the visualisation of modern natural history. 
With reference to this and Barbara Maria Stafford’s (1996, 
1998, 1999) work, I suggest that illustrations in books 
escape organisation and categorisation. The chapter 
discusses the form and development of the codex book 
and I argue that its hierachical and progressive structure 
has not only had impact on the understanding of natural 
history but also on its display. In building a conceptual 
framework for the ‘exploded book’ I have drawn on a 
range of scholars who treat the book as subject, and who 
elucidate how the form and structure of the book impact 
on the interpretation of its content. Jerome Rothenberg 
and Steven Clay (2000), Peter Stoicheff and Andrew 
Taylor (2004), Albert Manguel (1997), Roger Chartier 
(1989, 1994), Guglielmo Cavallo & Roger Chartier (1999) 
and Robert Darnton (2009) have had significant influence 
upon my thinking about the relationship between form 
and the circulation of ideas. 
The iconography of the 'tree of life' is a rich and 
increasingly popular area of research following the 2009 
year-of-Darwin. Chapter 2 provides a broad overview 
of the prevalence of this icon as a genealogical and 
biological analogy, and here I relied on scholars as diverse 
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as anthropologist Tim Ingold (2007), historian Arthur 
Lovejoy (1936), biologist John Archibald (2008) and Roger 
Cook’s (1974) visual mythologies. The chapter addresses 
the dominance of arboreal iconography and the role 
that it has played in the interpretation of evolution as 
progressive and hierarchical (Gould, 1989), attributing 
this to a Christian inheritance. This theme is developed 
in Chapter 3, where I expand upon the prevalence of the 
biblical myths of Eden and Noah within museum display. 
Both of these narratives are reliant on thresholds of 
binary interior/ exterior spaces and it is suggested that 
the museum echoes these differences within display. This 
is done with particular reference to the Durban Museum 
of Science and the Muséum National d’Histoire Naturelle, 
Paris. This museum is also referred to in the following 
chapter that looks as instances of linearity within 
museum display and draws on the canonical American 
Museum of Natural History, the Natural History Museum, 
London and particular local examples. In a discussion of 
‘web’ iconography within museums the chapter refers to 
the Deleuzian framework of the rhizome and assemblage 
(Deleuze and Guattari, 1987) and makes a case for web-
like display with reference to a number of artists who have 
engaged with the museum experience and who work 
with display, value, authenticity, power and taxonomy, 
including Peter Greenaway, Fred Wilson and Mark Dion. 
Chapter 5 introduces the particular case study of 
this thesis, the Iziko South African Museum. In relation 
to this I present my own experience as a printmaker 
and curator, my relationship to the Iziko South African 
Museum and the relevance that this has for insights 
gained throughout the study. It also discusses how 
the ISAM has been confounded by its own history and 
remained dominated by the linear structures suggested 
by the book, and goes on in Chapter 6 to discuss audience 
expectation and the potential of ‘the exploded book’ for 
the museum. My various strategies for display and their 
use in the exhibitions are also presented: immersion, 
decentralisation, reflection, labelling, encyclopaedism, 
staging, and empathy. 
Finally, I present the two exhibitions as a visual 
catalogues. I have chosen not to provide finite 
explanations, limiting the text to lists and descriptions and 
where more evocative text is present it takes on the form 
of a label or timeline. The catalogues are visually dense. 
The exhibitions are the outcome of a deep engagement 
with a subject and the catalogues are a means of 
emulating the immersive experience of the exhibitions 
themselves. The exhibitions act to deflect attention away 
from the expected: finding pleasure when presented with 
unpleasant subject matter and unexpected juxtapositions 
providing delight: a provocation of the emotions. The 
two projects had different intentions. The first exhibition, 
Subtle thresholds: the representational taxonomies of 
disease (2009–2010), was developed at the outset of the 
project and was located within a single space, whereas the 
second exhibition, R-A-T: an associative ordering  (2012–
2013), was produced towards the end of the study and 
accumulated many of the ideas in the thesis more directly, 
particularly in its dispersion throughout the museum. 
The exhibitions co-opt in much of the iconography of the 
first four chapters: the book, the tree, Eden and the web 
and in this way act not only as the bookends for the thesis, 
but as the thread that connects its exploded content.
1 In the late nineteenth century a division between natural history and 
the new zoology and botany was established. Universities' biological 
laboratories focused on morphology and embryology, while museums 
became autonomous entities and the home of systematics (Nyhart, 
1997).
2 The Neanderthal Genome Project (2006) analysed 4 billion Neanderthal 
base pairs and concluded that there was gene mixing between 
Neanderthals and anatomically modern humans and that there may 
have been interbreeding between species 37, 000 years ago. The gene 
flow was largely found in modern humans in Eurasia (Green, Krause, 
Briggs, et al. 2010:710). 
3 This apparent contradiction in terms is explained by his complaint 
that too often the lineal links between humans and their ancestors 
are forgotten. The extinction of intermediate species allows for an 
amnesia that would otherwise make continuity between species clear. 
The discontinuous mind draws a hard line between species and allows 
humans to consider themselves at the pinnacle of development.
right and overleaf: Conrad Gesner, Historiae animalium, 1551




In this chapter I wish to focus on the impact of Christianity 
on the form of the book. I suggest that ancient notions 
of the hierarchy of being (the scala naturae) are resident 
within the structure of books of natural history and that 
the book has provided the instructive model on which 
display within museums has been based. This idea is 
complicated by the presence of images within books, 
resulting in questions of how the introduction of illustrated 
texts changed the reception of ideas that were previously 
presented solely as text, and the role of the form of the 
book in the transmission of scientific knowledge. 
Isolated on a meranti library table, at rest on Perspex 
supports, is a book of 35 by 23 centimetres. Its full calfskin 
binding is giving way to age and, peeling from the spine, 
the ruptured, pockmarked skin exposes fragile leaves of 
paper. Five raised headbands gesture at an attempt to 
stitch and contain 20 years of study within more than 1,150 
printed pages, which are now seeping from their fleshy 
receptacle. The gold tooling has been abraded and the 
marbling on the fore edge has faded with time. The open 
book reveals an emblematic frontispiece: two rampant, 
coward lions1 support a crown and shield emblazoned 
with eagles, surrounded by further heraldry. Opposite 
this, on the endpaper, is pasted an Ex Libris bookplate of 
a classical male bust, which marks this as the property of 
Michael Scott. Below this is an auction entry for the book, 
“Lot 144. GESNER, [Conrad], Historiae animalium Lib.I, de 
quadrupedibus viviparis. £12.”
Today, the book is the property of Stellenbosch 
University. Housed in the J.C. Gericke Library, it is a 1551 
copy of Conrad Gesner’s2 widely read text on natural 
history, which was printed in Zurich, Switzerland, by 
the press of Christopher Froschauer. The two motifs of 
the bookplate and frontispiece introduce a Renaissance 
relationship between humans and animals. The classical 
male bust gazes at the heraldic lions, their codification 
signalling the value of symbolic meaning above the 
observational: species made visible by their proximity 
to culture. Gesner’s book, published in four volumes 
– mammals, egg-laying animals, birds and marine 
animals – was the first encyclopaedic attempt to list 
and chronicle all known animals while at the same time 
include mythological creatures, such as the basilisk and 
monoceros (unicorn). It was also the first bibliography 
of natural history writing, Gesner having published the 
first independent bibliography, Bibliotheca universalis, in 
1545, which alphabetically listed 1,800 authors with titles 
and content notes.3
Gesner’s systematic vision is evident throughout 
the book, which contains an alphabetical index in Latin, 
Hebrew, Greek, Persian, Italian, Spanish, French, English, 
German and Albanian. It begins with an introduction that 
includes characteristic medieval marginalia on either 
side of the body text. On the verso pages, the printed 
headers, Epistola (letter), have been carefully restored 
with paper bandages on a number of pages. On the recto 
pages contact between paper and ink-charged metal 
has been compromised and the headers, Nuncupatoria 
(dedication), have slipped. The description of animals 
begins with De Alce – the elk – and makes its way through 
the quadrupeds, ending after page 1104 with Additiones 
and Castigationes. The book includes animals from the 
new world, exhibiting the first image of a guinea pig and 
possum in the latter Paralipomena section of the book, 
which is concerned with those things previously omitted. 
On page 829 is the first description of the brown rat, 
Rattus norvegicus, and the section on mus reads, “de 
maiore domestic mure quem vulgo rattum vocant” of a 
domestic mouse, which is commonly called Rattus.
The book is a hybrid of scholarship and imagination. 
Drawing on the tradition of classical texts by Pliny, Aristotle 
and Galen,4 which approached natural history through 
descriptive text rather than illustrated observation, it 
also alludes to the symbolism of the medieval bestiary 
and includes the first naturalistic observations of animals, 
although the seemingly detailed observations are fairly 
generic and not particular to specific species. Gesner’s 
texts on various animals are wide ranging, including myth, 
legend, epithets, metaphors, contemporary observations 
by naturalists and anecdotal notes.5 The interwoven facts 
and fictions provide a rich cultural biography of each 
animal as almost a third of his studies are devoted to the 
literary and allegorical. This reinforces the significance of 
the symbolic in the Renaissance understanding of natural 
history, which is supported by the contemporaneous 
publications, Adages, Desiderius Erasmus’s 1500 
publication containing 4,000 proverbs, and Andrea 
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Alciato’s Emblemata, the first book of its kind combining 
mottos, images and epigrammatic poems (Ashworth, 
1997:22). It is this culturally complex understanding of 
species with which I attempt to invigorate one of the 
exhibitions that make up this thesis submission, R-A-T.
Gesner’s book is a marker of an attitude to natural 
history borrowed from antiquity. This perception of 
natural history as a study of human understanding, 
interaction and broad interpretation of the natural 
world, based on Pliny the Elder’s Naturalis historia (77–
79 AD), dominated as a genre for the next 100 years, 
with more observational and empirical publications not 
receiving as much attention (Ashworth, 1997:30). It was 
only in the Enlightenment that the now more familiar 
form of published natural history – description and 
anatomy, propelled by a development in optics – was 
to gain momentum. As natural history became more 
specialised as a discipline of collection, observation 
and classification it started to move outside literary and 
historical reference. A comparison can be made here 
with the shift from the similitudes and the rich cross-
referencing of the Renaissance wunderkammer to the 
disciplined displays of the Enlightenment collections.6 
The encyclopaedic enterprises of the eighteenth century 
demanded a classificatory system that forsook the visual 
in favour of a geometric system that looked to difference 
and identity as ordering principles. Linnaeus’s interest 
was in textual ordering and his binomial nomenclature in 
combination with the table Regnum animale, published 
in Systema naturae (1735), presented an enduring image 
of the animal kingdom divided textually into classes of 
progressive complexity. 
While the museum of natural history has been 
both the public front and the repository of collections, 
the natural history book has been the interface at 
which collections have been anatomised, ordered and 
translated. From the initial Renaissance collections to the 
contemporary museum, the relationship between objects 
and paper publications has been closely connected.7 
Careful analysis and observation of study collections 
resulted in companion ‘paper museums’8 of books and 
folios. In some instances the book becomes the archive 
of the physical collection. With its portability it stands for 
the material archive, overriding the significance of the 
collection itself.9 Illustrations become definitive, while the 
collection often remains impenetrable and inaccessible 
to the public beyond the boundaries of accession and 
interpretation by those initiated illustrators.  
Georges Cuvier’s Le règne animal distribué d’après 
son organisation (1817) provides an example of this. 
Based on specimens from the Muséum National d’Histoire 
Naturelle, Paris, it is valued for its taxonomic organisation 
of species and for its exacting illustrations. The specimens 
themselves are forgotten and the collection becomes 
paper-based. Indeed, Foucault identifies Cuvier as being 
responsible for transforming collections into textual 
readings and substituting anatomy with classification 
(Foucault, 2002:150). This is evident too in the display in 
the Roberts’ Bird Gallery in the Ditsong National Museum 
of Natural History in Pretoria (previously the Transvaal 
Museum). Here ornithological specimens from the 50, 
535-strong collection, used as reference for the Austin 
Roberts book, Roberts’ Birds of Southern Africa (1940), 
are presented. The images themselves have become so 
pervasive that the collection itself becomes less potent. 
This is not dissimilar to the effect of the internet on access 
to content. Objects of reference become secondary 
to a mediated, dislocated image, constantly subject to 
reattribution and redistribution in the digital domain.
The form of the printed book changed attitudes to its 
content. The advent of printing and the development of 
movable type in the 1450s presented an unknown territory 
with endless possibilities of form. The conventions of the 
printed page and the composition of the text and images 
were initially inherited from the richness of medieval 
manuscripts, but as cost and efficiency began to be 
factored into production, new standard relations of print 
began to limit the possibilities of the book and introduce 
expectations as to the presentation of information. The 
book fixed images into a progressive, ordered hierarchy, 
and while this became the standard presentation of 
natural history, the large-scale atlas or folio print was also 
developed – individual, unbound annotated illustrations – 
and presented natural history in a more fluid, multilinear 
way. In contrast to the book, prints could be viewed 
independently and in any order, yet these were to remain 
exceptions to the way in which natural history was 
represented.
PAPER CABINETS10
The representation of nature in visual form is never neutral 
and can, to some extent, be explained by the metaphorical 
apprehension of nature as simultaneously a book (a text 
to be read) and a territory (a place to be conquered). As 
a book, nature is finite and can be organised, while as a 
territory, it is unknown. The extent of this mastery of nature 
through the visual was, for centuries, complicated by the 
relationship to divinity – ultimate mastery and creation – 
and the morality of reproducing nature. The inclusion of 
illustrations within books of natural history was a feature 
of the late Renaissance, which was co-incident with the 
reduced control of the church. Many of the classical 
texts that saw a revival as illuminated manuscripts in 
the thirteenth century were purely textual, and included 
Aristotle’s Historia animalium (350 BC),11 Isidore of 
Seville’s seventh-century encyclopaedia Etymologiae,12 
Theophrastus’s Enquiry into plants and On the causes of 
plants (c300 BC) and Pliny’s Naturalis historia (AD 77) 
(one of the first classical manuscripts to be printed, in 
1469). Illustrations here were limited to simple diagrams 
and the illuminations were incidental to the text and did 
not extend arguments or findings in visual form. In 1543 
three significant scientific works that used observational 
illustration to support theory were published: Fuchs’s 
De historia stirpium commentarii insignes, Copernicus’s 
De revolutionibus orbium coelestium and Versalius’s, 
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De fabrica. There remained, however, few examples of 
pictures of animals in books. Medieval bestiaries, which 
provided a compendium of the symbolic, largely Christian 
significance of animals, were, prior to Gesner’s book, the 
only instances. The struggle between the textual and the 
visual for primacy of knowledge dissemination came to 
the fore during the sixteenth century. In his The eye of 
the lynx (2002), a study of the natural history drawings by 
Federico Cesi and his Lincean Academy, David Freedberg 
discusses this late Renaissance contribution to scholarship 
and the debate surrounding the usefulness of illustrations. 
The study and interpretation of classical texts was, at 
this time, seen as one way of studying nature that, in 
deferring to Galen’s terms, was not distracted by images. 
This recalls Plato’s objection to mimesis in the Republic 
books VII and X, in his claim that forms hold an ideal truth 
and that artists are mere imitators of that created by the 
gods: their work is based on appearance, not virtue. In the 
Renaissance understanding of natural forms, and working 
towards a method of ordering them, it was believed that, 
in accordance with Aristotle, forms should simultaneously 
reveal their similarity and difference. Illustrations were 
unable to perform this at once and were consequently 
believed insufficient and limited in their ability to translate 
complex ideas and systems. Additionally, it was believed 
that, as images presented singular views of objects, 
they were unable to reveal the ‘essence’ of what was 
depicted. Linnaeus disputed the value of images in the 
expression of biological systems. He believed images to 
distort and camouflage, and thus advocated a reduction 
to geometric essentials based on textual description – 
that by limiting the visual, structure would reveal true 
relationships.13 However, his system of taxonomy based 
on defining characteristics – either present or not – while 
seemingly unforgiving, would result in ambiguous, partial 
and betwixt categories when put into practice (Foucault, 
2002:147).
The Enlightenment’s emphasis on the ordering 
of specimens championed the philosophy of ‘truth-
to-nature’. This was the manual elimination of the 
variability of nature and the anomalies of the specimen 
in favour of generality and fidelity to type. The inclusion 
of irrelevant details ran the risk of misclassification. 
This was challenged by nineteenth-century objectivity 
and the mechanised photographic image that reduced 
human intervention in documenting specimens (Daston 
& Galison, 2007). Although its veracity was not easily 
disputed, the photographic image was also a seemingly 
unmediated illustration of specimens.14 This conflict 
between truth and objectivity remains a central issue 
in the history of representation in science. This points 
to the persistent problem in scientific illustration: the 
general over the particular – how individuality and the 
variability of nature is sacrificed in favour of the ideal 
form or typical specimen. In more contemporary terms, 
this pertains to the depiction of speciation within natural 
history museums: in order to satisfy the idea of a species 
occupying a specific unit of the 'tree of life'15 the idealised 
Lithograph of the Abyssinian hare in Théophile Lefebvre's Voyage en 
Abyssinie, 1839–1840
Woodcut of the black rat in Conrad Gesner's Historiae animalium,  1551
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exemplar needs to be identified, both within the printed 
book and within the museum cabinet. 
The drawings and paintings produced by the Linceans 
in the late 1500s, demonstrate a remarkable attempt at 
veracity and accurate representation of individual form. 
Produced only some 50 years after Gesner’s publication, 
watercolours by Vincenzo Leonardi show detailed and 
particular anatomical renderings of plants and animals. 
All emblematic reference has been lost and the project 
is unapologetic in its aim to classify and order all human 
knowledge and catalogue all living things with as close 
a fidelity to nature as possible. The understanding of 
texture, colour, shape and animation is extraordinary in 
these works and, in many instances the cropped, organic 
compositions set them in a contemporary mould.16 In 
his book, Freedberg presents these images in contrast 
to Mattioli’s woodcuts from 1585 (Freedberg, 2002:211–
215), where the formalised, rigid and diagrammatic 
representations sit in stark contrast to the watercolours 
that are not constrained by the format of the page. 
Perhaps this comparison has much to do with the 
difference between painting and printmaking and the 
inevitable codification that comes with translation from 
the former to the latter; however, it is apparent that the 
Lincean images emerged from a different set of intentions. 
Cesi contrived to collect and observe a full record of the 
natural world before drawing any theoretical conclusion, 
particularly fossils, fungi and plants not previously 
mentioned by Aristotle or his followers. This, according 
to Freedberg, resulted in a primary need to find an 
appropriate visual form to represent those specimens not 
found in antiquity.
Cesi and his group were the first to use a microscope 
(Galileo’s) to observe specimens, decades before the 
publication of Robert Hooke’s Micrographia of 1665, 
and were thus able to see detail previously undetected. 
However, this close observation was to present a new set 
of problems. On close inspection, specimens started to 
reveal structural internal patterns that made unexpected 
connections between species. Interiors were more similar 
than exteriors suggested, hinting at an organisation that 
challenged previous classificatory systems. There were 
also discrepancies between observed and known forms, 
as specimens displayed both particular and anomalous 
features. Presented with the dilemma of occluding or 
exaggerating characteristics, Cesi was to conclude that 
the image was doomed to failure. “Picture making, they 
began to understand, was fundamentally descriptive 
and synthetic; it stood at odds with order and analysis” 
(Freedberg, 2002:5).
The vain attempt to reproduce faithfully what was 
observed resulted in a categorisation of specimens that 
is of pertinence to my study. Although Cesi searched 
for a unique marker that would identify species as 
distinct and make for an easier classificatory system, 
close inspection produced less rather than more clarity. 
In his incomplete Mirror of reason he had a category 
for “things of doubtful nature, or doubtful species, or 
ambiguous things ... Two different natures joined in a 
single species ... species participating in two natures” 
(in Freedberg, 2002:183).17 Barbara Stafford describes 
the eighteenth-century conundrum, for those wishing to 
classify, which followed the invention of the microscope. 
In minute examination organisms revealed similarities 
and differences as before unseen and some seemed to 
fall into “betwixt and between” categories. This assisted 
in breaking down what she terms the “hegemony that 
the integral human body held in the West and loosened 
the grip of anthropocentrism” (Stafford, 1998:230). 
Animalcules and infusoria became part of a “rococo 
vocabulary of decorative hybrids” (Stafford, 1998:233). 
This indeterminacy of species – the hybrid, partial, 
hermaphrodite – that does not easily conform to set 
classificatory systems can perhaps be extrapolated as 
a metaphor in approaching 'the web of life' as an icon. 
I wish to argue that uncertainty is a necessary position 
in order to redefine evolutionary iconography. Although 
species may be morphologically distinct, their phylogeny 
is more porous and less willing to conform to distinct 
boundaries, this in turn allowing for links to be made 
between species. Although this is largely at a genetic 
level, I believe that this ‘fuzzy-edgedness’ opens a space 
for a more complex understanding of species that is less 
confined by a narrow biological determination. Although 
this may appear tangential, I would suggest that Gesner’s 
Historiae animalium operates within the iconography of 
‘webness’ too, in that although animals are described 
discretely, their enmeshment within a cultural landscape 
opens their definition to a fluid interpretation of species. 
This will be expanded on in later chapters with references 
to my curated exhibitions. 
STRUCTURED PAGES
The fifteenth and sixteenth centuries saw a radical shift in 
the understanding of the world. Copernicus and Columbus 
enabled the notion of a constantly expanding terrain – one 
that brought finite systems into doubt and interrogated 
the foundations of what it meant to be human. At the 
moment when the social and natural world became 
symbolic territory to be divided and ordered, the printing 
of books was invented, becoming a complicit agent in the 
generation of a particular worldview. Print, as a medium, 
is always bound to an ‘other’ – recalling a state outside of 
itself, an output independent from the site of generation. 
It is a medium of oppositions: matrix and impression, 
original and reproduction, negative and positive, oil and 
water, depth and surface, and so, as a practice, exhibits a 
binary taxonomy that echoes Enlightenment symmetrical 
classificatory order – a system that recognised the 
symmetry of nature as evidence of God’s power. As an 
innovation, print suggests a network of relationships 
between object and text, object and image, and image 
and text that are more nuanced than a binary relationship. 
The printed image is one of a chain of events: a multiple 
of a reproduction of an illustration of an interpretation of 
a specimen. This recalls Derrida’s claim that “there is no 
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outside-text” (1976:158) in that the world is structured 
through texts and the only means of referring to this is 
through representations. That the object cannot escape 
its rendering, and is always constituted by deferral, is a 
contemporary consciousness that acknowledges that any 
object in a museum is only understood in relation to a 
host of previous images in books and other media.
The printed book divided the known world 
into sections of text and units of consecutive visual 
information – a conceptual shift that was largely driven 
by technological innovation. Technology is the means 
through which the knowledge of natural science is 
disseminated, and technology also impacts on its 
visualisation and articulation. It is in the translation of 
images to print, reproduced and standardised within 
sequential structures, that an understanding of nature is 
built and maintained. Nature is, by implication, produced 
by its visualisation through print technology.18 The print 
in book form has been a determining feature in the 
perpetuation of linear models of knowing the world. 
Not only were ideas of classification, taxonomy and 
evolution communicated through the book, forming part 
of the reproduction and replication of those systems, 
but underlying linearities were supported by the codex 
structure, presenting a constrained and hierarchical 
ordering of material, not least of all linked to its origins 
in the church.
The development of the book as a material object, 
and the manner in which that object is received, is 
critical to any argument that suggests that form impacts 
on meaning. This point is made by Roger Chartier who 
notes that when writing becomes a book, attention needs 
to be paid to the role of the physicality of the object in 
its transmission. Text is written independently of the 
conception of the book as object, resulting in a space 
between text and object – the space in which meaning 
may be generated (Chartier, 1994:10). Chartier suggests 
that the aesthetics of reception have been overlooked 
and that the historicisation of the ‘reader experience’ 
has been based on literary conventions rather than the 
interrogation of objects.19 If the form of the book is seen 
to constitute its readership and reception, it is fairly 
apparent that the relationship between the book and 
scientific authority is constructed through its design, 
organisation and illustrations, in proportion to the values 
of the time. 
The codex book is both binary and sequential 
in its form, centrally stitched and held between two 
equal covers. The symmetry of the open book means 
that pages are viewed in relation to each other, while 
the inclusion of the frontispiece and colophon in more 
traditional books, literally sandwich the contents of 
the book between a visual explanatory narrative and a 
textual reflection. The conventions of the structure and 
divisions of the book imbue the book with a temporality, 
as, through a slow process of disclosure, its contents 
are revealed over time. Stoicheff and Taylor describe 
the book as a complex instrument that is “never fully 
Lithograph of skull bones of the Nyctoclepte dekan (bamboo rat). Plate 11 
from Auguste Valliant's Voyage autour du monde: La Bonita, (Mammiféres), 
1836–1841
Personal copy of Darwin’s On the origin of species, 1859, reprinted 1880
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encountered except as an expectation or recollection 
or closed volume” able to “hold meaning in suspense” 
(Stoicheff & Taylor, 2004:3; Manguel, 2004:29). They draw 
attention to the significance of layout and orientation of 
the page in that its conventional verticality encourages a 
hierarchical arrangement of ideas, reinforcing a particular 
worldview. The vertical page and sequential organisation 
of information was to mirror a view of natural history 
that arranged species in groups of varying and increasing 
complexity and differentiated animals from humans. 
While the production of books was under the 
control of the church, the institution exercised control 
over the hierarchy of information. A soon as the book was 
liberated from the confines of the church, the structure of 
the book had to provide the hierarchical structure for that 
information. The consecutive page, the structure of the 
block of text within margins and text that runs from line 
to line creates an expectation – a sense of development 
or evolution of a text or narrative. The continuity of lines 
of text, running along horizontal axes and broken only 
by pagination also recall an imagined transcription of a 
spoken language and reflects the orality of text. In this 
there is a sense of divine intervention – the spoken word 
of God transcribed. Natural history from the sixteenth 
to eighteenth centuries capitalised on this association 
– the role of natural history being to reflect God’s work 
and creation – based on St Augustine’s description of the 
two books of God: scripture and nature. While the link 
between the medieval symbolic world of nature became 
tenuous after the Reformation, taxonomy was seen as a 
non-symbolic way to reveal the order of God (Harrison, 
2009:883). Printed books were to be the conduits of 
this order and the form of the text was thus critical in 
establishing the authority of science, linking it to the 
ultimate authority. 
Early books written on vellum were individually 
unique as each sheet was separately pared, dried and 
treated for inscription. With the advent of printing, however, 
the production of paper began to be standardised. As 
natural history developed as a discipline, so did the format 
in which it was presented. Endless sheets of paper as part 
of a production schedule necessitated a standardised 
format that mirrored the form of production. The formal 
layout of a textual page is instrumental in communicating 
intellectual content and directing the act of reading. This 
has changed enormously throughout different periods 
and, interestingly, some parallels between medieval 
and contemporary design frameworks emerge.20 The 
medieval manuscript constructed page layout as an 
organic form that in many ways reflects current layout 
or web design. There was logic to various sections of the 
text that were produced in different scales and scripts. 
The central text would be surrounded by commentary in 
margins with further commentary by scribes beyond that, 
leaving additional space for the reader to add marginalia 
(Manguel, 2004:30). 21 The text was thus increasingly fluid, 
self-reflexive and self-referential. The creation of the blank 
space in the text became a place of insertion of the reader 
– a space in which the reader could make connections and 
determine, to an extent, the interpretation of the book. 
Open layout allowed for open interpretation and this is 
revisited in the contemporary digital space of hypertext. 
Interestingly, as the discipline of natural history developed 
at the same time as print technology, it is framed between 
the medieval and the contemporary – the space of the 
non-responsive reader.
In the medieval manuscript, the margins were the 
place to establish a relationship between the reader and 
the text: the text was a territory to invade or to exclude. 
The margin was the space of the reader’s authority, 
reversing centre and periphery. With standardised 
printing, the margin and open space had a different use. 
Chartier speaks of the “triumph of white over black” 
introduced by new spacing in eighteenth-century printing 
(Chartier, 1994:11). This allowed for increased white gaps 
on the page and the use of paragraphs to clarify arguments 
in a manner that discouraged the reader from adding 
comments, returning authority to the text or image itself. 
While in the early years of printing, piracy and plagiarism 
were rife within the reprinting of texts, and texts were 
not reliable,22 by the eighteenth century printing came to 
be associated with the visual articulation of fixed ideas 
(Johns, 1998). The development of the printed book 
expanded access to texts and readership, yet it created a 
passive reader: a recipient of knowledge who deferred to 
the printed text as active authority.
Printing not only introduced a new formal language 
to the book, but its affordability resulted in a proliferation 
of printed material that accentuated a problem that 
arose during the production of medieval manuscripts. 
Books of natural philosophy were increasingly revised, 
annotated and reproduced and the response by printers 
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was to use internal referencing systems to formalise 
the selection and access within books themselves.23 
Medieval scholars were encouraged to keep a 
‘commonplace book’ – a notebook with selected quotes 
and texts of personal significance24 (Cavallo & Chartier, 
1999:55) and the increased availability of books in the 
Renaissance made this an essential part of scholarly 
practice. The recognition of a need to develop a 
system to order and classify information resulted in the 
bibliography and here Gesner’s work in bibliographies 
is again of significance. In addition, the design of the 
index, footnotes and contents pages within books 
became increasingly important and came to stand for 
the commonplace – the mnemonic that provided access 
to the dense text. Printing had introduced the need for a 
chronology of knowledge and a linearity of content and 
from this point the predictability of the structure of the 
progressive book could be said to determine the manner 
in which the contents were understood. The contents’ 
structure became increasingly considered, culminating 
in examples such as French Enlightenment philosophers 
Denis Diderot and Jean le rond d’Alembert’s tree-
like organogram, the "System of human knowledge" 
used in their Encyclopédie (1751–1766). This divided 
knowledge into three branches: Memory (history), 
Reason (philosophy) and Imagination (poetry), and had 
as its reference the system of knowledge structured 
by Francis Bacon in the shape of a tree. D’Alembert 
was, however, aware that a better organisational 
system for the encyclopaedia would be in the form of 
a multidimensional map (Eco, 1984). Similarly, English 
encyclopaedist, Ephraim Chambers’s contents in his 
Cyclopaedia (1728) made use of a schema based on a 
horizontally orientated Porphyrian tree. Classificatory 
systems devised for books thus developed in tandem 
with ideas for the classification of natural systems. 
Chambers explained in an advertisement for Cyclopaedia 
that, “The Character of this Work is to be a DICTIONARY, 
and a SYSTEM at the same time. It consists of an infinite 
Number of Articles, which may either be consider’d 
separately, as so many distinct Parts of Knowledge; or 
collectively, as constituting a Body thereof” (cited in 
Yeo, 2000:215). 
Encyclopaedias (the word is derived from ‘circle of 
knowledge’) stressed connections between ideas over 
dominant structure and aimed to reveal the connection 
between subjects, again anticipating the hypertextual. 
Yet this was thwarted by alphabetisation – an arbitrary 
system of order that was seen to disrupt a ‘natural’ order 
to knowledge. The dictionary and encyclopaedia were to 
stand in place of a library for many in response to what 
was seen in the seventeenth and eighteenth centuries 
as a proliferation of books, which Chambers called a 
“reduction of the vast bulk of universal knowledge into a 
lesser compass” (cited by Yeo, 2000:212). The scope of the 
encyclopaedic project allowed for infinite complexity and 
philosophical reasoning, while the structure of the book 
form allowed for cross-referencing. For the first time, 
different sets of ideas could be viewed comparatively in 
a single form.
THE CHRISTIAN CODEX
The understanding of the book as an object that serves 
knowledge is given, yet a close reading of its etymological 
roots hint at a more complex relationship between 
knowledges. These roots are the Greek biblia – the plural 
of biblion – that became the ‘book’ of books and of sacred 
scriptures (biblia sacra), and biblos (the inner bark of 
papyrus), which became bibliothêke (house of papyrus), 
meaning wisdom of knowledge. The book was thus always 
positioned as an object straddling religion and learning.
The experience, and thus associative understanding, 
of early scroll books is vastly different from the codex. 
The early scroll presented what may appear as the 
ultimate in linear form: a continuous passage from one 
end to another, bound between rollers. In a scroll, only 
portions of the book are revealed at a time, promoting 
sequential access, with no imposed unit of text. The form 
of the rolled book meant that the content did not always 
coincide with the form, and sections of books frequently 
resided on different rolls in autonomous sections. The 
codex form (caudex is Latin for ‘trunk of tree’ or ‘block 
of wood’) is understood as a Roman invention developing 
from lintei (linen books)25 and wooden tablets, which 
became the dominant form of book by the fourth century 
(Cavallo, 1999:85) . The codex form includes stitched and 
folded sheets of vellum or paper within a bound cover. In 
contrast to the scroll, which physically and conceptually 
separated textual units, the codex brought disparate units 
together, providing a uniformity and sense of the whole. 
The codex thus started to shape knowledge as a singular 
body of ideas rather than fragmentary and independent. 
In addition, the rectilinear page is a framing device that 
contains a single spatial unit and the structure of recto–
verso pages of the codex sets up a binary opposition 
between pages.
Christianity quickly absorbed the form, particularly 
for the transcription of the New Testament. It serviced the 
poor Christian community as a more affordable method 
of book production as it required smaller sheets and 
both sides of the papyrus could be used. Biblical books 
are not strictly sequential and the codex form allowed for 
easy reference between books of the Bible (De Hamel, 
2001:49). The conversion of Rome to Christianity solidified 
the book as the dominant vehicle of knowledge and the 
growth in the popularity of the codex coincided with the 
growth of Christianity. 
The classical philosophy of Socrates and Plato held 
knowledge to reside in the psyche and promoted the 
orality of knowledge. Christianity, however, referenced 
a form of authority outside of the self and embedded 
knowledge within graphic representations and the form 
of the book. The book replaced the individual as the 
source of information and, at the same time, within a set 
of complex symbolism, the book became the ultimate 
authority – that of the Word of God. Mignolo makes the 
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those things which belong to the information and clarity 
of understanding (entendimiento) are deposited.” As arks 
books kept treasuries of knowledge – much of it spiritually 
sanctioned. Venegas also wrote of the ‘Archetype Book’ 
– the exemplar only to be read by angels, and the 
‘Metagraph Book’ – to be read by humans. He continued 
the popular view that the book was the “expression of the 
divine world and container of all knowledge … God has 
expressed truth in book of nature and holy book – these 
are translated to characters which allow human books to 
communicate with God” (in Mignolo, 2000:351). This is 
the legacy of the Christian book – an intercession between 
spiritual and human realms, interpreting God’s work. 
The Bible was a transcription of God’s Word and 
similarly the museum represented an evocation of God’s 
work. The entirety of collections was extremely significant, 
both within books of natural history, the taxonomic 
systematics of Linnaeus and the museum. In order to be 
true to God’s creation, the museum needed to show all 
species that God had created, and the best exemplars 
of each specimen. Nature was seen as the book written 
by God and to know nature was to know God. As such, 
the form of the book – sequential and binary – was to 
conform to a divinely sanctioned construction of nature, 
which was progressive and defined by difference. 
Prior to the availability of books, Cathedrals and 
churches stood as Bibles, telling the story to the illiterate 
through their masonry and windows. As printing 
developed, emphasis lay in the authority of texts. In a 
reversal of this, printed texts of natural history existed long 
before museums – the cathedrals of nature. The physical 
space of the museum was thus responsive to an existing 
textual directive. This is a significant point as conceptual 
cues for display were provided either by existing church 
design or the structure of information in book form. This 
will be amplified in Chapter 4. As I have discussed, the 
development of the codex as a binary form – recto and 
verso – coincided with the age of Christianity, and so 
within museums various projects of design, collection 
and display were collapsed. The contemporary book, 
pervasively available in digital form, has reverted to the 
scroll, where sections of text are viewed independently, 
but are part of a continuum, and can randomly connect 
with other bodies of disconnected text. In this format 
there is no expectation of pairing, binary or linearity. 
Perhaps, in this way, the return to the book as a scroll 
may be more closely related to the fluidity of speciation 
and the imagining of the iconography of evolution as a 
rhizomatic web, and the decline of the dominant codex 
and its rectilinear format may free the museum from the 
stranglehold that information in sequential, hierarchical 
form has had on it and introduce the post-Christian age.
significant point that when the word detached from the 
orator (physical body) it became attached to the silent 
voice of God (invisible body) (Mignolo 2000:362).
The idea of the book and the Word of God are highly 
interchangeable throughout the Bible.26 Here two tropes 
relevant to my study come together – book and tree: the 
'book of God', the 'book of life', the 'tree of life' and the 
'tree of knowledge'. Although the transcription of the 
Word of God has Judaic origins, the integrated symbol of 
God as a book and as the Word emerges strongly in the 
New Testament where Jesus is conflated with the Word of 
God. In the Gospel of St John we read:
In the beginning was the Word, and the Word 
was with God, and the Word was God. He was 
with God in the beginning. Through him all 
things were made; without him nothing was 
made that has been made. In him was life, and 
that life was the light of men . . . The Word 
became flesh and made his dwelling among us. 
(John 1:1–4, 14, KJV)
The Word of God is what creates and is spoken, but is also 
the written Word as presented in the Bible. God’s Word 
becomes flesh in Jesus and the book – a conduit of both 
logos and rhema: the written and the spoken word. Jesus 
is present at the origin of the world with the Word – and is 
both the text and the book. To misquote Derrida, nothing 
exists outside the text.
At the conclusion to the Christian Bible, in Revelation 
10:9–10, the book appears again: 
And I went unto the angel, and said unto him, 
‘Give me the little book.’ And he said unto me, 
‘Take it, and eat it up; and it shall make thy 
belly bitter, but it shall be in thy mouth sweet 
as honey.’27 And I took the little book out of 
the angel’s hand, and ate it up; and it was in 
my mouth sweet as honey: and as soon as I had 
eaten it, my belly was bitter.(KJV)
 In this act of eating, John assimilates the Word of God. 
It is also a physical act – dysphagia, or the inability to 
swallow.28 The book is present at the beginning of time in 
Genesis and at the end of time in the book of Revelation. 
This suggests a binary, a finite event – human life as pages 
between two covers – between two points in the history 
of the world.
Christ is the Word made flesh – the physical manifest 
as a book. Skotnes (2005:6) reminds us of Christ as a book 
on a cross: “his back hung against the spine of the cross, 
his arms and legs the splayed pages on which the story 
of sacrifice and redemption is written in the blood of his 
wounds.” Here the simultaneous symbolism of the book 
and of the 'tree is life' is recalled. Bibles and holy texts 
were literally the Word made flesh as the Torah is said to 
be copied by Moses onto a scroll made from the skin of 
a kosher calf and early Bibles etched text with caustic ink 
onto vellum made from calf, sheep or goatskin.29
Alejo Venegas, a professor of rhetoric in Spain in the 
1540s, defined the book as “an ark of deposit in which, 
by means of essential information or things of figures, 
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1 Rampant and coward lions are heraldry conventions: the former depicts 
the animal standing on two legs with paws raised and the latter depicts 
the tail between the legs.
2 This image of the black rat was a portent. Conrad Gesner reportedly 
died of Bubonic plague in 1565.
3 Gesner’s Protestant beliefs were believed to infiltrate his writing and 
this publication, together with the Historiae animalium was placed on 
the Index librorum prohibitorum in 1559, the list of books prohibited by 
the Catholic Church.
4 Aristotle’s Historia animalium (350 BC) was entirely textual and Galen 
was known to distrust illustration as a distraction from the truth and 
clarity of text.
5 Although I have examined this book closely as an object, the Latin text 
renders it fairly impenetrable to me. For this I am reliant on the essay by 
William Ashworth, "Emblematic Natural History and the Renaissance" 
(in Jardine et al. 1997). 
6 Foucault expands the theory of resemblance and its significance to the 
Renaissance in The order of things (2002) as does Hooper-Greenhill 
(1992). 
7 Interestingly, the popularity of curiosity cabinets coincided with 
the development of the printed book; in some ways setting up an 
opposition between uniqueness and reproduction. 
8 This term is used by David Freedberg with reference to the drawing 
collection of Cassiano dal Pozzo, his "museo cartaceo" (Freedberg 
2002:15–16).
9 The paradox of this relationship is that the mobile book brings 
knowledge to the people, while the fixed museum brings the people to 
the site of knowledge. 
10 This is a term used by Pippa Skotnes in the introduction to Curiosity 
CLXXV (2004).
11 Seen as the progenitor of natural history writing and popularised to 
the modern audience by the D’Arcy Wentworth Thompson translation 
of 1910.
12 This compendium of 20 books quoted from more than 150 classical 
authors and included topics from grammar to ships. It contained 
diagrams and illuminations, but not illustrations. Its structure is not 
dissimilar to Diderot’s eighteenth-century Encyclopédie.
13 Foucault (2002) writes of this extensively in his chapter "Classifying" in 
The order of things. He describes how, through description of structure, 
plant taxonomy was reduced to language systems where the visual 
became redundant.
14 Of course photographers did use focus, cropping and angles in ways 
that revealed a subjective eye. Karl Blossfeldt’s highly aesthetic plant 
photographs from the early twentieth century and Edward Weston’s 
erotic natural studies from the 1930s are evidence of this.  
15 The 'tree of life' as a complex symbol of science and Christianity. I refer 
to this more extensively in Chapter 2.
16 This sense of composition is matched by the plant drawings of Albrecht 
Dürer, most notably his Iris of c1503. However, books and folios of the 
time tended to revert to more formulaic renderings of natural form as 
is evident in Otto Brunfels's bestselling Herbarium vivae eicones (1530), 
with woodcuts by Dürer’s pupil Hans Weiditz (Pavord, 2005:17).
17 Freedberg makes the point that only after evolution was acknowledged 
could an understanding of a gradual change between species, rather 
than radical categories, be accepted (2002:376).
18 Martin Heidegger (1977) is of reference here. He inverts the commonly 
held notion that science produces technology by suggesting that 
technology is in fact instrumental in the production of both truth and 
science. Heidegger is concerned with ontological presence and the 
manner in which phenomena are revealed or, as he describes them, 
"come into being" or "bringing-forth". Technology defines itself in this 
process of presencing. The essence of becoming can only be realised 
through technologies as they provide access that would otherwise not 
exist. It is in this revealing that technology becomes conflated with 
truth, and here he draws a parallel between the role of the artist and 
that of technology in performing this role of revealing or ‘bringing the 
body into being’ (technē deriving both from craft and fine art and from 
knowing).
19 This was part of a movement in the late 1980s towards a theory of the 
book that included literary theory, the history of the book, its production 
and its reception – how it is understood as an object and how that 
differentiates meaning – which includes writers Don McKenzie, Roger 
Chartier and Robert Darnton.
20 Disciplined typographic layout with pages of continuous text was 
to dominate printed books from the sixteenth century. This was only 
disrupted by the typographical revolution by the Dadaists, Futurists, 
Cubists, and Constructivists at the beginning of the twentieth century.
21 Manguel (2004:30) notes the evolution of the medieval page of text 
as a complex set of cross-references or acrostics and provides the 
example of a version of Aristotle’s thirteenth-century manuscript of 
Parra naturalia.
22 Adrian Johns writes extensively of the non-fixity of print in The nature 
of the book (1998). Here he proposes that early print was not reliable 
or repeatable, contrary to the conventional view of ‘print culture’ as 
espoused by Elizabeth Eisenstein in her canonical The printing press 
as an agent of change (1979). Unscrupulous printers disregarded 
the integrity of the author’s text in the interests of expediency and 
efficiency. 
23 Ann Blair (2000) writes extensively about the anxiety created by the 
volume of texts and the responses to this.
24 Parry notes that prior to digital catalogues, museum curators would 
carry small 'commonplace' books with them to collect thoughts, and 
record notes and events (Parry, 2007:103).
25 The papyrus scroll was introduced to Rome from Greece in 180 BC 
along with entire libraries brought as war treasures. This promoted the 
rise of the rolled book, the rotulus, which was held between two sticks, 
held above with the right hand and unrolled with the left.
26 The Bible is the book of books. Etymologically it derives most recently 
from the Anglo-Latin biblia (fourteenth century), which derives from 
the Greek biblion, meaning paper, scroll or used as the commonplace 
term for book. The Christian scripture was referred to as Ta Biblia in 
Greek in the third century (Online Etymology Dictionary).
27 The King James Version refers to a ‘book,’ but ‘scroll’ is more common 
in other versions, and consistent with a first-century manifestation of 
a book.
28 Chartier (1994:5) recalls this act when he speaks of the mystical 
relationship with the book as one in which discrete moments of 
reading are sequential and the physical book becomes an externalised 
form of a highly personal, subjective experience. The act is pleasurable 
and joyful, and the physical reaction to the ‘manducation’ of the text 
leaves its mark on the body.
29 Vellum was produced by soaking skins in lime to loosen the fat and fur, 
then scraped or pared over a frame to ultimate thinness. The skins were 
punctured to give guidelines for ruling and occasionally rubbed with 
chalk.
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Tree of Jesse. Chartes Cathedral, 1145 The spine of Charles Darwin’s first edition of On the 




From a potent seed radicles emerge, protrude, take 
hold and imbibe water. Plumules advance upwards, 
pressing through yielding soil, leaves unfurl and absorb 
light. With this the tree reveals its inheritance – vertical, 
rooted, bifurcating, ascendant. The tree is one of the 
most common analogies used to describe life. Imagined 
as cyclical, renewing, developing, and extending past 
a human life span, it is a malleable icon that has been 
used from the Garden of Eden to evolutionary theory to 
fix these points of origin, creation and hierarchy. In the 
contemporary context, the ‘tree of life’ is most commonly 
associated with Darwin, but this discussion will reveal 
that the previous cultural significance of this icon within 
many facets of knowledge production was what resulted 
in its being so easily adopted as the image of evolution. 
The rhetoric of tree iconography raises two related issues 
that pertain to this study, and I shall attempt to address 
them separately. The first is why the tree became such a 
dominant and enduring image of evolution, when other 
icons were suggested, and the second is how the lineage 
of tree iconography and a chain of being contributes to 
the misunderstanding of evolution – what Gould refers to 
as a “false iconography” (1989:23–52).
THE TREE AS AN IMAGE OF 
EVOLUTION
In the introduction to the London Natural History 
Museum’s publication 99% APE: how evolution adds up, 
it is stated: “the tree of life is no longer a metaphor, but a 
genealogy of all living things that even now is being built 
from clues to ancestry hidden in the genetic code of every 
living thing” (Silvertown, 2008:4). This is derived from 
the false logic that the genealogical imperative exempts 
metaphorical content, but more significantly, as with the 
children’s story of the velveteen rabbit1, the imagined has 
become REAL.  The iconography of the tree has finally, it 
is suggested, grown to reach its true destiny. 
This hint at the preordained destiny of the icon is 
curiously echoed by science philosopher Ian Hacking 
who makes the point that rather than presenting a literal 
tree, the Edenic ‘tree of life’ should be read as a portent 
of future understanding. He expresses his amazement 
that this icon, which has proved so apposite, emerged so 
early in human codification of the world (Hacking, 2007). 
Yet it is precisely because of this early emergence that 
the tree has become the favoured icon of evolution. The 
discussion will show that networks or webs were at one 
point an equally strong visual schematic for demonstrating 
classification or evolutionary links, and that Darwin was 
also ambivalent as to his choice of iconography, seeing 
evolution as an entanglement. However, the deep 
cultural and historical trajectories of the tree within 
western and Christian thought as well as its ascendant 
orientation resulted in its becoming the form of choice. 
Resonance with previous models provided a familiarity 
and reassurance. 
The popularity of the tree as an analogue spans 
cultures, religions and time, saturating mythology 
(Cook, 1974; Lovejoy, 1936), genealogy (Bouquet, 1996; 
Ingold, 2007) and science (Hacking, 2007; Gould, 1989; 
Ragan, 2009; Gontier, 2011). It is traced most obviously 
to its biblical antecedent as both the Edenic ‘tree of life’ 
(lignum vitae) and ‘tree of knowledge’ (lignum scientiae) 
at the centre of the Garden of Eden (Genesis 2:9). This 
dual analogy introduces both genealogical kinship and 
epistemology, as by enjoying the fruit of knowledge, 
immortality was sacrificed and through biological 
propagation the first tree of association begun (Weigel, 
n.d.). This first tree is situated at the ‘beginning of time’ 
and reappears at the ‘end of time’ on the banks of the 
river at the heavenly city of Jerusalem.
And he shewed me a pure river of water of life, 
clear as crystal, proceeding out of the throne of 
God and of the Lamb. In the midst of the street 
of it, and on either side of the river, [was there] 
the tree of life, which bear twelve [manner of] 
fruits, [and] yielded her fruit every month: and 
the leaves of the tree [were] for the healing of 
the nations. (Revelation 22:1–2, KJV)2
In Genesis 2:10 we read “And a river went out of Eden 
to water the garden; and from thence it was parted, 
and became into four heads” (KJV). This brings together 
what anthropologist Tim Ingold refers to as a struggle 
in western iconography between arboreal and hydraulic 
metaphors to describe genealogy (2007:117). Although 
both ramose structures, the tree tends to dominate 
schematic representations. 
Yet, in mythology, the cosmic tree of life is usually 
associated with a spring or river. The tree draws sustenance 
through its roots, transforming water into sap, and thus 
as an icon of creation, the tree is predictably male. Its 
verticality, self-generation from seed and flow of internal 
fluid make it an embodiment of masculine procreative 
power (Bouquet, 1996:59–60).3 Symbolically, the motif 
of the cosmic tree is situated in the centre of the world, 
having roots in the underworld, branches in the heavens, 
and the trunk uniting earth with these two other zones. 
The tree is a bridging symbol, providing orientation, and 
thus the appropriate form to connect two points in time 
or space.4 The multicultural use of the tree form became 
essentialised, particularly in eastern cultures – stripped 
of its foliage to a pole or column. Known as the axis 
mundi, the tree became the absolute symbolic centre 
and the site of origin, and the spatial organisation of 
communities around a central temple or altar replicates 
this mythological structure of the universe (Cook, 1974). 
Orientation is of interest in the inverted schematic 
trees found in India, Australia, Lapland and within the 
Kabbala (Cook, 1974).  With roots above and branches 
below, creation is seen as descending rather than 
ascending, in opposition to commonly held Christian 
values which associate ascension with verticality. 
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Kabbalistic philosophy also tightly collapses tree and 
creation: the tree contains the seed and the seed contains 
the tree – just as God contains creation and creation 
the hidden Word of God. The two concepts are seen as 
inseparable. The thirteenth-century Book of Zohar depicts 
the tree in diagrammatic form, extending downwards in 
ten eminations or sefirot, from keter, the supreme crown, 
at the top, to malkhut, or kingdom, below.  This tree, an 
arbor inversa, links God, the Universe and humans and 
its upright form is repeated in the Jewish menorah, also 
referred to as the tree of life.
The Bible is filled with tree references. There is the 
appearance of God as a burning bush – fire and growth 
as one, the parable of the fig tree, the grafting of a wild 
olive, the palm tree, tamarisk, pomegranate, cypress, 
cedar, juniper, oak, almond, fir, apple, willow, vine, pine. 
Trees permeate the text, and all point to that central 
tree, framed by the trees at beginning and end of time, 
the tree that is Christ. Christ, exemplifying eternal life, 
stands for something renewable and cyclical. He is the 
central point of salvation and John’s5 tree in the book 
of Revelation is often interpreted as being Christ, whose 
Version of Isadore de Seville’s Etymologiae, 1100s
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“leaves are for the healing of nations” (Revelation 22:1–2, 
KJV). The cross is a version of the redemptive tree: dead 
wood transmuted to the form of eternal life. The form of 
the cross clearly resembles a tree, although it is possible 
that this form is a later design, popularised by Emperor 
Constantine’s use of it in battle in 312 AD (Kemp, 2012:48) 
and that early crucifixes were more pole-like.6
Genealogy is encapsulated by the tree schema as 
it provides a clear system for recording both succession 
and relationships over time. Religious thought provided 
a foundation for a patriarchal genealogical method, 
searching for pedigrees that linked men and Christ. In 
diagrams reminiscent of trees, degrees of consanguinity 
were represented in the form of a crucifix as early as 
the eighth century in Isidore de Seville’s manuscript 
Etymologiae, an encyclopaedic collection of knowledge 
from antiquity (Bouquet, 1996:47). In an image from a 
twelfth-century version of this, Christ appears as a tree, 
his legs and body comprised of individuals and couples 
within arched colonnades – a ‘living’ columbarium. This 
formal schema is picked up in medieval images depicting 
the Tree of Jesse.7 Popularised in Medieval cathedrals, 
this iconography responded to a desire to trace a lineage 
from Jesse, father of David, to Christ. Isaiah (11:1, KJV) 
prophesied, “There shall come forth a rod out of the stem 
of Jesse, and a Branch shall grow out of his roots,” here 
referring to the Virgin and Christ. Jesse is often depicted 
as recumbent and from his side springs the vine, on 
whose branches various ancestors reside, Christ being at 
the apex.8 The tree of Jesse was also later conflated with 
the lineage of the first man – Adam – to Christ. It was 
believed that Adamic language was the language of God, 
the language used to name the animals in the Garden 
of Eden. “The whole earth was of one language, and of 
one speech” (Genesis 11:1, KJV) before the confusion of 
tongues at Babel, and that by tracing Adam’s descendants, 
the language of God would become apparent (Gontier, 
2011; Bouquet, 1996).9 Herein the metaphor of the tree 
became synonymous with genealogy, and privilege with 
divinity. 
Feudal nobility who wished to emphasise privilege, 
inheritance and succession found genealogical diagrams 
that read from the top more persuasive of lineage, 
however this depiction presented a conflict or paradox. 
The inverted tree that spreads at its base, does not 
conform to ideas of ascendancy – as epitomised by the 
Tree of Jesse. This conflict in direction between material 
and spiritual objectives was resolved by the sixteenth-
century arbor consanguinitatis that presented the 
individual at the centre of the stem, with the ancestor at 
the top, patrilineal family to the left, matrilineal to the 
right and lineal descendants below (Ingold, 2007:107). 
However, the genealogical tree could not be made to 
grow upright until it was accepted that future generations 
could reach a higher state of living than their ancestors 
which, as Ingold writes “combined a declaration of 
ancestry with a statement of ambition” and “at the dawn 
of the modern era the tree became an icon of progress” 
(2007:107).  This is particularly important when looking at 
the use of the tree in biological terms. Although initially 
Jean Boutilliers. Arbor consanguinitatis, La Grant somme rural, 1539 Arbor Porphyriana, 1700s
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used as a practical means of organising taxonomies, 
the iconography became increasingly conceptual as a 
measure of time and relationships, and ultimately what 
Gould refers to as the “iconography of expectation” 
(1989:23–52).
German literature scholar Sigrid Weigel believes 
that the shift in the 1800s from a classificatory system 
(tableau and listing) to a genealogical one (genealogy 
and tree distribution) presents a tension between 
systematic and temporal ordering modes. She argues 
that while classification relies on the constancy of species 
(determined by difference), evolutionary genealogy relies 
on variation that allows for change (determined over 
time) and these two systems are incompatible (Weigel, 
n.d.). However, Linnaean taxonomy, while not temporal, 
presents a tree-like schematic hierarchy of species that 
is implicitly developmental. Both of these systems rely 
explicitly on a structure of difference, and within that 
structure is a predictable binary symmetry that creates 
vivid distinctions between species. I believe that it is 
precisely this predictability with its balance and order 
that has made the tree such an enduring icon. These ideas 
are amplified at a later stage in this chapter.
The inextricable connection between the ‘tree of 
life’ and evolution has led to the common perception 
that Darwin’s diagram of a tree was one of the first 
biological uses of this icon.10 There are, however, 
multiple prior examples of tree diagrams to describe 
relationships between species, although not all 
evolutionary in emphasis, and often complicated by the 
idea of the ‘creator’ as a mechanism of change. Aristotle’s 
hierarchical scala naturae found favour in medieval 
thought and was an influential ordering principle in early 
Enlightenment taxonomic study. It was a fairly inflexible 
structure, whereas the analogy of the tree allowed for 
more complexity.  Although not overtly referring to the 
tree, Cesi’s ten Tabulae phytosophicae Tables in his Tesoro 
messicano (1628) are constructed from hierarchical 
brackets, porphyrian in form. The tables move from the 
infinite (God) at the top to the finite – bruta (animals) at 
the bottom. The bruta are divided into those of greater 
and lesser perfection and categories are further divided 
to accommodate overlaps between species: phytozoa 
(animals that retain the characteristics of plants); zoophyta 
(a further plant-animal hybrid) and zoolithophyta..11 
Eighteenth-century German naturalist, Peter Simon Pallas, 
was one of the first to suggest the image of a tree as a way 
to organise all life forms. Although he did not provide a 
visual diagram in his Elenchus zoophytorum (1766), Pallas 
described various phyla and classes as branching from the 
base of a tree trunk:
The system of organic bodies is best of all 
represented by an image of a tree which 
immediately from the root would lead forth out 
of the most simple plants and animals a double, 
variously contiguous animal and vegetable 
trunk; the first of which would proceed from 
mollusks to fishes, with a large side branch of 
insects … and at the farthest tip it would sustain 
the quadrupeds. (Pallas in Archibald, 2009:563)
Within this bifurcating form is embedded the bias 
inherited from the scala naturae that organisation moves 
toward perfection, from simple to complex forms. His 
tree presents an ordering system, but does not describe 
relationships between species. Stevens (1983) suggests 
that French botanist Augustin Augier’s 1801 diagram of a 
tree in his Arbre botanique was one of the first attempts to 
do this. Using the botanical tree as a model to distinguish 
between what is now termed homology (proximity in 
his terms) and analogy, he anticipated a model that was 
to revolutionise nineteenth-century systematics. His 
foliate tree distributed families within leaves and classes 
and orders along branches. Yet while taxa are clearly 
relationally arranged, the arrangement is still influenced 
by the scala naturae: the form and construction built on 
ascendant, continuous layers, working towards perfection. 
Augiers writes: “This method starts with the least perfect 
plants and by gradation leads to the more perfect, as 
one can convince oneself when reading the exposition 
of the method and the explanation of the botanic tree” 
… “nature never makes jumps,12 and she passes from 
one being to another by insensible graduations” (cited 
in Stevens, 1983:205). In conflating perfection with 
perceived complexity, Augier’s tree anticipates a form of 
evolutionary diagram in which humans are seen at the 
apex. 
In contrast, Jean-Baptiste Lamarck’s sketchy tree 
in his Philosophie zoologique (1809) is an attempt to 
show an evolution of classes along an upside down tree, 
recalling the genealogical arbour inversa. His diagram, 
used to argue for his theory of the inheritance of acquired 
characteristics, is tentative: classes dividing along dotted 
lines that start with polyps at the top and culminate 
in various mammal orders below. This is commonly 
acknowledged as the first use of a tree diagram to argue 
changes in species, demonstrating both changes in time 
and natural affinities (Gontier, 2011; Ragan, 2009).
Biologist J. David Archibald points to the work of 
geologist, Edward Hitchcock as being one of the first 
instances of the use of a branching tree-like diagram 
to describe the relationships of the natural kingdoms – 
animal and plant – within the context of geological time, 
including the fossil record. Although an opponent of 
evolution, his Elementary geology, published in 31 editions 
between 1840 and 1859, revealed an acknowledgement 
of progression in the fossil record. 
It appears that every successive general change, 
that has taken place on the earth’s surface, has 
been an improvement of its condition. Animals 
and plants of a higher organisation have been 
multiplied with every change, until at last the 
earth was prepared for the existing races; the 
most generally perfect of all with man at their 
head. (Hitchcock cited in Archibald, 2008:573)
This reveals a sense of destiny and a development towards 
perfection. His diagrams more closely resemble kelp than 
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above: Augustin Augier. Arbre botanique, 1801
right: Charles Bonnet. Idea of a natural chain of being, 1745
below: Edward Hitchcock. Diagram in Elementary geology, 1831
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trees as they radiate from the base, rather than dividing, 
and culminate in a crown – the palm being the pinnacle 
of the plant and man the pinnacle of the animal kingdom. 
His tree form is consistent with non-evolutionary thinking 
that all groups are present at the start of life, some die 
off and others become more prevalent. Similarly, Louis 
Agassiz presented a tree-like depiction of fossil fish in the 
first volume of his Recherches sur les poisons fossiles in 
1844. Lines of varying widths are arranged along a vertical 
axis, converging but not touching at any point. Agassiz 
wrote:
I however did not bind the side branches 
to the principal trunks because I have the 
conviction that they do not descend the ones 
from the others by way of direct procreation 
or successive transformation, but that they are 
materially independent one from the other, 
though forming integral part of a systematic 
unit, whose connection can be sought only in 
the creative intelligence of its author. (cited in 
Archibald, 2008:586)
Ironically, only once God was removed as a causal agent of 
change within species and was replaced by transmutation, 
could the tree diagram come into being in a true form that 
started at a single basal point.
Alfred Russel Wallace, in looking for evidence of a 
transmutation of species, pre-empted Darwin’s use of 
the analogy of the tree. In his 1855 On the law which has 
regulated the introduction of new species he referred to 
“branching of the lines of affinity, as intricate as the twigs 
of a gnarled oak or the vascular system of the human 
body” and “the stem and main branches represented by 
extinct species” as well as extant diversity, “a vast mass 
of limbs and boughs and minute twigs and scattered 
leaves” (1855:187). His imagined tree is akin to the 
modern phylogenetic tree, showing extant taxa at the 
branch tips and short branches and gaps where taxa are 
extinct (Ragan, 2009:14). Taxa commonly joined together 
are implied to have descended from a common ancestor, 
while varying lengths of branches connote time periods. 
Darwin’s rough stick diagram that appears in his 1837 
Notebook B23 (commonly recognised as “I think”)13 has 
become iconic as the image that spawned evolutionary 
theory.14 This diagram developed into his ‘tree of life’ 
diagram published in 1859, and the prevalence of this 
image has occluded all others contained in his early 
notebooks, again supporting the dominance of the 
iconography of the tree. Less well known is that his 1837 
notebook contained three other tree-like diagrams, the 
first to demonstrate adaptations to air and water, the 
second to explain gaps in the fossil record, and the last (the 
drawing notated with “I think”), extinction. This second 
diagram appealed to coral15 as an analogy, dead lineages 
depicted with dotted lines at the base and living lineages 
in solid ones. About this he writes  “the tree of life should 
perhaps be called the coral of life, base of branches dead; 
so that passages cannot be seen” (cited in Archibald 
2008:568). This implies, as Archibald suggests, that 
Darwin considered the tree to be a less adequate analogy, 
but that the familiarity of tree iconography would make 
it more readily accepted in popular imagination as an 
icon. Some coral reefs are aged at 790,000-years-old and 
thus this metaphor may better have encapsulated deep 
time and accretion – parts of the colony dying off yet 
leaving their residual structure, while new parts develop. 
This is set in contrast to trees, where the oldest tree, a 
Bristlecone Pine in California, is said to be the oldest tree 
at a mere 4,842 years. 
In Endless forms: Charles Darwin, natural science 
and the visual arts, Diana Donald notes that Darwin was 
a notoriously poor draftsperson, resorting to gesture 
when describing his observations and that this resulted 
in an uneasy translation of his ideas by artists throughout 
his publications (Donald, 2008:10). Darwin describes 
the inadequacy of diagrammatic form to capture the 
complexity of evolution:  
This natural arrangement is shown, as far as is 
possible on paper, in the diagram, but in much 
too simple a manner. If a branching diagram 
had not been used, and only the names of the 
groups had been written in a linear series, it 
would have been still less possible to have given 
a natural arrangement; and it is notoriously 
not possible to represent in a series, on a flat 
surface …  .(Darwin, 1859:422) 
However, he had a deep interest in aesthetics and 
philosophical notions of beauty and his notebooks 
contain many references to David Hume’s Of the standard 
of taste (1757), Archibald Alison’s Essay on the nature 
and principles of taste (1811) and Joshua Reynolds’s 
Discourses (1776) (Donald, 2008:17). While these ideas 
informed and complicated his thoughts around beauty, 
breeding and selection, I would suggest the possibility 
that his consciousness of an aesthetic imperative in some 
way guided his choice of visual metaphor – a tree being 
a sturdier and more appealing icon of evolution than 
friable coral. His discussion of evolution in On the origin of 
species is full of arboreal metaphors: “green and budding 
twigs”, “produced during each former year”, “period of 
growth”, “twigs”, “branch out”, “limbs divided into great 
Charles Darwin, Notebooks, 1837
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branches”, “ramifying branches” (Darwin, 1859). This is a 
positive image, an abundant, fertile tree that may have 
made unconscious appeal to Ruskin’s naturalism, which 
extoled the virtues of nature, nature as subject of art and 
argued that truth, beauty and the divine were inextricably 
linked.
Darwin’s tree is one superficially based on previous 
schema of genealogical inheritance. He placed extant 
taxa at the tips of his tree, not at the internal nodes or 
along the branches, and the value of the diagram lies in 
the textual extrapolation that suggests that species may 
share a common descent because of transmutations and 
natural selection. 
… on the view that the natural system is 
founded on descent with modification; that 
the characters which naturalists consider as 
showing true affinity ... are those which have 
been inherited from a common parent, and, in 
so far, all true classification is genealogical; that 
community of descent is the hidden bond which 
naturalists have been unconsciously seeking, 
and not some unknown plan of creation, or the 
enunciation of general propositions, and the 
mere putting together and separating objects 
more or less alike. (Darwin 1859:365)
Each horizontal line indicates 1000 generations, but 
may indicate “a million or more generations; it may also 
represent a section of the successive strata of the earth’s 
crust including extinct remains” (Darwin, 1859:89). The 
dotted lines indicate species that die off, whereas letters 
a1 to m1 indicate species that are common enough to be 
known. This applies the principle of divergence in that the 
further removed the line, the greater the difference in 
variety. He does, however, write that the progress may be 
irregular, contrary to what the uniformity of the diagram 
suggests. 
Darwin’s 1859 diagram is vertical in orientation – 
near time being represented at the top. Bedell suggests 
that this orientation is not as much a feature of progress 
as it is an inheritance of his geological background: vertical 
stratigraphy represents periods of time reflected in rock 
formations. He was deeply influenced by Charles Lyell’s 
Principles of geology (1830–1833), which he read on the 
Beagle voyage, which argued that geological change takes 
place incrementally over long periods of time. This insight 
allowed him to develop an evolutionary theory wherein 
change happens accumulatively and slowly (Bedell, 
2009:49). Geology provided a model of a deep-time 
scale necessary to argue the slow passage of evolution. 
He was to write: “I find geology a never-failing interest. It 
creates the same grand ideas respecting this world, which 
Astronomy does for the universe” (in Bedell, 2009:49). 
Geology provided a visible landscape in which the passage 
of time could be seen – strata showed a clear, tangible 
relationship between distance or height and time.16 While 
this was easily translated into the diagrammatic, it also 
provided a new conceptual framework for nature. By 
reading the landscape and interpreting its visual clues, 
processes that shaped its past could be revealed and 
interpreted. The present held the residue of the past, just 
as extant species retained certain residual characteristics 
of their ancestors. Changes in species were not observable 
in the same manner as sedimentary layers were, and 
so the tree became a critical visual framework that, in 
addition to layering, suggested divergence.
This study is partly concerned with the impact (or 
lack thereof) of contemporary evolutionary iconography – 
that of the ‘web of life’ – on museum display. In examining 
discussions surrounding this analogy the implication 
is that the tree and web are both dichotomous and 
chronological: first the tree, then the contemporary 
web. Perhaps it is imagined that the web has emerged in 
response to other contemporary ideas – the world-wide-
web, complexity theory and social networking. However, 
many examples of biological web diagrams existed prior 
to Darwin. Stephen Greenblatt identifies Lucretius (99–55 
BC) as one of the earliest proponents of life as an integrated 
system, where the world was made of randomly colliding 
‘atoms’ with no divine architect in command (Greenblatt, 
2011:6). Within this system, Lucretius suggested, humans 
did not occupy a rarefied hierarchical position, but 
formed part of a transitory moment on earth: value in 
life was to be experienced through pleasure and beauty. 
The rediscovery of his epic poem, On the nature of things, 
during the Renaissance, was, according to Greenblatt, 
to have a profound effect on these times, and while no 
iconic visual analogy was presented by Lucretius, his 
description of randomness of particle motion, 'swerves' 
and the unscripted, unpredictable development of life is 
something of a portent for contemporary understanding 
of complex systems. 
Systems of affiliation continued to be depicted along 
the lines of trees, yet by the eighteenth century some 
naturalists arrived at solutions to describe relationships 
between species that were horizontal in orientation. 
They also saw the natural world as maps, circles, webs 
or nets (Stephens, 2009:209). Comte de Buffon’s diagram 
of 1755 demonstrated the relationships of dog breeds in 
a web-like, cross-linked genealogy, while Vitaliano Donati 
in his 1750 publication, Della storia naturale marina dell’ 
Adriatico used the idea of a net to explain the numerous 
Charles Darwin, Tree/ divergence diagram, 1859
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and connected links between animals – in this case Adriatic 
fish (Ragan, 2009; Stevens, 2009). August Johann Georg 
Carl Batsch’s network of affinities within the vegetable 
kingdom, from the Tabula affinitatum regni vegetabilis 
(1802) presents a web-like schematic highly reminiscent of 
contemporary network diagrams and Georg Klebs’s 1893 
diagram of relationships between algae and protozoa 
also depicts a similar network. Possibly he anticipated 
the prompt that was to revolutionise phylogenetics in the 
mid-twentieth century – that bacterial, archaea and plants 
do not conform as easily to structure of the branching 
tree and exhibit a more web-like pattern of evolutionary 
development (Dagan & Martin, 2006; Doolittle, 2000; 
Gould, 1989).
When Carl Woese introduced Archaea17 as a new 
domain in 1977, the 'tree of life' was entirely restructured. 
Woese’s early work with ribosomal RNA suggested that 
the tree be based on genetic rather than morphological 
similarities, at which point microbes became increasingly 
significant. The enormous number of microbes and the 
inclusion of a new domain meant that vertebrates, and 
consequentially humans, occupied an ever-narrowing 
twig at the far end of the tree. Another factor to shake the 
sanctity of the tree was the simultaneous development 
of genetic engineering or synthetic transfer. The first 
transgenic organism was created by Herbert Boyer and 
Stanley Cohen in 1973 when they injected antibiotic 
resistant genes into the plasmid of an E. coli bacterium, 
and the first transgenic mammal produced in 1974, 
when foreign DNA was injected into a mouse embryo. 
To add to this, Lynn Margulis’s 1967 theory of Serial 
Endosymbiosis proposed that mitochondria had once 
been free-living microbes and that their RNA resembled 
that in other microbes more closely than the RNA in the 
nucleus of particular organisms. She produced evidence 
that suggested that mitochondria did not evolve as they 
retain ancient lineages, and were most likely engulfed 
by an ancestral archaeal cell.18 It was becoming clear 
that the boundaries between species were blurred and 
the precise articulation of the tree as an icon seemed 
increasingly inappropriate.19 Doolittle’s article “Uprooting 
the tree of life” in Scientific American (2000) brought the 
debate of the analogical tree of life into the public arena. 
He argued that micro-organisms, which were the main 
inhabitants for at least two thirds of the planet’s history, 
provide little information for defining relationships 
between species and constructing a clear family tree. In 
addition, lateral or horizontal gene transfer allows for the 
exchange of significant genes or suites of genes between 
micro-organisms; and this fundamentally shifts our 
understanding of linear, vertical inheritance. Dagan and 
Martin (2006) added to this in their seminal article “Tree 
of one percent”, which also argued that two fundamental 
evolutionary processes, HGT and endosymbiotic gene 
transfer, must be taken into account when visualising the 
form of evolution. Their key point was that the relative 
number of microbes to eukaryotes is so vast, that if a 'tree 
of life' can be spoken of, it would only account for one 
percent of life. Clearly, this one percent includes most 
of the animal kingdom of interest to displays of natural 
history, however, it disrupts a viewpoint, inherited from 
Aristotle and sustained by Darwin, that a clear lineage can 
be traced from base species or a common ancestor, to 
modern day life.
Johann Batsch, Tabula affinitatum regni vegetabilis, 1802 Comte de Buffon, Diagram of dog breeds, 1775




The 'tree of life' stands outside of the forest. It does not 
form part of a dense, integrated and enmeshed system, but 
is a singularity, an individuated specimen with a particular 
morphology. Perhaps this is the predicament of the tree 
analogy in that rather than allowing for the fluidity of 
complexity, its specificity has directed discussion as to the 
shape of its foliage and growth rather than its habitat.  As 
a contemporary biological analogy, the tree is supported 
on either side by its companions, the ladder and the book, 
both of which have long histories but have recently been 
used to describe the genome20 and emphasise linearity 
and genealogical descent. 
The ladder pre-empts the tree as an ordering system 
for the natural world. The Chain of Being developed in 
the writings of Aristotle and taken up in medieval Europe, 
hierarchically classified the known world from inanimate 
to animate matter, and is a system that has permeated 
thinking about the natural world ever since.
Nature proceeds little by little from things 
lifeless to animal life in such a way that it is 
impossible to determine the exact line of 
demarcation, nor on which side thereof an 
intermediate form should lie. Thus, next after 
lifeless things in the upward scale comes 
the plant, and of plants one will differ from 
another as to its amount of apparent vitality; 
and, in a word, the whole genus of plants, 
whilst it is devoid of life as compared with an 
animal, is endowed with life as compared with 
other corporeal entities. Indeed, as we have 
just remarked, there is observed in plants a 
continuous scale of ascent toward the animal.
(Aristotle in Wentworth Thompson, 1910:588b)
This scale – scala naturae – imagined a vertical ascent 
based on the level of consciousness of beings and the 
development of their soul, and so inevitably moved from 
simple organisms toward more complex ones. Later, 
the ascendency of the ladder form corresponded with 
the rising of the soul to heaven and was consistent with 
medieval cosmological views. Lovejoy has characterised 
three features of the Chain of Being: plenitude (God 
demonstrating his goodness through diversity of species 
– both real and imagined), continuity (each form shares 
at least one attribute with its neighbour and with no gaps 
between species, one seamlessly becomes another), and 
gradation (geometry of the natural world as a straight line 
from simple to higher beings, including deities) (Lovejoy, 
1936:24-66). The scala naturae was a means to map all 
the known elements of the universe and the relative place 
that these have in creation. 
Examples of the ladder are found well into the 
Enlightenment. Swiss naturalist Charles Bonnet’s 1745 
idea of  a natural Chain of Being presents a literal vertical 
ladder, starting with the elements (water) and culminating 
with ‘man.’ Although the scale does not include deities, 
the ordering system relies on an assumed hierarchy of 
perfection of the soul and the chain is presented as fixed, 
with no gaps between categories. Significantly the chain 
was seamless and unbroken. Species morphed into one 
another in a manner that suggested a divine design. 
There is a paradox contained within this structure, as 
at each level species were fixed, yet the continuum of 
movement suggested by the visual form allows for a sense 
of fluidity. Implicit within this worldview is an iconography 
of progress, based on differentiation and ‘perfection’ 
of species. It was this legacy that was to drive racist 
schematic, scientific classifications from the eighteenth 
century onwards. Interestingly, Darwin reveals some of 
this bias in the concluding paragraphs in his On the origin 
of species text: 
As all the living forms of life are the lineal 
descendants of those which lived long before 
the Cambrian epoch, we may feel certain that 
the ordinary succession by generation has 
never once been broken … As natural selection 
works solely by and for the good of each being, 
all corporeal and mental endowments will 
tend to progress toward perfection. (Darwin, 
1859:362)
In his Historia animalium (4 BC), Aristotle introduced the 
terms genus and species to the study of nature, using a 
dichotomous system based on similarity and difference – 
this system was to influence future classification systems 
deeply. The Greek scholar, Porphyry, was to give visual 
form to these ideas in an introduction to Aristotle’s 
Categores in the third century. In this he presented a 
tree-like system of logic, with a central trunk (genus) 
containing differentiating or dichotomous branches 
(species) (Gontier, 2011; Ragan, 2009). This Porphyrian 
tree or scala praedicamentalis set in place a visual 
taxonomy with an oppositional construction, based on 
divergence and difference. This presented an early binary 
system wherein belief was built on the oppositional 
states of order and chaos; heaven and hell; human and 
animal. My contention is that although the tree has been 
interpreted as at variance with the ladder, Aristotle’s 
tree-like dichotomous structure linked a bifurcating 
form with nodes of differentiation. In this way the tree 
is fundamentally based on principles of diversion and 
points of separation. The tree’s divergent form is not as 
obviously hierarchical as the ladder, however, its vertical 
orientation still pairs ascendency with complexity. It is 
only in the form of the circular phylogenetic tree that 
does not privilege any particular species, that verticality 
is counteracted. 
The ladder and the continuous chain of life were 
contested once ‘voyages of discovery’ to the new world 
revealed unclassified plants and animal species that did 
not easily fit into simple, predetermined categories. New 
forms unsettled the continuity between species, and it 
became increasingly hard to argue for a seamless link 
between high plants and simple animals. In addition, 
absolute linearity could not accommodate the extinction 
of species – something that the fossil record was 
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increasingly illuminating. A shift in geometry seemed 
necessary to accommodate new ideas about the world, 
and it was at this point that the tree analogy became 
more popular.21 
Gould (1987, 1989) has been pivotal in drawing 
attention to the flawed relationship between notions 
of progress and understandings of evolution. He refers 
to an “iconography of expectation” and argues that all 
visualisations of evolution reinforce a “march of progress” 
and serve to reinforce a “comfortable view of inevitability 
and superiority” (Gould 1989:28). With reference to 
popular media, he reveals that the term evolution has 
become synonymous with progress and that the western 
emphasis on progress has foregrounded directionality. He 
identifies dichotomies of thought about the construction 
of time and history – the arrow (directional history) and 
the cycle. The arrow is based on biblical, Judaic thought, 
founded on the belief that a number of consecutive 
events followed the creation of the world. It is embedded 
within western ideas of progress, irreversibility and the 
new, whereas the cycle recognises natural rhythms 
and repetition (1987:13). He concludes that both and 
neither metaphors are correct and that it is the union 
of the dichotomous view that best represents time: 
timeless laws versus contingent moments on historical 
pathways. According to him evolutionary biologists have 
acknowledged both these metaphors in homology, the 
retention of shared features of common ancestry (arrow); 
and analogy, the active evolution of similar forms in 
separate lineages (cycle) (1987:198). He argues that the 
revelations of geology and palaeontology (that humankind 
occupies only a few microseconds in the history of life 
on earth), made progress a necessary cultural virtue, 
as progress could account for the seemingly natural, 
directional movement towards human development, 
thereby justifying human superiority (Gould, 1987:192). 
In relation to the codex book and its impact on 
understanding, this same progressive directionality can 
be seen and is reinforced by its form that moves from left 
to right and from a point of introduction at one end to one 
of conclusion at the other. 
One of the most damaging images contributing to 
the public misconception of evolution has been Rudolf 
Zallinger’s illustration for F. Clark Howell’s 1965 book, 
Early man.22 Here the linear movement from left to right, 
from crouching ape to ascendant white male is typified 
and has informed the public understanding of evolution 
ever since. The image is, however, drawn from a vast 
lineage of this form of representation, originating in the 
scala naturae and using physiological measurements 
to sustain an idea of development and progress. 
Pieter Camper, the eighteenth-century Dutch biologist 
developed a comparative hierarchy of skull types based 
on the angle of prognathism23 in the profile. Published in 
1794, his illustrations present a chain of being that begins 
right above: Ernst Haeckel, Natürliche Schöpfungsgeschichte, frontispiece, 
1868
right below: Rudolf Zallinger, March of progress, 1965
below: Ernst Haeckel, Tree of man, 1876
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with apes at one end and moves through African, Kalmuck 
and European to the height of classical perfection – the 
Apollo Belvedere – at the other. Similarly, Charles White’s 
drawings of skulls, published in An account of the regular 
gradation in man, and in different animals and vegetables 
(1799) recalls a developmental Chain of Being from birds, 
reptiles, dogs and monkeys to humans.24 Thomas Huxley’s 
frontispiece in his Evidence as to man’s place in nature 
(1863) features an image by Waterhouse Hawkins drawn 
from specimens in the Royal College of Surgeons. Here 
skeletal modern man, at the right of the composition, 
leads a procession of gorilla, chimpanzee, orangutan 
and gibbon. Ernst Haeckel’s25 frontispiece from his 1868 
Natürliche Schöpfungsgeschichte (Natural Genesis) 
depicts the skulls of primates, and moves from classical 
man (Indo-Germanic) at the top left to baboons at the 
bottom right, with African and Aborigines forming the link 
between ape and human. Although an ardent Darwinist, 
Haeckel’s various tree schemas produced between 1866 
and 1879 contained much of this bias. Referring to them 
as stammbäume (genealogical trees or pedigrees), many 
were depicted as naturalistic botanical trees to which 
he assigned 2627 extant biological taxa, and positioned 
more complex species at the most vertical and extreme 
branches. His tree of 1876 traces a deliberate route from 
monera at the roots to menschen at the uppermost tips 
of the tree, while his mammal tree (1866) demonstrates 
the same bias, as primates and carnivores occupy the 
uppermost layers, leaving little space for the more diverse 
groups such as rodents.
The dominance of the arrow in popular thinking has 
certain roots in genealogy. The term 'pedigree' is derived 
from the Latin pes (foot) and grus (crane) in that the 
crane’s foot is in the form of an arrow (Ingold, 2007:109). 
The arrow is used to show the direction of a lineage or 
direct blood relations in a single direction rather than 
divergent ones. It emphasises flow rather than growth – 
the hydraulic analogy of the river rather than the arboreal 
tree. Ingold points to the difference between trace of 
pedigree (thread line) and point to point connectors 
(dotted line). He argues that Darwin’s 1859 diagram 
presents a dotted tree that “reconstituted continuity of 
discrete individuals in genealogical sequence” (Ingold, 
2007:114). Darwin’s theory of evolution shifted the 
thinking around classification. No longer was a species 
ordered at one moment in time, but rather contingently 
in time – in relation to shifts and changes in the 
development of other species. The diagram is ghostly 
and life is contained within each dot as an instant. In 
sympathy with current metaphors, Ingold suggests that 
lines of ancestry are more accurately depicted as woven 
in that this metaphor accommodates lineage as both lived 
and spoken, an interweaving of both past and present 
experience (2007:117). 
The topology26 of the tree provides a stability and 
comfort. The character of organisms (objects) as singular, 
reliable entities means that they may be compared and 
organised with predictable outcomes. Gould’s problem 
is not as much with the analogy of the tree as with its 
morphology (1989:38). He identifies each evolutionary 
tree as having two distinct morphological features: 
monophyly, in that each has a unique basal trunk; and 
divergence, in that all branches either die or divide 
further. He states that despite the multiple forms that a 
tree may take, the false iconography of the typical cone-
like tree of increasing diversity conflates placement in 
time with complexity and development in a judgement of 
worth. In echoing Darwin’s description of life in On the 
origin of species as an “entangled bank”, Gould suggests 
that the complexity of the tree is possibly captured better 
by a “complex bush” (1989:36).
It is interesting to contemplate a tangled bank, 
clothed with many plants of many kinds, with 
birds singing on the bushes, with various 
insects flitting about, and with worms crawling 
through the damp earth, and to reflect that 
these elaborately constructed forms, so 
right: Tania Kovats, TREE. NHM, London, 2009
below: Peter Camper, 1794
overleaf: Galerie de Paléontologie et d’Anatomie Comparée, Paris
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different from each other, and dependent 
upon each other in so complex a manner, have 
all been produced by laws acting among us … 
there is grandeur in this view of life ... having 
been originally breathed by the Creator into 
a few forms, or into one … from so simple a 
beginning endless forms most beautiful and 
most wonderful have been, and are being, 
evolved. (Darwin, 1859:362)
Many recent evolutionary tree diagrams employ a circular 
or radial format that draws on a cross-section.  Here time is 
suggested by the outer rings of the tree and development 
is lateral rather than vertical. The association of the image 
of trees with time is reinforced by the frequent display of 
sections of large, fossilised trees at critical points within 
museums of natural history – at stairwells and resting 
points. The Natural History Museum in London provides 
a vivid example of the symbolic use of trees in relation 
to evolution. In the Central Hall a 1,300-year-old giant 
sequoia tree, “the largest living thing”, is positioned 
across from a statue of Darwin on the main stairway.27 The 
return of the statue from the wings of the museum to this 
central location in 2008 placed Darwin and evolution at 
the centre of the museum, punctuating the museum with 
reminders of scale and deep time. In 2009, in celebration 
of the 200th anniversary of Darwin’s birth, an artwork 
by Tania Kovats, TREE, was installed in the NHM, further 
cementing the relationship between the branching tree 
and evolution. The work embeds a thin, longitudinal 
section of a 200-year-old oak, including roots, trunk and 
branches within the ceiling of what has been termed 
“Darwin’s Canopy” on the second floor of the museum. 
Formally it invokes the format of the genealogical Tree 
of Jesse, represented on numerous cathedral ceilings 
including those of Canterbury and Worcester. Significant 
to this discussion, is that this work makes a self-conscious 
reference to both the tree as an enduring icon and to 
the association between museums and cathedrals. A 
reminder that the spirit in which museums of natural 
history were developed – as temples of God’s creation – 
remains powerfully present. 
1 This children’s book by Margery Williams, first published in 1922, 
exemplifies anthropomorphism. The toy rabbit, feeling all the emotions 
of a human, wishes to become real. Eventually through the love of its 
owner it is able to evolve to a live ‘real’ rabbit.
2 In a diagram that unites both trees with the life of Christ, thirteenth- 
century scholar, St. Bonaventure’s Lignum vitae has twelve branches 
and twelve fruits, each presenting a different mystery. A text from the 
book of Revelation is at the root.
3 Bouquet makes a comparison between three images in this argument. 
In Bendorp’s tree of Adam, Haeckel’s trees of life and the family tree of 
Gerard Schaap, she notes that the earth below the trees is symbolically 
turned to blood, the blood to sap, the sap to semen and finally into seed 
by the tree (1996:60).
4 Evidence of tree symbolism can be seen in the architectural forms of 
the pagoda and Buddhist stupa.
5 This story is usually interpreted with Jesus as the vine, God the Father 
as the vine grower, and the Christians as the branches: “I am the true 
vine, and my Father is the gardener. He cuts off every branch in me that 
bears no fruit, while every branch that does bear fruit he prunes so that 
it will be even more fruitful. You are already clean because of the word 
I have spoken to you. Remain in me, as I also remain in you. No branch 
can bear fruit by itself; it must remain in the vine. Neither can you bear 
fruit unless you remain in me” (John 15:1–4, NIV).
6 Deriving from the Greek word ‘stauros’ for stake, it is believed, 
particularly by Jehovah's Witnesses, that it may have been a single, 
upright pole and that the symbolic arms (crux immissa form) were 
added later (Cook 1974:20). Others believe it more likely that it was the 
crux commissa or T form. The cross bar was attached to the victim and 
this was hung upon the upright pole (Keyser, n.d.).
7 The oldest example of this is in Chartres Cathedral (1140-1150) where 
the tree rises from Jesse, father of King David, making its way in various 
rings to Christ.
8 Starting with the first man of the earth and ascending towards Christ, 
this has parallels with Haeckel’s tree, growing from monera at the base 
to menschen at the pinnacle.
9 Genesis 5:1 begins: “This is the book of the generations of Adam” and 
continues to set out Adam’s lineage from Adam to Noah.
10 Darwin acknowledges this in On the origin of species: “The affinities 
of all the beings of the same class have sometimes been represented 
by a great tree. I believe this simile largely speaks the truth” 
(Darwin,1859:129).
11 For more on this see Freedberg, 2002.
12 Here Augier quotes Linnaeus, C. 1751. Philosophia botanica in 
qua explicantur fundamenta botanica cum definitionibus partium, 
exemplis terminorum, observationibus rariorum, adjectus figuris aeneis. 
Kiesewetter: Stockholmiae [Stockholm].
13 See the Complete Work of Charles Darwin [online]. 
14 He writes as accompaniment: “Organised beings represent a tree, 
irregularly branched.  Some branches far more branched. – Hence 
Genera – as many terminal buds dying, as new ones generated.”
15 His idea may have been drawn from research published in his first 
monograph, The structure and distribution of coral reefs (1842).
16 Adam Sedgwick was Professor of Geology at Cambridge and a minister 
in the Church of England. He was responsible for instructing Darwin in 
geology prior to his departure on the Beagle. Similar to many others at 
the time, Sedgwick was looking for geological evidence to support the 
Creation and the Flood (Bedell, 2009:52).
17 He discovered that Archaea are distinct from eukaryotes and bacteria, 
warranting their own domain. Although structurally similar to bacteria, 
their sugars, proteins and fats are entirely different in composition and 
they are more resistant to extreme climates (Doolittle, 2000).
18 Mitochondrial DNA, inherited maternally, has subsequently been used 
as the key to tracking human origins and fuels the notion of an ‘African 
Eve’.
19 Ian Hacking (2007) argues that rather than something static and 
definitive, the tree represents something growing, alive and changing, 
and that evolutionary theory should be characterised in the same way. 
20 The metaphors surrounding the genome are complicated by those of 
language, mapping and coding. Models of molecular structures also 
evoke trees – bonds are twig-like, with uniting nodes.
21 However, the legacy of the linear ladder persists in contemporary 
interpretations of evolutionary history. Anagenesis is a branch of 
evolutionary representation that looks specifically at the evolutionary 
history of a single species and is used most commonly in palaeontology; 
a common example being the evolution of the horse from the Eocene 
hyracotherium to modern equus (Gould, 1989:36). This has often been 
misattributed and misunderstood. Although a direct path can be traced 
over time, this is to the exclusion of all other routes and extinct side 
branches that may have occurred and usually these are discrete species 
in which change happens over a relatively short period (Gould 1989). 
A ladder schematic is absolutely chronological, whereas a branching 
schematic allows for changes simultaneously and at different points in 
time. The development of the horse remains one of the most common 
examples of evolution used in museums of natural history today, and a 
display was present in most museums that I have visited for this study. 
As Gould indicates, this is a conscious decision that best illustrates a 
ladder-like development, as opposed to the rather messy thicket of 
rodent evolution. 
22 The illustration, which has popularly been termed, “the march of 
progress” presents a compression of 22 million years of human 
evolution with fifteen human ancestors from Pliopithecus to modern 
man.
23 This is the projection of the mandible or maxillae beyond an imagined 
line in relation to the coronal plane of the skull.
24 Evidence for this theory was provided by intense comparative 
measuring of various skeletons. White was a polygenist, believing that 
all races were created independently for each geographical region, 
that they were fixed in form and that there was no common origin. 
Hybridisation was used to argue any mixing of species (White, 1799).
25 He is best known for his claim that “ontogeny recapitulates phylogeny” 
(General morphology of organisms, 1866) in that the developing 
embryo and juvenile animal goes through morphological stages that 
resemble those of its evolutionary ancestors.
26 I use this term in relation to ‘network topology’ that shows the layout 
of computer or biological networks. The structure of the network 
demonstrates nodes of convergence and the map of connections 
between physical or logical points. Most often this structure resembles 
the branching of a tree.
27 The Darwin statue was returned to this site, displacing that of Richard 
Owen, the museum’s founder, which moved to a side, darkened corridor. 
The Darwin statue was initially installed on the stairway in 1885 and 
was replaced by the Owen one in 1927.
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CHAPTER 3 
OF WOOD AND TREES
On a mountain ledge high in the Drakensberg a family 
of leopards is awakening. Flecked markings and dappled 
sunlight converge as, framed between rocks and 
agapanthus blooms, cubs and parents are captured in a 
nurturing moment. Far-off hills reflect the early morning 
sun, dissolving into a perfectly clear sky. This Arcadian 
scene is one of 14 habitat dioramas installed at the 
Durban Museum of Science, which were painted by Nils 
Anderson in the 1950s.1 In another scene, a wild dog 
mother lies recumbent, nursing her cubs while the father 
stands protectively guarding his family. Set in the late 
afternoon amidst languid hills, peppered with colourful 
foliage and darting birds, this is an idyllic moment – a view 
of Eden. On a recent visit to Durban I was privileged to 
catch the Campbell Gallery under refurbishment while the 
dioramas were being upgraded with custom LED spotlights 
to enhance the time specificity of the geographically 
particular scenes. The open cabinets had two effects: 
to draw attention to the artificiality of the constructed 
scenes and literally to expose the constructions to the 
viewer. 
To be a viewer in a museum of natural history is, 
more often than not, to assume the role of observer, 
witnessing either a distant past or an arrested collection 
of specimens. It is to position oneself as outside of the 
cabinet, outside of the taxonomic boundaries of glass 
and, as such, distanced from a continuum of speciation. 
This separation is one that is heralded by the appellation 
'nature/ natural', a highly contested term, and famously 
said by Raymond Williams to be “the most complex word 
in the language” (Williams, 1983:219). An abstraction 
that distances humans from something else – something 
archaic and pristine. Without agency, nature is, in one 
sense of the word, something that can be dominated, 
ordered, labelled, named and governed. Nature is often 
set in opposition to culture, yet there is no nature without 
culture: as a concept it is born of an understanding of 
human endeavour – and museums of natural history 
are as much museums of cultural history, constructed 
around human enterprise and burdened by colonialism, 
imperialism and patriarchy. Natural history is thus both a 
practice and a concept and the manner in which objects 
of its study are presented are clearly determined by 
cultural conventions and by entrenched narratives and 
mythologies.2 In this chapter I examine how Genesis 
narratives are strongly located within the display of 
natural history and what these indicate about an attitude 
to speciation. In this discussion the impact of the book on 
museum display is that of the book of books – the Bible 
– and how it establishes a language of dominance and 
hierarchy.
It is perhaps not surprising that in spaces concerned 
with origins and lineage, various mythical narratives should 
be collapsed. The display of animal specimens in museums 
of natural history tends to rely on either dioramas or 
processional devices that evoke the creationist myths of 
Eden and Noah’s Ark respectively, both narratives deeply 
reliant on lineage and tree (genealogy) iconography,3 and 
in both cases providing a male figure as the ‘first known 
ancestor’ in the development of a people. Adam and Noah 
Panthera pardus, Campbell Gallery, Durban Museum of Science
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mark the bookends of the antediluvian period – between 
two points of sin – spanning 1,656 years. And, while the 
appeal of dioramas to discrete, Edenic spaces may appear 
somewhat obvious,4 the co-presence of both Eden and 
the Ark and their relationship to the iconography of 
evolution, has not been fully unravelled.5
Eden is an ancestral space, a site of purity and of 
grace, but significantly also one of ignorance or forbidden, 
divine knowledge. Despite knowledge being withheld, it is 
also a site of knowledge generation as the first instance 
of nomenclature – the proto-Linnaean naming of species 
by Adam. Genesis 2:19 tells us: “And out of the ground 
the lord God formed every beast of the field, and every 
fowl of the air; and brought them unto Adam to see what 
he would call them; and whatsoever Adam called every 
living creature, that was the name thereof” (KJV). Adam 
symbolises the taxonomist, identifying individual species, 
whereas Noah is the curator – custodian and preserver, 
organising species into groups and taking responsibility 
for their destinies. He performs the multiple actions of 
the curator: selecting, labelling, rearranging, storing, 
recontextualising, realigning, relocating, pairing and 
archiving. As custodian, his collection is taken out of the 
store and decommissioned before being released back 
onto land at God’s command: “Bring forth with thee every 
living thing that is with thee, of all flesh, both of fowl, and 
of cattle, and of every creeping thing that creepeth upon 
the earth; that they may breed abundantly in the earth, 
and be fruitful, and multiply upon the earth” (Genesis 
8:17, KJV). This recalls the directive to Adam earlier in 
Genesis:  “And God blessed them, and God said unto 
them, 'Be fruitful, and multiply, and replenish the earth, 
and subdue it, and have dominion over the fish of the 
sea, and over the fowl of the air, and over every living 
thing that moveth upon the earth'” (Genesis 1:28, KJV). 
Scholar of science and religion, Peter Harrison, notes the 
change in the early modern interpretation of Genesis 
from a medieval symbolic interpretation of animals to a 
literal one.  He quotes Francis Bacon “the first acts which 
man performed in Paradise consisted of the two summary 
parts of knowledge; the view of the creatures, and the 
imposition of names” and in this way taxonomy was 
seen as the first vocation, and nature as the first religion 
(Harrison, 2009:885–887). Naturalists were perceived as 
producing knowledge about the world and in this way, 
exercising dominion over it, and it is this spirit of mastery 
and patriarchy that was to find an analogue in the 
imperialist museums of the eighteenth and nineteenth 
centuries.6 
It is curious that the modern museum should, 
despite a seemingly oppositional agenda, make appeal 
to the iconography of Genesis. Carla Yanni, in her book 
that examines the impact of architecture on the reception 
of natural history, notes that evolution and religion were 
reconciled in the Victorian museum by natural theology. 
As an extension of the Enlightenment philosophy that saw 
the massing of collections as evidence of God’s power, 
evolution and slow changes in species were seen as 
testimony to God’s continual involvement in creation, and 
the variety as evidence of his creative omnipotence (Yanni, 
1999:14). Museums became symbolic cathedrals in which 
to worship God’s work. The appeal to religious symbolism 
predates the Enlightenment. Early modern scholar, Paula 
Findlen, makes the point that late Renaissance naturalists 
“framed their collecting of nature within messages of 
redemption and salvation” and that within a renewed 
“encyclopedic optimism,” botanical gardens were seen 
as reconstructions of Eden and museum collections as 
Noachian projects that ultimately surpassed that of Noah 
(Findlen, 1994:92). Athanasius Kircher (1675) described 
Noah’s Ark as the first museum of natural history, and saw 
his own collector’s impulse as inspired by Noah, ultimately 
culminating in his Musaeum Kircherianum in Rome. The 
conceptualisation of the natural history museum as an 
ark, concerned with conservation and preservation, has 
been closely aligned to its development.
It could be argued that popular Christian tropes for 
understanding taxonomy and lineage were established in 
pre-evolutionary proto-museums, and that contemporary 
display defers to these. However, although Linnaeus was 
motivated by a sense of a divine taxonomy and was 
referred to as the second Adam (Harrison, 2009:878), 
the conceptual approach to collections during the 
Enlightenment manifest in a dense layering and massing 
of specimens that made little obvious visual reference to 
the language of the Bible. It is only with the advent of 
the diorama in museums that the appeal to Eden became 
an overt, embedded, modern reference. Interestingly this 
roughly coincides with two groundbreaking publications 
of the nineteenth century: Charles Lyell’s Principles of 
geology (1833) and Darwin’s On the origin of species 
(1859). While both of these publications were to challenge 
the foundations of belief in divine creation, creative 
responses to them drew on the drama of natural form and 
light in ways that were reminiscent of earlier Romantic 
paintings. Artworks by Alfred William Hunt, John Brett, 
Frederic Church and even John Ruskin, executed between 
1855 and 1857, demonstrate a fascination with geology 
and dramatic lighting effects.7 
Dioramas, invented by Louis Daguerre in 1822, 
and popularised in the early nineteenth century, were 
initially theatrical devices that relied on the complex 
manipulation of light to transform a constructed 
landscape. The lure of this device was its ability to seduce 
and deceive the viewer into believing the veracity of 
the observed scene. The parallel development of the 
diorama and photography was evident in early diorama 
construction, which co-opted various depths of field and 
singular viewpoints, while more recent dioramas use 
tilted perspective and an infinity curve with the inclusion 
of real objects to present the illusion of recessive space. 
While the spectacle of the diorama was short lived as a 
purely theatrical device, it was to reappear within natural 
history museums towards the end of the nineteenth 
century. The word derives from the Greek dia (through) 
and horoa (view) and while this may initially have related 
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to Daguerre’s diaphanous backdrops, the view through 
to the landscape has historical implications.  Renaissance 
perspective provided an ordered, controlled organisation 
of a view over nature, dividing it into different grounds 
and framing it within a window. This formalised image of 
nature gave dominion to those who beheld it, and it is this 
visual legacy that persists within diorama construction. 
The frame of the diorama separates reality and illusion. Yet 
when a diorama is photographed, the illusion is complete, 
as the viewer becomes part of immediate foreground 
situated within the landscape. Hiroshi Sugimoto’s black 
and white photographs of dioramas from the 1970s are 
clear examples of this, flattening any distinction between 
animals and the background and erasing evidence of the 
museum as a contextualising reference.
Carl Akeley, best known for his contribution to 
the American Museum of Natural History, New York, is 
credited with the first habitat diorama at the Milwaukee 
Public Museum in 1890.8 Following this lead, museums 
throughout the world began to install similar displays 
and the allure of realism within habitat dioramas became 
standard practice within natural history museums well 
into the 1950s. The Durban Science Museum’s dioramas 
from this period are typical of this style of display, and 
similar counterparts can be found nationally at the Iziko 
South African Museum, Kwa-Zulu Natal Museum and 
the National Museum, Bloemfontein. Indeed the display 
of leopards, described earlier, is remarkably similar to 
that of jaguars, set on the slopes of Box Canyon, Mexico, 
within the American Museum of Natural History’s Hall of 
North American Mammals. Habitat dioramas generally 
contain single or double specimens, often with their 
young and sometimes with companion species, while 
lighting enhances the particularity of the geography and 
temporality. Specimens generally face forward and are 
frequently actively involved in hunting or feeding. Despite 
this, they are displayed in such a way as to suggest an 
inherent passivity and benign demeanour: their frontality 
and gaze acknowledges the viewer, while the distraction 
of the activity deflects a direct, challenging engagement. 
This has a particular appeal to an Edenic fantasy where 
humans and animals lived in companionable harmony. 
The suspended animation of the exhibits has the lure of 
familiarity in that year on year exhibits remain unchanged, 
predictable and familiar. As Michelle Henning suggests, 
there is a suppressed desire within the viewer that the 
animals may one day rise from sleep in their glass coffins 
and emerge as domesticated pets (Henning, 2006:51). 
Donna Haraway writes that taxidermied animals in 
dioramas allow a communion with the viewer that 
Lycaon pictus, Campbell Gallery, Durban Museum of Science
right: Mammal room, Kwazulu-Natal Museum
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transcends any lived experience. In every tableau there 
is an animal that arrests the gaze of the viewer – inviting 
visual penetration – caught “frozen in a moment of 
supreme life” (Haraway, 1984:54).9 Animals here return the 
human gaze, recalling an idealised moment in an archaic 
past when humans and animals were in communion. The 
animals are perfect specimens, beyond mortality, disease 
and the ravages of time. The thick glass between observer 
and observed provides a conceptual threshold between 
species,10 reinforcing an assumed hierarchy. Interestingly, 
there are very few examples of dioramas of domestic 
animals11 – markers of the threshold between nature and 
culture. Instead, with the persistence of ‘wild’ specimens, 
human viewers are set apart from the landscape (nature), 
and located within the space of the museum (culture). 
This is a symbolic recreation of the expulsion. When 
Adam and Eve are banished from the Garden they are 
cast outside of the gates – set apart from nature to look 
from the outside into something separate from humans. 
At this point a threshold is established between nature 
(unchanging, constant, ideal) and culture (progressive, 
dynamic). 
The term 'landscape' encapsulates the imagining of 
a relationship – both a vista and a surveillance – a clear 
political geography. Landscape is thus a cultural coding 
of nature and the space in which the tensions between 
these concepts is played out. At the end of the nineteenth 
century, landscape and the notion of nature were 
associatively conflated with the colonised body – a site to 
be ordered and controlled. Yet, at the same time, theories 
of evolution rendered ‘nature’ itself a space of anxiety, in 
that the distance between the animal and human body 
became contracted. Ideologically, structures had to be 
found to accommodate this repositioning and here Social 
Darwinist theories of the time provided justification for a 
racialised interpretation of evolution by linking survival, 
adaptation and race. In addition, a view of nature that 
was passive and, by association, able to be domesticated, 
fed into a hierarchical and tree-like understanding of the 
structure of speciation.12 The will to tame the landscape 
through formal and aesthetic means has obvious political 
objectives. J. M. Coetzee’s frequently referenced White 
Writing provides a useful entry point to understanding 
the dual appeal of the diorama and procession. He writes 
that “landscape remains alien, impenetrable, until a 
language is found in which to win it, speak it, represent it” 
(Coetzee, 1988:7). Referring to the indeterminacy of the 
colonial eye,13 he identifies two responses to interpreting 
the unfamiliar landscape: that of appropriating a foreign 
image derived from the homeland and layering it over the 
landscape, or acknowledging the landscape as foreign and 
treating it as open, untamed wilderness. For my purposes 
I liken these responses respectively to Eden in the case of 
the museum dioramas, and Noah’s Ark in the case of the 
museum procession. 
Coetzee cites artist and cleric William Gilpin’s 
popular eighteenth-century notion of the picturesque, 
which suggested that asymmetry and irregularity were 
desirable compositional devices, and that paintings 
should be structured around receding planes with clear 
fore-, middle- and background relationships (Coetzee, 
1988:39–40). It advised that a foreground should be in 
sharp focus and characterised by rough elements and 
shadow, whereas distant plains should be atmospheric 
and luminous. I believe that this intense structuring of 
the landscape made (and still makes) an easy transition to 
the diorama, which, in order to seduce the eye, relies on 
highly structured visual grounds: the curved background, 
foreground specimen and foliage, and middleground 
‘tie in’. The backdrop most often depicts contemplative 
periods of the day: morning or late evening sky, and the 
glowing quality of light hints at a moment of epiphany – 
a re-enactment of a religious moment. Here two grand 
projects are powerfully conflated. In the appeal to the 
iconography of the Bible, and to the light of prophets, 
reassurance is given of the museum as a place of authority, 
illumination and truth. If museums are ‘cathedrals of 
science’, then illuminated dioramas are the stained glass 
windows, educating through an accessible narrative. 
Typically, dioramas present a scenic backdrop painted 
from a superior viewpoint and elevated perspective to 
suggest a point of safety from where the ‘active viewer’ 
can imaginatively be inserted into the landscape. This 
connects with visions of colony and, in relation to this, 
Delmont and Dubow write of a “spatial inducement” 
and a “willingness to be located within a site and be 
enfolded by its perimeters,” and of the picturesque they 
suggest that “it is a landscape which admits the colonial 
subject and, in reciprocity, returns his cultural gaze” 
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(Delmont & Dubow, 1995:14). Within their hermetic 
glass cases, animal specimens occupy this topography 
of paradise. The Garden of Eden is symbolically an 
enclosed space, uncontaminated by external influence. It 
is a place of arrested time, where species are immortal 
and perfectly formed. When Adam and Eve were cast 
from light and ordered to a dark wilderness, they found 
nature unpredictable, harsh, and animals were forced 
to prey upon one another. In a return to paradise within 
the diorama, animals are untroubled, seemingly non-
predatory14 and in catching the viewer’s gaze, again 
commune with humans. Interestingly, in looking inwards 
to paradise, the viewer is cast into the space of the 
wasteland and forced to contemplate the chasm between 
the idyllic archaic past and the present. 
The potential appeal of Edenic imagery at the end 
of the nineteenth century, when many museums of 
natural history were established,15 is further complicated 
by a counter-industrial idealism and a romantic desire 
for spaces of origin, untainted by the city. The period is 
marked by a representational binary between a cyclical, 
Arcadian ‘refuge from history’ and a utopian modernism, 
which saw progress as desirable. Arcadia is scenic, 
passive, timeless, romantic and feminine whereas utopia 
is urban, active, masculine and linear.16 Crudely, this can 
be applied to the Edenic diorama, which is a passive space 
of reflection and contemplation, whereas displays which 
appeal to Noah’s Ark with an active, progressive parade of 
species, may relate to ‘utopian modernism.’  
The mythology of Eden establishes the fundamental 
gender stereotypes. Environmental historian, Caroline 
Merchant, writes of Eve’s multiple roles: initially she is 
conflated with nature, virginal and pure. As fallen Eve 
she is associated with unpredictable, chaotic nature, 
while as mother Eve nature is a garden, nurturing and 
fertile (Merchant, 2004:22). Adam on the other hand is 
created in the image of God as creator, active and with 
agency. In this classic gender reading, the subjects within 
the diorama may be equated with the feminine – passive, 
inert and subject to the active spectator. 
Merchant speaks of the Garden of Eden as one of the 
primary “recovery narratives” that have shaped western 
thinking (Merchant, 2004:11). She suggests that by the 
seventeenth century the Christian story had merged with 
science, technology and capitalism to form a progressive 
myth by which human industry and development 
attempted to recreate the Garden on earth.17 Progress 
and recovery became conflated. The idea of progress can 
be translated to museum display, bound very much to the 
linearities of the iconography of evolution as previously 
discussed, this may indeed also play into a recovery 
narrative: an ascent towards an ideal state of purity and 
oneness with nature. Environmental activist, Alexander 
Wilson, makes a similar point in relation to 1950s Disney 
nature films that, while showing the cyclical and natural 
rhythms of nature, always constructed the films as a 
move towards a point of perfection – towards progress 
and the ideal (Wilson, 1992:119). In addition, video and 
film technologies of the time encouraged the translation 
of the experience of nature into those accessible to 
the camera. Thus, seen through the viewfinder, nature 
became a backdrop: familiar and known. The experience 
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of nature was a “viewing of” rather than “participation 
in” (Wilson, 1992:121). In contemporary society, the 
attempt to reclaim nature is correspondingly mediated 
by commercialism: tourism, parks, garden suburbs, 
gardening emporia, shopping malls, theme parks and the 
museum. 
Eden and wilderness lie at each other’s thresholds, 
and I argue that the natural history museum display 
works with both these contrasting spaces. The Eden myth 
is developed around binary terms: ‘inside/ outside,’ ‘dark/ 
light,’ ‘order/ chaos,’ ‘fertile/ barren’, ‘known/ unknown.’ 
The edge of paradise is a boundary place of change and 
transformation; peace and pain; pleasure and labour. 
Literary scholar Robert Pogue Harrison writes similarly of 
forests as the precipice at which humankind reflects on 
nature of being human. Forests separated communities 
and during the Dark Ages these were the spaces of fear, 
the unknown and superstition. In contrast to the ordered 
garden, vast European forests were seen as the place of the 
outsider, unhumanised heathens – set against Christian 
interior space (Harrison, 1992:62). Between 1,000 and 
1,500 forestlands were cut and cultivated, becoming 
pastoral and domesticated – a literal emergence into 
light where “open fields became punctuated by church 
steeples” (Merchant, 2004:61–62). Merchant identifies 
this as an example of the recovery of Eden based on the 
transformation of wilderness.
The wilderness is a space of interiority, of emptiness 
and the unknown – a place before naming, before order, 
before Adam. It is also, in Judeo-Christian mythology, 
a place of challenges where faith and obedience are 
tested.18 Within this characterisation, the flood was a 
test of faith, where a populated land was obliterated and 
returned to a tabula rasa. The flood produces a wilderness 
– a virginal landscape that, in readings of representations 
of the colonial (Coetzee, 1988; Delmont & Dubow, 1995), 
presents an unclaimed space over which the viewer can 
take symbolic ownership. The after image of the flood is 
of a denuded landscape, devoid of context and traversed 
by a procession of homeless animals.19 
The Ark is the proto-museum – a gathering of 
specimens for posterity – a collection undergoing 
necessary confinement before release and propagation. 
In an evocation of evolutionary strata, species were paired 
and organised in layers within the ship in accordance with 
development and symbolic import (clean and unclean, 
male and female). The Ark was further divided into three 
stories: the lowest for wild beasts, the middle for birds and 
domestic animals, and the top level for humans (different 
versions of this myth report the layering in various ways). 
The righteous and virtuous were included within the 
orderly frame of the Ark, whereas the unnamed and the 
chaotic remained beyond its wooden confines. 
Many late-Renaissance collections were part 
of a grand Noachian project. As mentioned, Jesuit, 
Athenasius Kircher’s collection was inspired by Noah’s 
Ark and in his book Arca Noë (1675), he set out to 
reconstruct meticulously the story of the Ark, including 
accurate measurements and a detailed list of species. 
In his rectangular drawing, animals were housed on 
the lowest level (zootropheion), food in the middle 
(bromatodocheion) and humans and birds at the top 
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(ornithotropheion). The need to argue convincingly for 
how so many animals were accommodated on one vessel 
resulted in a proto-evolutionary theory of hybridity, in 
which Kircher suggested that postdiluvian creatures 
developed as a result of different species coming together 
and in response to their environments. His vision of the 
Ark also allowed for mythical creatures (unicorns and 
gryphons) to inhabit the same space as known animals20 
(Findlen, 1994:92). Similarly, John Tradescant’s collection 
of natural objects, the Musaeum Tradescantianum, which 
was to become the Ashmolean Museum, was known 
as ‘The Ark’ and was the first collection to be exhibited 
publically in England. Enlightenment museums were to 
start to select specimens based on typicality rather than 
scarcity and as in the Ark, needed at least two of each – 
one for display and one for the collection. 
Within current museums, two galleries within the 
Muséum National d’Histoire Naturelle, Paris, present the 
most vivid examples of animal processions and references 
to Noah’s Ark. In the Galerie de Paléontologie et d’Anatomie 
Comparée, hundreds of animal skeletons, sourced from 
all over the world, descend on the viewer. Framed within 
a skeletal architectural structure, reminiscent of the 
inside of a boat, the ghostly, unseeing assembly is led by 
a flayed figure, an embodiment of an illustration from 
Vesalius’s De humani corporis fabrica. In the hierarchy of 
physiology, perhaps musculature sits above skeletal. The 
figure raises his hand skyward in a gesture of leadership 
and destiny and, as the only full human figure in the floor 
procession, compounded by the multiple ship references, 
the association with Noah is unavoidable. His other hand 
rests on a cut-off branch – a truncated tree of knowledge 
perhaps, or the beginnings of the 'tree of life'. The gallery 
displays a lateral symmetry, punctuated along its vast 
length by ‘porthole’ trophy heads. On the opposite end the 
‘Noah’, a bust of Baron Cuvier, framed by whale jawbones, 
suggests the prow head of the ship. The frontally arranged 
animals are in pairs of equivalent scale and ordered into 
hierarchical groups – carnivores in the centre, flanked 
by herbivores, with omnivores on the periphery. Each 
specimen is raised on an oak platform, yet is given little 
contextual information beyond the species name. Like 
the Ark, this ship is ordered laterally and vertically. As 
the viewer progresses up the gallery, he or she moves 
backwards in evolutionary time, through dinosaur fossils 
on the first floor to non-vertebrate fossils – ammonites 
and trilobites – on the uppermost level. The effect of this 
gallery is extraordinary. On a hot mid-summer day in Paris, 
the gallery is infused with blinding natural light. There is 
no artifice, no boutique lighting, adding to a heightened 
sense of wonder, and no contextualising landscape. This is 
the barren wilderness at the end of the flood. 
There is no individuated experience or intimacy in the 
relationship between the viewer and the single animal in 
the glass case. Here the natural world has been animated 
as a single unit, as a physical embodiment of the hierarchy 
of species, a skeletal scala natura. The presentation of 
the animal skeletons, without the context of fur, skin or 
habitat, does a number of things. Most obviously, the 
skeletons allow for a more direct anatomical comparison 
to be made – one that is not diluted by the vagaries of 
surface detail. More significantly, however, the stripped, 
treated and rearticulated bones exhibit a mastery over 
the animal kingdom. The specimens are not presented 
as artefacts that speak of their innate ‘animalness’, 
but as part of an entirety that is a human project of 
categorisation and ordering. This form of display is reliant 
on metaphor and narrative in order to function. In making 
appeal to deeply embedded iconography, the procession 
marks points of departure and points of destination and 
as such reveals the inevitability of the hierarchical order 
of the natural world.
The frontality, symmetry and massing of species 
is similarly demonstrated in the Grande Galerie de l’ 
Évolution, a display assembled as part of the entire 
redesign of this museum in 1994. In this instance, 
however, the procession is of African animals only. 
Stretched across its length, bisecting the main gallery, 
these animals move towards the horizon – to a point 
of arrival rather than origin. Here the active procession 
is led by an African elephant, followed, in a taxonomy 
of scale, by rhinos, hippos, giraffes, zebras and smaller 
antelopes. Curiously gazing at their audience, one gets 
the sense that viewership has been inverted. These are 
previous page: Central gallery, Muséum National 
d’Histoire Naturelle, Paris
right: Mammal gallery, NHM, London
below: Cuvier's bust. Galerie de Paléontologie et 
d’Anatomie Comparée, Paris 
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animals on parade, not moving through a barren plain, 
but cheerfully investigating their new surroundings. 
One is reminded of the journey of Geoffroy’s giraffe 
in the 1820s. This giraffe, sent as a gift to King Charles 
X of France by the Pasha of Egypt in 1824, travelled up 
the Nile and across the Mediterranean by boat, where in 
1827 it was collected in Marseilles by Étienne Geoffroy 
Saint-Hilaire of the Muséum National d’Histoire Naturelle 
before it was paraded 880 kilometres across France to 
Paris. Her death 18 years later went unnoticed (Ringmar, 
2006). In this context one is struck by the thought that 
she has returned, yet this time as a tourist with agency 
rather than as a gift. Neither tethered nor bound by glass, 
this slow procession is reminiscent of an evolutionary 
march – a dimensional, if shuffled, evocation of Gould’s 
"iconography of an expectation" moving from crouching 
ape to ascendant man. 
But what are the myths of the expulsion from Eden 
and Noah’s Ark if not the foundational supports of a 
taxonomical, hierarchical project? These two stories both 
point to key defining moments of human interaction 
with animals in which separation and division occurs. 
The expulsion from paradise results from human self-
awareness – shame in the naked, aroused body – and 
an association between carnality and sin. It is this self-
awareness and moral superiority that is the marker that 
separates human from animal. Adam’s role as taxonomer 
reaches its natural conclusion when humans are elevated 
from the realm of animals: in eating from the tree 
of knowledge, humans are set outside of the animal 
kingdom. The appeal to Eden within dioramas is, in 
some sense, a nostalgic yearning to reunite this harmony 
between species from the inviolability of the space 
outside of the glass vitrine. Similarly, the flood is brought 
about to punish the morally suspect and those who 
demonstrate regressive carnality. Noah is positioned as 
the curator of worthy animals, selecting the best breeding 
pairs of land dwellers. For the first time a distinction is 
made between clean and unclean animals: the former 
making themselves known by demonstrating piety and 
kneeling before Noah. These animals were thus closer to 
humans on the hierarchical scale. One version of the myth 
is that as the animals chosen were the best examples 
of their species, they did not exhibit carnality until 
disembarkation, thus the Ark preserved its initial number 
of specimens. In this version, the curator’s collection 
remained intact and humans retained their mastery over 
animals. The persistence of biblical iconography within 
contemporary museums of natural history is in many ways 
unsurprising and merely an extension of a worldview that 
sees evolution as an inevitable progression from simple 
to complex species, supporting human dominance. The 
idiomatic title of this chapter recalls a directive of the 
picturesque, that soft foliage should disguise structure, 
obscuring underlying form. In this respect mythology is 
the Gypsophila paniculata of hierarchical divisiveness. 
Within the Christian museum foliage conceals an 
anthropocentric agenda, based on the serialised, 
progressive narratives of the Bible: dominion over nature 
and a divisive understanding of species. Within Eden the 
tree is at the centre – the spine of the book, surrounded 
by the landscape – the open book on either side. At the 
point of the expulsion, Adam and Eve move from the 
centre to the periphery. This is a directional move and the 
majority of iconic representations, for example Massacio 
(1425), Dürer (1510), Doré (1866), Michaelangelo (1509–
1519), Signorelli (1499–1505), Ghiberti (1425–1452), 
indicate this as a move from left to right. This is in keeping 
with both the book as a progressive object that moves 
from verso to recto and with the directional movement of 
images of evolution. 
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1 The elevated positioning of the viewer over a mountainous landscape is 
reminiscent of the paintings by W. H. Coetzer of the Great Trek, designed 
for translation into embroideries for the Voortrekker Monument. All 
14 diorama paintings characterise regional South African geographies 
and this, together with their aspect, also recalls Pierneef’s nationalistic 
Johannesburg Station panels of the late 1920s. Anderson was largely 
known for his marine paintings and was deeply influenced by the highly 
structured work of fellow Durban artist Clement Sénèque (Berman, 
1970:30).
2 That nature is a human construction was acknowledged by 
Enlightenment naturalists such as Comte de Buffon, who believed 
that nature's laws can never be known in themselves and that human 
behaviour guides knowledge. In addition, human nature is projected 
onto the animal world. His first animals of study in his Histoire naturelle 
were consequently domestic animals and pets (Asma, 2001:64).
3 The tree is frequently referred to as the tree of knowledge of good 
and evil. Rather than having a moral dimension, or being oppositional, 
biblical scholars suggest that this is a merism, a figure of speech which 
embraces a totality – thus a tree of all knowledge. In many ways this 
speaks to the museum impulse to provide an encyclopaedic view of a 
collection of all things.
4 See Donna Haraway in “Teddy Bear Patriarchy: Taxidermy in the Garden 
of Eden, New York City, 1908–1936” and Karen Wonders in Habitat 
dioramas: Illusions of wilderness in museums of natural history.
5 The Creation Museum in Petersburg, Kentucky, (opened in 2007) 
provides an extreme example of the conflation of biblical narrative 
with the display of speciation. This museum, established by the 
Answers in Genesis Ministry, presents a scenario in which time, science 
and mythology is collapsed within a world that is 6,000 years old. 
The central exhibit depicts a pastoral idyll framed between the tree of 
life and the tree of knowledge in which early humans and dinosaurs 
live companionably. In the exhibits, which are designed by the same 
people responsible for those at Universal Studios, Florida, the veracity 
and spectacle is a critical aspect of their persuasive argument. This 
argument asserts that there is no contradiction between the fossil 
record and creation, as dinosaurs boarded the Ark alongside all other 
animals and all geological evidence, used to support theories of 
evolution, originates at the same time as this.
6 The nineteenth-century sentiment that sent collectors, artists and 
taxidermists on imperialist hunting trips to secure perfect specimens 
in order to “bring a vision of the world to those who will never see it” 
(Henry Fairfield Osborn, President of the AMNH cited in Quinn, 2006:12) 
continues today. This was recently articulated by the Iziko SA Museum 
on receipt of hunter, Peter Flack’s collection of rare taxidermied animals 
“the collection is of huge educational value. For many it will provide 
the only chance they will ever have to see these animals at close 
quarters” (iziko.org.za/static/landing/statement-peter-flack-collection-
donation).
7 The relationship between visual art and natural theories in the mid-
nineteenth century is discussed further by Rebecca Bedell in her 
fascinating essay "The history of the earth: Darwin, geology and 
landscape art" (Donald & Munro 2009).
8 Charles Willson Peale organised the first American scientific expedition 
in 1801 and founded what became the Philadelphia Museum. He 
developed habitat displays for specimens as a forerunner to the 
diorama and perfected taxidermy using arsenic and wooden carved 
armatures (Prince, 2003:15).  
9 The reciprocal gaze between humans and animals has been the subject 
of much recent literature, most notably Derrida’s discussion of his cat 
in The animal that therefore I am (2008) and Donna Haraway’s dogs in 
Companion species manifesto (2003). Wendy Woodward has brought 
together African literature on the subject in The animal gaze: animal 
subjectivities in Southern African narratives (2008).
10 The word 'species' is derived from the Latin specere – to look at – and 
while it has come to mean entities that look the same and are gentically 
close, it is linked to the notion of spectacle.
11 Within Eden there exists the contradiction of co-existence of both 
domestic and wild animals. Only after the expulsion did farming, 
agriculture and thus the domestication of animals become necessary. 
12 German biologist Ernst Haeckel’s tree of 1876 traces a deliberate route 
from monera at the roots to menschen at the uppermost tips of the 
tree.
13 These ideas are expanded upon by Elizabeth Delmont and Jessica 
Dubow (1995).
14 There are of course instances of animals engaged in hunting and 
feeding. On the whole these are discrete and understate moments 
of carnality. One significant exception to this is found at the Maputo 
Natural History Museum, Mozambique, where animals are presented 
in a scene of frenzied carnage. The recent inclusion of the Peter Flack 
hunting collection within the museum represents a significantly 
different animal vision. The taxidermy has heightened the ‘viciousness’ 
of the animals that snarl and chew on bloodied meat. The representation 
of these specimens as predatory is a justification of hunting and a 
celebration of the hunter.
15 The Natural History Museum in South Kensington was founded in 1880 
(move from British Museum); the American Museum of Natural History, 
New York, was founded in 1869; the Muséum national d’Histoire 
naturelle, Paris, was founded in 1793 and the Galerie de paléontologie 
et d’anatomie comparée in 1898; and the Smithsonian Museum of 
Natural History was founded in 1910.
16 The environmental art writer Rebecca Solnit suggests that landscape 
evokes a narrative of nostalgia and longing for a pastoral past that 
is simple, primitive and pure – set in opposition to the perceived 
corruption of the urban she says that contemporary art practice shifts 
landscape from the terrain of scenery to actively lived and experienced 
materiality (Solnit, 2001:48).
17 Merchant contrasts this with declensionist myths, which hold that the 
more humans progress technologically, the further they move from 
Eden. 
18 Here Coetzee links notions of wilderness to the ‘blood and soil’ ideology 
of Afrikaner nationalism. Paintings of this period resonate with those 
from the American Manifest Destiny movement, demonstrating 
the same interest in ‘religious’ light and a conflation between light, 
ownership and civilisation. The use of this style of lighting within 
dioramas of the time in both countries draws attention to the national 
project of museums. 
19 While the delivery of the olive leaf by a dove in Genesis 8:11 is 
evidence of foliage, the narrative of Genesis would suggest that plant 
distribution was limited immediately after the flood subsided.
20 Interestingly, this concern in the Ark coincides with the time of plague 
in London (1660-1665) and Italy (1656-1657). Kircher was one of the 
first people to observe microbes through a microscope. He proposed the 
plague was spread by small organisms and also suggested preventative 
measures, outlined in his Scrutinium pestis physico-medicum (1658).
right: Akeley Hall of African Mammals, AMNH, New York
overleaf: Central Hall, NMH, London
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LINEARITY AND WEBNESS 
WITHIN MUSEUMS OF 
NATURAL HISTORY
Collection and display are practices deeply invested in 
ways of knowing and ways of perceiving, and reliant on 
a dialogical relationship between objects. Since the early 
modern period collections have revealed the underlying 
assumption that objects are significant, able to augment 
complex narratives and that their particular arrangement 
can influence thinking about the world. It was precisely 
the physical proximity of massed objects within collections 
that allowed early biologists to imagine the formal and 
conceptual relationships between them (Jardine et al., 
1997).
During the late Renaissance objects were organised 
according to points of similitude, with intuitive or chance 
relationships. In a move away from the textual, which 
dominated the study of natural history throughout 
antiquity and the medieval period, objects themselves 
were recognised as sites of knowledge. Findlen 
emphasises the importance of assembling of collections 
in the development of natural history as a discipline. 
Knowledge moved from text-based to object or image-
based study and in this produced a “tactile, theatrical 
culture that spoke to a multiplicity of different audiences” 
(Findlen, 1994:192). The contiguity of the sixteenth-
century curiosity cabinet was the ultimate interdisciplinary 
collaboration – an intuitive arrangement of dislocated 
objects and specimens from unrelated practices, with 
an organising principle based on resemblance, complex 
linkages and divine logic. Objects were recontextualised 
and ordered according to their ‘intrinsic’ meaning and 
symbolic value and the ‘poetic’ rearrangement of objects 
was encouraged to provoke conversation and reveal a 
divine code. The cabinet was a consilience – a literal 
connecting of dislocated objects and specimens from 
unrelated disciplines. This may be seen as a precursor of 
assemblage, a strategy that will be discussed later in this 
chapter. 
Curator Ken Arnold, in his overview of early museums 
in England, points out that at the heart of seventeenth-
century museum philosophy was an education reform 
that recognised the ambiguity of language and called for 
a pedagogy based on a system of objects. A language of 
things rather than words demanded a classificatory order 
and grammatology of entities – the emergence of display 
– and simultaneously required a new system of naming 
by which things could be unambiguously understood. 
The visual was thus held above the textual as a means 
of knowing. Within "houses of learning" objects were 
ordered so as to make visual arguments and meaning 
was entirely contingent upon the perceived relationships 
between them (Arnold, 2006:187). Objects were arranged 
in relation to narratives, and according to personal, 
contextual or circumstantial sets of connections. 
The shift from cabinet to museum in the late eighteenth 
century has been seen as a change in representational 
spatiality. It was an epistemic shift towards a system of 
order based on the observation and physical evidence of 
objects (comparative binaries of observable differences 
and similarities) that ran parallel to the development 
of institutionalised spaces of collection. The novelty 
and wonder of the optically observable biological world 
required a tighter system of control that was to locate itself 
within the public museum, which as Bennett writes, as a 
result of its very publicness, took on systems of discipline 
and order (Bennett, 1995:94). Consequently, objects were 
seen to receive meaning from their relationship to the 
collection and were contextualised in direct comparison 
to others, rather than by previously loose and associative 
methods of order. In this way difference became the 
primary organising principle of taxonomy and classification 
during the Enlightenment and institutionalised museum. 
This ordering through difference has resulted in a display 
style that celebrates species as hermetic and singular. 
Specimens on display, while being emblematic, stand 
for a body of similar types and in so doing refer to a 
quantifiable body of knowledge about that specimen. 
In the nineteenth century specimens and artefacts were 
hierarchically and typologically arranged in ways that 
resembled physical lists or schemas, closely resembling 
those in books (Dias, 1994: 168). Classification in visible 
tables made the ‘invisible’ system (God’s mysterious 
creation) apparent, and it is this legacy of display that 
persists in many museums of natural history today.
LINEARITY
The context in which objects are received impacts upon 
their reception and thus museum architecture can be 
used to reinforce a discrete understanding of species. 
What follows is a brief visual analysis of two canonical 
museums: The Natural History Museum, London and 
the American Museum of Natural History, and two local 
institutions: The Bloemfontein and Transvaal Museums. 
The design of institutional buildings, contributes to the 
reception and legitimisation of the bodies of knowledge 
that those institutions represent. It has already been 
mentioned that Victorian museums and their enshrined 
collections were seen as ‘cathedrals of nature’. This 
was not only a conceptual association, but a formal 
one as well – the architecture of many museums being 
reminiscent of a church, and so reinforcing the embedded 
Christian narratives referred to in the previous chapter, 
and linking stability with authority. Christian churches are 
largely designed around a crucifix form, which reflects 
the bilateral symmetry of both the body and the tree. 
The progressive, narrative structure of the Bible is also 
recalled as participants move through a set of open doors, 
down a central nave that is flanked by aisles on either 
side, in the direction of the altar. This movement from 
the exterior through the congregation towards the site of 
authority, behind which is usually a grand window of light 
(God), is clearly a physical evocation of the hierarchical 
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scala naturae or Chain of Being – a chain that progressed 
from minerals, plants, animals, humans, angels to God at 
the pinnacle. In many museums of natural history (the 
Natural History Museum, London (NHM) and American 
Museum of Natural History, New York (AMNH) being 
two examples), this association is evoked. Visitors enter 
the buildings processionally, up wide flanking stairs that 
lead to the central point of the museum. From here they 
are directed towards an altarpiece – usually a dinosaur 
or large mammal. The museum spreads symmetrically 
from this point, horizontally to side aisles and chapels, 
and vertically in stratified layers. These layers are largely 
visible from a central open hall: various units of the whole 
being visible at once. In the Victorian museum this sense 
of unity made God’s vision explicit. In addition to this, the 
obvious symmetry of the museum buildings together with 
arches of stone, metal and glass is suggestive of vertebrate 
bilateral symmetry. The viewer has the experience of 
entering the interior of an enormous creature and the 
experience of viewing nature is amplified by physically 
forming part of it. This is staged as a moment of epiphany 
for museum-goers, whose wonder at the majesty of 
creation is transferred to the mystery of their place in 
creation. 
This ecclestiastic visual vocabulary is particularly 
evident in the NHM, London, designed by Alfred 
Waterhouse and opened in 1881 (Parker, 2010). Drawing 
on German Romanesque church architecture,1 the central 
nave is lined by twelve side chapels with rising columns, 
vaulted ceiling, decorative stonework and stained glass 
clerestorey windows. The space of the altar is occupied 
by a statue of Charles Darwin installed in 1885, presiding 
as the symbolic high priest of the museum (removed and 
returned in 2009). The appeal of the building to religious 
iconography was seen by many to compete with the 
specimens that it contained – a tension between the 
cathedral and its congregation. The conflict between 
two key naturalists, Richard Owen and Thomas Huxley 
regarding the role that the museum should play in 
science, is manifest in the changes in the museum’s form 
over time. Owen’s approach to nature was religious and 
taxonomic rather than evolutionary. He believed that the 
museum should display its entire collection at once – this 
encyclopaedic approach being testimony to the power of 
God as creator. But it was also a nod to imperial conquest, 
displaying wealth through acquisition (Parker, 2010). By 
contrast, Huxley and Darwin’s secular, scientific approach 
demanded the display of no more than exemplary 
specimens and emphasised that the role of the museum 
should be educational rather than entertaining. Both 
Darwin and Huxley saw taxidermy as theatre, vanity and 
crowd-pleasing and argued in favour of a skin, bone and 
specimen collection in storage and available to researchers 
(Yanni, 1999:113). This was realised in 1884 when Sir 
William Henry Flower, who succeeded Owen as museum 
director, was to re-organise the museum so that displays 
became increasingly intelligible. Flower envisioned the 
museum as a vast book, writing of the curator’s role: 
Large labels will next be prepared for the 
principle headings, the chapters of a book, 
and smaller ones for the various subdivisions. 
Certain propositions to be illustrated … will be 
laid down and reduced to definite and concise 
language. Lastly will come the illustrative 
specimens, each of which as procured and 
prepared will fall into its appropriate place. 
(Flower, 1898 cited in Bennett, 1995:42)
The NHM developed to accommodate both Flower and 
Owen’s positions, as did so many museums, separating 
the public view of the museum, where single and 
massed specimens are presented as spectacle (but with 
informational labels), from the research collection. The 
move towards the exemplary specimen in an isolated 
case that stands for the whole collection has in many 
ways contributed to a fractured discontinuous image of 
speciation. This is a bounded rather than relational image. 
Owen’s plans for the entire collection to be visible to 
visitors – science as a product – anticipated some recent 
trends in museums. The Darwin Centre Cocoon, opened 
at the NHM in 2009, provides a bridge to research in the 
form of video insights by curators and views into the 
research collections, which contain in excess of 70 million 
specimens. The Iziko South African Museum is planning a 
similar project, starting in 2013.
The museum remains a place of spectacle with 
discrete sideshows. In the case of the NHM the dinosaur 
exhibits are the most popular, encouraging hundreds of 
visitors to queue in the rain in the hope of witnessing 
reptilian animatrons. Three million visitors pass through 
this exhibit annually. Upon entry into the museum, the 
26-metre near-complete cast of Diplodocus carnegii2 
welcomes the viewer. This is significant in a number of 
ways. It is a reminder that the museum is a custodian of 
deep time and that evidence of this is held in its collection. 
The positioning of the skeleton, running the length of the 
central hall, introduces the idea of evolution as linear 
as it encourages the viewer to walk along a symbolic 
Stegosaurus, NMH, London
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timeline and consider their place in evolutionary history. 
Viewed from above, the vertebrae of the skeleton form 
a continuous ladder from the entrance to the central 
staircase, where the embedded message of ascendance 
can be physically enacted. From the entrance passage the 
visitor is channelled through to the dinosaur hall, where 
amidst screaming children, suspended dinosaur skeletons 
cast dramatic shadows onto the vertebral structures of 
the building. The exhibits are lit in such a way that they 
become one with the architecture, producing a strange 
combination between a charnel house and a shadow 
theatre. This theatricality is mirrored in the hall opposite 
the fossil hall – the shop – where museum visitors become 
less part of an audience and more part of an active 
acquisitiveness. 
Although museums were initially designed in a 
way that more closely resembled a sequential narrative, 
older museums have developed somewhat haphazardly 
over time, newer exhibition wings and exhibits cast in 
layers over older ones. Although they do not always 
follow a chronological route, or a scala naturae from 
simple organisms through to human origins, they all 
have fairly tight thematic divisions along animal classes. 
The NHM retains the original internal architecture with 
halls dedicated to birds, reptiles and mammals remaining 
distinct. Segmented glass cases line outer walls and glass 
vitrines punctuate internal spaces, giving the sense of 
walking across a page of text: between paragraphs, broken 
into smaller units – words – the specimens themselves. 
The division into units that make up a coherent whole 
reinforces the experience of reading – one in which 
there is a sequential beginning and end, illustrating what 
Parry describes, that the “layout of physical space can 
become part of the reproduction of forms of enunciation 
and transmission of thought” (Parry, 2007:86). This is 
the case in Gallery 1 and 6, where taxidermied animals 
gaze out of cases over large, determining labels and 
are simply identified as meat-eaters, gnawing animals 
or even-hoofed mammals. Within the NMH mammal 
gallery, as in the Galerie de Paléontologie et d’Anatomie 
Comparée, Paris, specimens are arranged in a procession, 
symmetrically distributed around a large cast of a blue 
whale, Balaenoptera musculus.3 Within this gallery one is 
able to follow the evolution of the elephant, walking from 
one cast to another, unfurling like a physical narrative 
animation. On the upper levels of the museum the exhibit 
‘Our place in evolution’ contains a primate exhibition 
within which is housed a cast of an erect Caucasian man, 
set in stark contrast to the hairy creatures surrounding 
above top: Mammal gallery. NMH, London
above: Origins of life gallery. National Museum, Bloemfontein
right: Central hall. Horniman Museum, London
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him. Other than recalling Michelangelo’s David, one 
cannot but be reminded of the marble statues of Huxley 
and Owen on the nearby apses. The museum is divided 
into various coloured zones within which further divisions 
are made into themed areas. The experience of moving 
between these areas is most distinct as varied lighting, 
and different forms of display and labelling systems define 
them. The museum is not apprehended in a progressive 
way, but rather as isolated units within which stories are 
presented as complete.  
This is quite different on the top floor of the 
American Museum of Natural History, New York. The 
structure of the museum predictably makes its way 
from food halls on the lower level, through minerals, 
forests, and mammals to birds and peoples of America, 
to reptiles and primates, ultimately arriving on the top 
floor – the apex of the stratified scala naturae – to an 
area that celebrates the iconography of evolution. This 
section, opened in 1996, provides an extreme example 
of linear display. The entire floor is designed around a 
cladistic diagram of vertebrate evolution, a taxonomy that 
determines divergence in groups based on similarities and 
difference. Visitors are invited literally to walk from one 
node to the next, encouraging movement in a branched 
and binary direction. Starting in the orientation centre, 
the route is unidirectional, moving from vertebrate 
origins, to Saurischian dinosaurs, to Ornithischian 
dinosaurs to primitive mammals and, finally, to advanced 
mammals. The route is articulated by a terrazzo walkway, 
punctuated by circular nodes at which major evolutionary 
developments occurred, while information boards explain 
shared characteristics and divergences in diagrammatic 
form, pairing this with the route map. In contrast to 
the NHM, London, here the display of dinosaurs loses 
its obvious theatricality. Specimens are presented as 
tangible evidence of a scientific analysis: an empirical and 
incontrovertible voice of authority. This is supported by the 
choice of display materials: glass and steel – transparent, 
sterile and unequivocal. Here the spatial organisation is 
directly linked to the expression of a particular knowledge 
paradigm.
The Transvaal Museum and Bloemfontein Museum 
in South Africa both start with a walk through time, what 
Bennett refers to as  contracted time and a “leisurely walk 
through evolution” (1995:186). The Transvaal Museum, 
now the Ditsong National Museum of Natural History, 
is famed for its collection of Robert Broom’s hominin 
fossils from the Cradle of Mankind World Heritage Site, 
including the Australopithecus africanus skull, Mrs Ples. 
After ascending stairs flanked by trophy heads, visitors are 
directed into a display of ‘Genesis van die lewe.’ This circular 
walk starts with displays of an early reptile, Cotylosaur, and 
progresses 300 million years towards the first mammal, 
Megazostrodon.4 Mammal-like reptiles on free-standing 
podia are oriented in the same direction as the route – 
sculptures on an evolutionary march of progress, walking 
towards a display of a 'tree of life' depicting the evolution 
of modern mammals. From here the viewer moves to 
displays of human origin, small tableaus in which ‘a day 
in the life of the Swartkrans ape men’ is enacted. There 
is a marked contrast between these small dioramas and 
the representation of other animals. In the mammal hall 
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specimens face the viewer with blank stares, standing 
passively on open platforms, whereas the hominins are 
actively engaged in communicating, hunting, cooking or 
caring for their young. The Bloemfontein Museum wholly 
embraces progress analogies within their display. The 
iconography of a river with an attached timeline is used 
to illustrate the development of life on earth. The viewer 
walks through an interpretation of a riverbed (a cast muddy 
floor with fossilised footprints), moving downstream from 
the source (protozoa) alongside cabinets of fossils, text 
and images, meandering through bends and tributaries 
to the origin of reptiles. At the bifurcating mouth of the 
river is found the development of mammals, culminating 
in the ‘emergence of man’ and examples from the Tang, 
Sterkfontein and Makapansgat archaeological sites.
These various examples serve to demonstrate that 
natural history museums have embraced an iconography 
based both on the tree and the book within their methods 
of display. In all instances the viewer becomes complicit 
within this visualisation of speciation and evolution as the 
requirement is to physically walk the route of progressive 
development. Unlike walking a labyrinth, where the 
circuit is a space of self-reflection and meditation, walking 
a line is the precarious route between two extremes. 
Applying this idiom to the linearity of the museum, the 
enactment of walking the path from unicellular organisms 
to mammals reinforces a view of the world that associates 
progress and development with merit.
WEBNESS 
That the display of speciation within museums defers 
to tree iconography is fairly inevitable. It provides a 
stable and inflexible frame and reinforces what Eilean 
Hooper-Greenhill has described as the power of display 
in the modernist museum: “its capacity to produce visual 
narratives that are apparently harmonious, unified and 
complete” (2000:151). In an extension of the metaphor, 
the tree is nurturing, providing shade and protection, 
yet its foliage may disguise its underlying structure. 
It is both ascendant and descendant and its bilateral 
symmetry implies an inherent sense of order, whereas, 
if in a Cartesian framework order is taken to be positive, 
the web has negative connotations. It is complex and 
radial, simultaneously fragile and furtive and, rather 
above and right: Cladistic halls of early life. AMNH, New York
left: Victorian bird collection. NHM, London
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than inviting, it is a means to entrap. I emphasise this 
as the multivalent metaphors embedded within visual 
analogies have import for their endurance as cultural 
metaphors. It is impossible to speak of tree and web 
without reference to Deleuze and Guattari’s late 1970s 
writings of arborescence and rhizomatics.5 They identify 
the dominance of the tap and dichotomous root in most 
western thinking – a lateral system that foregrounds 
progression. The tree or arborescence is a hierarchical 
organisation of thought, demonstrating centres of 
significance and subjectification, defined and connected 
(Deleuze & Guattari, 1987:16), whereas rhizomatic 
systems take into account that ideas are dynamic, 
making connections with other systems. The web as a 
schematic of speciation may not correspond entirely to 
the Deleuzian rhizome, which is fuzzy, indeterminate and 
thus able to connect to other systems at any point, yet 
it comes very close. Interestingly, Deleuze and Guattari 
pre-empt the W. Ford Doolittle debate in ‘Uprooting the 
Tree of Life’ (2000) when they suggest that we may have 
to “abandon the tree as organisms do not move from 
simple to complex form, but from one differentiated line 
to another” and that genetic mutations in viruses “cause 
us to form a rhizome with other animals” (1987:10). This 
idea of interconnectivity is not a new one. Wittgenstein 
too in his Tractatus logico-philosophicus (1921), referred 
to language as a ‘game’ in which the meaning of a word 
or phrase is nothing more than the set of informal rules 
governing the use of its expression, and that things that 
appear to be connected by one essential feature may 
rather be connected by a series of overlapping similarities. 
Language here is seen as a multiplicity of criss-crossing 
networks of ‘family resemblances,’ and suggesting a 
complex system akin to the rhizomatic webness. More 
recently, Umberto Eco uses the idea of the net to best 
describe the structure of the encyclopaedia. In the net 
every point can be connected with another and any 
connection is conceivable; “a net is an unlimited territory. 
A net is not a tree” (Eco, 1989: 81).
A more useful trope to apply to the construction of 
display may be assemblage or collage, and although this 
loosely refers to Deleuze’s (1987) term as a non-linear, 
fluid and adaptable method of knowing, it also has art 
historical roots. Collage is active and contingent, continually 
shifting and is able to embrace a range of incompatible 
components. As a modernist device, assemblage is an 
extension of collage and its extreme contiguity brings 
together a range of seemingly incompatible objects and 
images.6 Assemblage is synchronous and relies on the 
symbolic reading of relational material values and forms 
(Deleuze & Guattari, 1987:23). Deleuze writes that in 
assemblage there is no division between reality and the 
world; representation and the book; subjectivity and the 
author. It flattens hierarchies and is thus non-linear. It is 
both additive and subtractive, simultaneously exhibiting 
an equivalence of values and stressing connections 
between elements. In Deleuzian terms, when viewing 
indeterminate objects in close proximity, assemblage 
suggests both a dematerialisation and an emergence. 
Assemblage is of course also an archaeological term 
used to describe a range of artefacts found in the same 
location or context – in this instance assemblages 
are seen to represent singular moments, cultures or 
industries. Assemblage develops relationships without 
symmetry – a perpetual, non-static dialogue between 
things. With respect to museum display, assemblage 
recalls the Renaissance wunderkammer, collections of 
eclectic objects juxtaposed to form connections based on 
similitudes and confluences. These connections ignored 
context, historical continuity or function and focused on 
visual interest and poetic arrangement in order to prompt 
conversation. This spirit re-emerges in recent times, 
as post-modernism has encouraged the fragmentary 
in the reassembling of images and the connection of 
the decontextualised, unfamiliar shards of information 
(Stafford, 1996:4). It is within these unexpected and 
unreliable relationships – the active place of association 
and the productive space of emergent ideas – that the 
entangled and web-like potential for museum display lies. 
Digital information has clearly facilitated the manner 
in which seemingly different ideas and images can at any 
instant be brought into close proximity. When museums 
changed from the fixity of analogue catalogues to digital 
systems, the collection moved into a virtual space, 
allowing fluid connections to be made with ease, and as 
Parry remarks, authorship in the digital realm is an open 
process and at variance with the inviolate role of the 
curator7 (Parry, 2007:106–9). The internet encourages 
visual curatorship as a daily tool – sites like Tumblr, 
Pinterest and Kapsul provide platforms where collections 
of images can be grouped and rearranged, whereas Picasa 
allows tagging to create infinite sets of relationships 
between images. Whereas these sites rely on a degree 
of active ‘curation,’ Google's ‘search by image’ brings 
together a collection of images by a seemingly random 
taxonomy. Grouped together by similar colour weightings, 
forms and textures, a search initiated with an image of 
a spider web will yield a collection of dead fish, zebras, 
cityscapes, grapes, cupcakes, blossoms and trees. Here 
formal allegiances suggest an infinite connectedness, 
again akin to the early modern museum collection. Julia 
Marcus describes the moment of insight within the 
museum as one that is entirely reliant upon the visual. 
The moment, in which the promise of truth is collapsed 
with the power of looking, resulting in a “poiesis which 
is so seductive, and so pleasurable” (Marcus, 2000:229). 
This is the primacy of vision and appreciation of wonder 
and the marvellous that is embedded within the curiosity 
cabinets of the early museum.
Museums should be spaces of thinking as much as 
they are spaces of learning. Julian Spalding (2002:22) 
alerts us to the important place of ignorance within 
museums and the need to emphasis what is not known, 
rather than what is. He says that this not only gives us a 
better understanding of the searching enquiries of past 
scientists who have shaped contemporary knowledge, 
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but that this is also the dynamic space in which audience 
attention can be captured. The appeal of museums has 
always been the encounter with wonder and this is still 
a powerful position to occupy – a space of incredulity 
about the world and what is being observed. Most self-
consciously, this is practiced in David Wilson’s Museum of 
Jurassic Technology, Los Angeles, where the collection of 
extraordinary exhibitions begs questions of veracity and 
authenticity. In presenting what is unknown as primary, 
the museum shares in a will to develop new knowledge, 
to question and to engage the public in debate. Doubt 
becomes a critical strategy as this uncertain space is one 
in which all participants can make a contribution. What 
I am suggesting is that while museums have long been 
predicated on certainty, it is through exploding what is 
known into a space of doubt that will create the fertile, 
discursive ground of dialogue. This alternative space of 
the museum is one of unknowing, the imagination, and 
the sensorium, where creative production is primary and 
understanding is not gleaned through empiricism. 
CURATORSHIP
The etymological source of curator as carer, keeper 
and custodian has proprietorial connotations. The 
term curation has developed a wide usage and too 
frequently it is used to describe dry reiterations of 
overused visual forms or to describe acts of randomly 
assembled collections of artists’ work. My understanding 
of curatorship, and the way in which I use it in this 
discussion, is one of active intellectual engagement. It 
is a discipline whereby images, objects and texts from 
several or disparate sources are, as defined by Stephen 
Greenblatt (1991), assembled in a new space in such a 
way as to deflect attention away from objects and images 
themselves and onto their cultural agency. Objects in 
museums are subject to a process of conceptual accretion 
and thus the role of the curator is to allow for the object 
to be redirected and speak from multiple positions. This 
suggests a move away from the authoritarian museum 
to a position where objects have a certain autonomy and 
the interpretation and meaning of which can be guided 
by the curator. It is in this reattribution and proximity of 
objects that chains of connections and associations can 
be made. For me, this is where curators defy established 
linear systems of display and start to work with a mode of 
display that approximates a ‘webness’.
Guest curatorship by artists has become fairly de 
rigueur within museums, and the tendency has frequently 
been to foreground the language of the museum as 
subject. Of this Wellcome Trust curator Ken Arnold 
(2006:97) writes: “we probably do not need any more 
cases of unlabelled objects, old labels without objects, 
empty frames.” It is not enough to quote the methods 
of the museum without engaging with its content and 
finding ways of representing that content. As Greenblatt 
writes “a resonant exhibition often pulls the viewer away 
from the celebration of isolated objects and towards 
a series of implied, only half-visible relationships and 
below: The spectrum of life, AMNH, New Yorkprevious page: Grande Galerie de l' Evolution,  Paris
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questions” (Greenblatt, 1991:232). It is in the understated 
juxtaposition of objects that these particular relationships 
emerge, and as recognised by Peter Vergo (1989), objects 
are contingent and contextual, ‘reticent’ until meaning is 
extracted from them.
Artists, unencumbered by scientific modalities, 
have been instrumental in the reinvention of museum 
practice. By uniting scattered collections and creating 
a ‘community of objects’ artists have been able to 
reflect on past practices, disrupt categories of display 
and comment on contemporary concerns. It is where 
objects are able to permeate multiple contexts and 
to be associatively interpreted outside of their given 
taxonomies that the work suggested by Greenblatt 
starts to happen. The projects of Fred Wilson and Mark 
Dion are frequently quoted in this regard. In his now 
legendary work that examined the politics of collection 
and display, Fred Wilson’s Mining the museum at the 
Historic Society Baltimore (1992), displayed selected 
items from the collection in unexpected juxtapositions. 
These questioned the manner in which the history of 
slavery had been represented and, simultaneously 
the canons of display within the institution. Ku Klux 
Clan hoods reclined in push chairs and whipping 
gallows nestled amongst regency furniture. By merely 
opening conversations between objects due to their 
extreme proximity, Wilson was able to shift the 
interpretation of the familiar. Mark Dion both reclaims 
and recontextualises found objects and rearranges 
found collections. Working specifically with science 
collections and concerned with institutional shaping 
of knowledge, he appeals to the language of curiosity 
in constructing exhibits. He is perhaps best known for 
his Thames dig (1999–2000), in which the systematic 
archaeological uncovering of a site on the Thames 
revealed a mix of contemporary and older objects, 
which were taxonomically presented within eighteenth 
and nineteenth-century cabinet arrangements. The 
appeal is to a Linnaean system, yet closer inspection 
reveals the collapse of temporal and historical space, 
destabilising the expected and known. His work with 
museums and the representation of ‘nature’, mimics 
those systems of display and taxonomy in a reflection 
upon their ideologies and practices. Scala naturae, 
1994, is a direct quotation of the Aristotelian system. 
Presented on a set of stairs8 reaching to the ceiling are 
objects in various strata, but rather than conforming 
to the linear progression from minerals to humans, 
objects at the bottom of the stairs are technological 
residues – suggesting a circularity in the hierarchy. His 
work is formally aligned to its quoted sources, and the 
attraction is one of wonder in his use of systematics 
and process – a conflation of the wunderkammer with 
an Enlightenment regime of order. In this way it does 
not set up the curatorial web-like juxtapositions and 
connections that are of interest to this thesis.
Peter Greenaway also famously works with 
encyclopaedic lists and inventories. His films, Zed and 
two noughts (1985), Prospero’s books (1991) and Belly of 
an architect (1987), are richly layered, connecting hybrid 
contexts: blending art historical, literary, scientific, filmic 
and contemporary reference, making webs of connections 
and a visual hypertext. They are temporal curations of 
complexly interwoven references.  He has worked with 
physical objects too, but somehow these curated projects 
do not have the same density as the films. His 100 
Objects to represent the world is an opera presented as 
a catalogue and points to the arbitrary, cross-referential, 
impossible and absurd attempt to order and structure, 
intentionally colliding objects that sit outside of their 
taxonomic boxes. Responding to the Voyager spacecraft’s 
1977 collection of (white, patriarchal, privileged) images 
and sounds gathered to showcase earth to extra-
terrestrials, his work brings together umbrellas, a crashed 
plane, melting ice block, Adam and Eve, Freud’s briefcase 
and, in item number 6, the catalogue itself (Pascoe, 
1987). Here the script self-consciously orates: “the whole 
world exists to be put in a book9 – this is the book” (cited 
in Maciel, 2006:59). When considering these seemingly 
random objects and their relationships, connections are 
made between them – and as Greenaway points out in 
the script for the sixth object, ‘catalogue’ – any two items 
share a common history and “one object can represent 
many others” (cited in Maciel, 2006:59).  
A pen is made of plastic and metal and 
represents all plastic, from an intrauterine 
device to a trash bin, and all metal, from a 
needle to war ships. It has a clip to fasten in 
the pocket, recognising all the world of fashion, 
clothes, and costumes. It is covered by letters 
and numbers to represent a world of signs 
and symbols. It is a machine to represent all 
machines, projected to produce writing, from 
belles-lettres to gutter press. Its shape recalls a 
penis and produces ink to fertilise the page. You 
can see then how a simple object can represent 
so much. With such a pen we have compiled, to 
celebrate the millennium, a list of 100 OBJECTS 
TO REPRESENT THE WORLD. Nothing was left 
out, everything is represented, everything 
that is alive and everything that is inert, all 
materials, all sciences, all ideas, all teachings, 
concepts, illusions, tricks, types and all types 
of types. (Greenaway, 100 Objects to represent 
the world. Object 6. Cited in Maciel, 2006:59)
Joseph Kosuth’s The play of the unmentionable (1990) at 
the Brooklyn Museum exhibition was a critique on the 
institutionalisation of art, concerned with context and 
the making of meaning: how “art provides the evidence 
for what cannot be said, or for what can be said only 
indirectly” (Freedberg, 1992:38). Concerned with issues 
of censorship, work from the collection relating to taboos, 
expression and suppression was selected and juxtaposed 
with wall texts and statements from censors and the 
censored. Seemingly random juxtapositions of objects 
and texts with varying degrees of controversy made the 
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in contrast, can achieve what is only temporary in other 
museums. This museum has attempted to present its 
collection of books and artefacts in ways that suggest an 
interconnectedness of disciplines and ideas. Employing 
multiple floating platforms, etched glass panels and a 
structural layout based on an Escher design it collapses 
categories between objects and areas of study. It is more 
difficult for established museums to reimagine their 
display strategies, and where innovation has occurred 
it has been within new museums, such as the National 
Museum of Australia, Canberra (2001) and the National 
Museum of the American Indian, Washington (2004), 
where the architecture and systems of display have been 
sympathetic to content. Both of these examples work 
with objects, texts and audio visual material in dense 
layers. Julia Marcus argues that the danger is that these 
exhibitions become increasingly opaque. In response to the 
Museum of Sydney (1995) with “its collage of quotations, 
its erasure of distinctions and the absence of evaluation” 
she argues that the erotics of the museum – that based 
on desire and looking – are lost when comprehension 
and evaluation are removed (Marcus, 2000:231). With 
reference to a central display case, presenting fragments 
of the evidence of human technology, she argues that 
while this method of display of heterogeneous shards 
undermines grand narratives by collapsing distinctions 
between objects and knowledge silos, it does not filter 
what is presented in any way. She calls this “reactionary 
nihilism” in that the absence of texts and primary reliance 
on aesthetics within display produces an “unreadable 
visual text” (Marcus, 2000:240). She argues that while 
viewer “as self-conscious as possible about the relation 
between conditions of context and the production of 
meaning” (Freedberg, 1992:44).
While Wilson and Kosuth’s exhibitions rely on the 
recognition of the cultural contexts in which work was 
produced for the potency of their juxtapositions, the 
exhibition In-finitum at the Museo Fortuny (2009) opted 
for a more open-ended range of associations. Taking the 
notion of infinity, indeterminacy and incompletion as 
its theme, the exhibition proximately presented objects 
and artworks bridging 2000 years. In a temporal collapse, 
the curation aligned artefacts in such a manner that the 
incidental sat next to the grand gesture; aged objects 
appeared contemporary and contemporary objects 
ancient. The curation, loosely based on a taxonomy of 
formal resemblance in the manner of sixteenth-century 
display, paired nights skies and millstones, Anish Kapoor 
and a dusty Egyptian Bastet cat. It was a sensorium, using 
light, shape and texture as points of connection and in 
this way the exhibition spoke deeply to art practice itself 
and to what it is to be human. The content was illusive, 
labels only indicating the provenance of objects, and in 
viewing the exhibition the viewer was entirely activated 
in the creative sense-making process. 
While these exhibitions are intended as temporary 
interventions into established institutional systems of 
display, they do not suggest any alternative for permanent 
exhibitions. They are tolerated as small incursions that do 
not threaten the status quo of the grand collections, the 
presentation of which remains fairly static. The Jay Walker 
Library (2002) is a permanent and private collection, and 
left: Grande Galerie de l' Evolution, Paris below: Google 'search by image' results using the input image of a 
spider web
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this is an effective means of breaking up colonial 
narrative, it also denies those who most need access to 
their past, instead presenting a fragmented equivalence 
that is ultimately conservative. This is a valid criticism that 
I take into account within my own project. The luxury of 
disabling legibility is the preserve of the artist. 
Most examples of ‘webness’ within display are 
found within social history, where the politics and 
literature of museum practice have had a radical 
impact on display practices. There has not been the 
same consciousness within natural history, seemingly 
reinforcing the perception of nature as neutral and 
unproblematic. An exception to this is the Grande 
Gallerie de l’ Évolution in Paris which demonstrates what 
I consider to be one of the few examples of ‘webness’ in 
the display of evolution. This is all the more ironic as the 
Museum National d’Histoire Naturelle, of which it forms 
part, was the original home of Cuvier and Buffon, leaders 
in the systematic ordering of species. The gallery, built 
in 1889, was designed very much along the principles 
of a cathedral, as described previously: the central 
nave, surrounded by three layers of open galleries from 
which the entire museum can be observed. After slow 
deterioration, the museum was closed to the public 
in the 1960s. Most canonical museums have changed 
slowly over the years, adding new exhibits to old ones. 
This museum had the opportunity to refashion itself 
entirely when in the mid-1980s a plan was devised to 
renovate the museum and redesign it around the theme 
of evolution. Involving 200 experts under the curatorship 
of Michel Van Praët, the museum was reopened in 1994. 
There is a curious play between the highly stratified 
structure of the building and the interruption of this 
by the contemporary display. Transparency, reflection 
and lines of sight have been used as devices that deny 
any sequential experience of the museum.  At any point 
an exhibit is either seen through another, reflected in 
another, or light from one penetrates another. The 
viewer is situated within a dense compositional matrix 
of vertical glass sheets and horizontal hanging clusters 
of specimens. In this way rather than observing from 
outside the cabinet, the viewer becomes embedded 
within the display. Repetition of materials and shapes 
create a rhythm throughout the space and this 
integration suggests an interconnectedness of exhibits, 
and by implication, an interconnectedness of speciation. 
Despite this, the Noah's Ark procession, discussed in 
Chapter 3, is visible from all floors. While this may be a 
reflexive gesture it is more likely that even in the face of 
'webness', the musem is unable to escape its inherited 
linearity and occasions of 'webness' are only found on 
the periphery, clinging to the outer walls. 
Although the various permanent and impermanent 
curatorial actions described above do not all locate 
themselves within natural history museums, they go 
some way to working towards what I would describe 
as the exploded book. In all instances there has been 
an attempt to acknowledge established linear systems 
of display and produce an alternative, open-ended and 
interconnected model. In this model, what I refer to as 
‘webness,’ chronologies and standard taxonomies are 
interrupted and dispersed. This would perhaps be easily 
achieved through a virtual curation – the museum as a 
network of hyperlinks. This is not my interest, however, 
as it is through the affective and the apprehension 
of real objects within the particular context of the 
museum that the legacy of the ‘book’ can be redressed. 
Rather than relying on known relationships and set 
hierarchies between objects, these exhibitions allow 
for a three-dimensional experience: a zig-zag and 
up-down interpretation and affect. In this way their 
curatorial strategies fracture the book and are both 
explosions and collisions. 
1 Alfred Waterhouse changed Francis Fowke’s 1864 Italian Renaissance 
design for the museum to one based on Romanesque design. He 
believed that this style more closely reflected Christian roots (Girouard, 
2005:31). 
2 Of course the dinosaur is particularly pertinent to this museum as 
Richard Owen, the first director, was the first to suggest the name 
'dinosauria' in a paper of 1842.  
3 Across from one of my installed exhibits in R-A-T, opposite aquatic 
mammal skeletons, is a drawing of a whale and mouse skull. This refers 
to Linnaeus’s classification of the blue whale – Balaenoptera musculus 
in Systema naturae (1758) as a possible play in scale between the 
largest of creatures and Mus musculus – the house mouse.
4 This early mammal from 210–190 mya closely resembled a rat.
5 “Rats are rhizomes” (Deleuze & Guattari, 1987:7).
6 Robert Rauschenberg is perhaps one of the most famed assemblage 
artists, combining found objects with printed material and paint. He 
relied on a vast range of visual resources or what Rosalind Krauss 
(1999) referred to as a ‘perpetual inventory’, from which he was able to 
create complex networks of associations. Interestingly he also was one 
of the first artists to include taxidermy in his work in his Monogram 
(1959). 
7 Parry points out that the introduction of digital media to museums 
coincided with a general opening of the museum to public/ shared 
authorship (community projects and active participation) (Parry, 
2007:109).
8 Dion’s work is closely aligned with my own interests in the museum. 
This is acknowledged in R-A-T, where this work is referenced in the 
broken ladders in the water world display.
9 Here quoting Mallarmé’s famous dictum.
Subtle thresholds seen through the rock art exhibition, ISAM
right: Iziko South African Museum, entrance
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CHAPTER 5
CASE STUDY: THE BOOK IN 
THE IZIKO SOUTH AFRICAN 
MUSEUM
I was introduced to the printmaking section at the 
Michaelis School of Fine Art as an undergraduate 
in 1989. Although this was a period when print was 
becoming less conservative and more questioning of 
its own tenets, the historical residue of a discipline that 
had defined itself as one dealing with the relationship 
between text and image, typesetting, illustration and 
bookmaking deliberately persisted. Having been aligned 
to this section of Michaelis for more than 20 years, it is 
apparent to me that the historical legacy of print and 
the manner in which printmakers respond creatively 
from within the parameters of the discipline, is very 
much a feature of the school. My own practice is deeply 
informed by printmaking, and I now see curatorship as 
an extension of this language.  An argument that I am 
making within this thesis is that museums are predicated 
on the form and structure of the book and thus many 
of the concerns are shared with printmaking, particularly 
the tension between object/ image and its text/ label.
The binary structure of the book, the ubiquity of the 
rectilinear window that both the book and the printed 
image impose on the world are mentioned previously 
in relation to the linearity of display. Book Arts has 
become a tangent of printmaking and it questions what 
is understood by a book, rejecting its formal structure 
and finding alternatives to linear, sequential pages. Much 
of my earlier work questioned the authority of the form 
of the codex as well as the faith in texts. One of these 
projects used old school history textbooks, flotsam of 
the apartheid regime, to construct a paper armoury – 
permeable armour made of redundant texts. The power 
and strength of words in one regime becoming obsolete 
waste in another.
The dualistic form of print – existing as both matrix and 
printed image – has a curious reverse parallel with the 
museum collection. The single matrix is able to generate 
multiple, similar images which are publicly accessed, 
whereas the vast storage collection of the museum 
generates a single item for public display. The ‘generative 
matrix’ remains hidden behind closed doors. While this 
may be a conceit, there is something in the comparison 
between disciplines that have at their core the relationship 
between the unit and the whole. This opposition has 
been a significant aspect of my creative practice. Print 
and reproduction is also of contingent multiplicity, where 
a system is apparently connected through its visual 
congruity. This sense of a finite system that may at any 
time collapse has also impacted upon my creative choices. 
Printmaking is systematic, requiring careful planning for 
the realisation of an image and the technology imposes 
a delay in the creative process – an interruption in which 
the image is processed before printing. Further analogies 
can be made to curatorship as this pause is the necessary 
space of reflection and analysis of a collection before it is 
organised. Print is also directional, the realisation of the 
image moving from state to state until a final edition is 
signed off.1 
My interests in the visual schematics of science go 
back to my MFA project, The Dissection, which reflected 
on the authorship of the medical image of the body and 
since 2002 I have been invested in creative practice that 
reflects on taxonomies, diagrammatic analogy and the 
schematics of knowledge systems, the form of the book 
and the structure of museum display. Within all of my 
past projects (introduced in the appendix) and within the 
two exhibitions to be discussed, there is a play between 
structure and randomness; use of language and its 
unreliability; repetition, serialisation and the undermining 
of the expectations that repetition sets up.
It is not incidental that I have chosen to work in 
the Iziko South African Museum. The Michaelis School 
of Fine Art shares a delicate border with the museum 
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the works were site-specific and related directly to the 
context and history of the museum.  My own work, Model-
making, consisted of an eight-metre-long fluorescent 
‘model’ constructed from disposable pharmaceutical 
paraphernalia. This was a symbolic unravelling of Watson 
and Crick’s double helix model fifty years previously and 
questioned who the new model-makers are. Positioned 
directly above the whale well, the skeletal object of small 
units was contrasted with the enormity of the suspended 
blue whale skeleton. While some works were more 
successful than others in relation to the site, the exhibition 
did alert me to public expectation within this particular 
museum. The presence of artworks was extremely 
confusing to staff and visitors who were not inclined to 
try to understand them. That the works did not come with 
defining labels proved to be tremendously frustrating to 
visitors, and although a map was provided, the uninitiated 
visitor could not reconcile the sudden appearance of the 
works with the predictable order of the museum. R-A-T 
(2012) acknowledges many of these frustrations with the 
dispersed exhibition and co-opts them into the strategy 
for display. The discussion that follows provides some 
background to ISAM as a context for this study and as 
the site for my two exhibitions. I draw attention to the 
curatorial paralysis within the museum and suggest ways 
in which the ‘exploded book’ may overcome this.  
THE IZIKO SOUTH AFRICAN 
MUSEUM
The Iziko South African Museum with its co-habiting social 
and natural history exhibits is, similarly to other museums 
of natural history around the world, essentially one that 
talks of the culture of science. The manner in which the 
objects are displayed and the history of the collections 
says as much about the museum as it does about the 
beyond which students are observed from the research 
wing of the museum and students, in turn, are able to 
imagine the careful classifying in the grid of rooms 
opposite. As an undergraduate who took bioscience as 
an elective, this imagined space was deeply appealing 
to me, although I was not initiated into the back rooms 
until my postgraduate years. Prior to that my interaction 
was with the display area of the museum, an experience 
inaugurated during junior school outings to the old 
insect room, printing exhibition and Boonstra dioramas 
of ancient Karoo reptiles, and capped by the many art 
school drawing, print and painting projects set within the 
museum. It was as an assistant to Pippa Skotnes in the 
production of the exhibition Miscast (1996) that I was first 
introduced to the collections, particularly those in social 
history. I subsequently designed Ulwazi Lwemvelo (1998), 
an exhibition focusing on indigenous knowledge systems 
in South Africa: technical, medicinal and structural, and 
curated Charting the Earth (1998) which looked at the 
museum’s early lithograph collection of natural history, 
including works by Louis Agassiz. The iconography of the 
genome (Langerman, 2003) was another exhibition at 
ISAM, and was the first in which I experimented with a 
dispersed presentation throughout the museum. I was 
approached by Wilmot James, Director of the African 
Genome Education Institute to curate an exhibition that 
invited a number of South African artists to respond to 
the iconography of the genome. The choice of ISAM as 
a venue by the Institute was strategic. The implications 
of the Human Genome Project were by many identified 
as neo-colonialist, corporations taking possession 
of the genotypes of African populations without the 
informed permission of those communities. Its situation 
in the museum, with its particular history of human 
representation, was particularly poignant. Many of 
Peter Flack collection, ISAM right: Naro dancers, African cultures gallery, ISAM
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specimens themselves – probably more. Yet these two 
provinces of science and culture lie in an uncomfortable 
proximity that has not been convincingly bridged. Rather 
than any attempt to co-opt display strategies to break with 
the colonial past, the museum has chosen to foreground 
the natural history collection – social history remains a 
side chapel to the central nave. As a means to obfuscate 
familiarity, certainty and any clear curatorial strategy, 
the museum has literally been plunged into darkness – 
increasingly so as the budget and pessimism of staff works 
militates against replacing bulbs. 
ISAM is an institution built upon racial classification 
and determinism, as evidenced by the early collecting 
policy that, under Louis Péringuey (Director of the Museum, 
1906-1924), developed the collection of Khoisan skulls 
and Bushman life-casts (Davison, 1991:105). The spread 
of Social Darwinist ideals in the late nineteenth and early 
twentieth centuries legitimised the association of race with 
evolutionary progress and so naturalised the conflation of 
‘primitive races’ with animals (Gould, 1981; Gilman, 1985). 
In this way, collections of zoological and anthropological 
specimens were comfortably housed together in museums 
around the world. In describing the newly installed 
1959 Bushmen exhibit, based on the natural history 
convention of habitat dioramas, the Director of the South 
African Museum, Alfred Crompton was to write: “The 
Cape Bushmen casts … will be seen against the colourful 
background of their natural environment as hunters, crude 
implement makers and inhabitants of primitive shelters” 
(Cape Times, 4 Sept 1959, cited in Davison, 1991:158), 
thus perpetuating the nineteenth-century construction 
of the Bushmen as close to ‘nature’, monkey-like and 
lesser humans. Much of the residue of  the ISAM colonial 
collection is still on display. Unable to resolve the tensions 
between what is construed as natural and social history, 
the ethnographic gallery – constructed during the time of 
apartheid – has become increasingly dislocated from the 
rest of the museum – and also increasingly dark. Despite 
attempts at contextualising its 1972 displays, this wing, 
housing a number of cast figures in ‘habitats’ together with 
indigenous technologies, perpetuates the classificatory 
divisions between subjects of anthropological study and 
those conducting and observing the product of the study. 
In the late 1980s the museum introduced a contextualising 
label ‘out of touch’ that asked the viewer to consider the 
accuracy of the display in a contemporary South Africa. 
Current newspaper images were overlaid in the displays to 
point out that the population of South Africa was largely 
urban, and not conforming to the display of rural idyll. 
The ‘out of touch’ label and newspaper clippings remain 
untouched 20 years later – further evidence of paralysis in 
the ability to rethink the exhibits. The diorama of the |xam 
figures from Prieska, cast in 1912, has remained closed 
since 2001. Although several meetings and discussion 
groups have contemplated its future, the museum has 
been unable to act and respond to this heavily loaded 
symbol of imperialist and racialised study. It remains 
boarded, hidden from public sight, the figures shrouded 
ghosts of the past. Interestingly, the ‘Bushman Boy’ cast by 
Drury in 1910, Tokai, remains on view, as do twelve other 
figures.3 Contextualised by various technologies and ritual 
practices, these figures sit outside of the landscape in a 
denuded, labelled backdrop, suggesting that the offence of 
the Prieska exhibit may have been to connect the San with 
the landscape and nature. In the social history storeroom 
rests another impenetrable crate. In 2003 the remains of 
Saartjie Baartman, the ‘Hottentot Venus’ were returned 
to South Africa from Paris. As an icon of reconciliation and 
restoration of justice, her remains were buried near the 
Gamtoos River Valley. This box was used to transport her 
coffin and seems an extremely resonant symbol, that, were 
it placed within the ethnographic gallery, would enable a 
more complex reading of the space. Although the museum 
is aware of the potential of this object, until this moment it 
remains mute and in indefinite storage. 
While museum studies over the past 30 years have 
foregrounded reflexivity – the need for museums to 
draw attention to the processes that gave rise to their 
collections (Ames, 1992; Clifford, 1988) – this process has 
been particularly slow within ISAM. Anthropologist and 
past curator at the museum, Patricia Davison (1991:89) 
writes that museums in post-apartheid South Africa faced 
the challenges of responding to changing conditions 
while remaining subject to institutional conservatism and 
entrenched historical modes. Although this was written 
more than 20 years ago, little has changed within certain 
aspects of this museum. While new displays of rock art, 
dinosaurs and whales2 have been added, these have 
made appeal to aesthetics: to the devices of wonder and 
beauty, and have done little to introduce reflexivity into 
the display of animals. The isolated presentation of species 
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throughout the museum does nothing to contradict 
the assumption by the viewer that a lineage of diverse 
speciation culminates in humankind at the terminal point 
of the tree, which, within this particular context implies 
a racial hierarchy too.  Nowhere is there evidence of 
the long and connected relationship that humans have 
had with animals. Nowhere is there evidence of the rich 
symbolism of animals in African mythology, (other than 
in the Rock-art exhibit, which remains discrete). While 
labels may give brief snippets of information, nowhere 
is there material and experiential evidence of animals 
as companion species, as desirable trophies, disease 
carriers, threats to livestock, urban pests or objects of 
experimentation. Even in the whale well, where the 
Museum attempts to give a direct, sensory experience of 
nature, amplified by sound and light, with evidence of the 
scale of the Leviathan, of its provenance, nomenclature, 
its extraordinary beauty and architectonic form, there is 
little of the intersection between whales with humans. 
There is nothing of the remains of whale bones left within 
the West coast middens by gather populations; of the 
history of whaling in the Cape, begun in 1792; or of the 
12,000 Southern Right whales killed between Walvis Bay 
and Maputo over the next twelve years. The lone harpoon 
hidden in the upper gallery has to carry a weighty burden. 
There is nothing of the African legends that tell of the 
huge creature that rose from the sea, consuming all in 
its path, sent by God to teach humility to the king, or of 
all the biblical references in which the whale is used as a 
lesson in obedience. The Whale Well lives up to its name, 
and is a repository begging to be filled.
While the ethics of representing human form within 
museums has been hotly debated, the ethics of animal 
display within museums have largely been overlooked. 
This is notwithstanding the concerns that are raised as 
to the manner in which the specimens were sourced, 
which is countered by the inclusions on the label of the 
provenance of the animal – where it was found, when, 
and who performed the taxidermy – imbuing it with some 
sense of biography and historical reference. Yet this does 
little to elevate it from the typical to the specific. That these 
layers of reference are absent from ISAM is unsurprising, 
given its history. Founded in 1825 by Andrew Smith as 
an establishment for “the reception and classification 
of the various objects of the Animal, Vegetable and 
Mineral Kingdoms which are found in South Africa” (Cape 
Town Gazette, 11 June 1825 cited in Summers, 1975), it 
primarily focused on the collection and organisation of 
local flora and fauna. Its meagre collection grew to such 
proportions that it was relocated in 1897 from the bottom 
of the Company’s Gardens to a custom-built space where 
it now stands. The display areas in the new building were 
restricted to the top floor and showcased mammal, bird, 
reptile and fish collections with a small area of stone tools 
at the top of the staircase. A typical late Victorian museum, 
exhibits presented in large glass cabinets, replete with 
left: Peter Flack collection, ISAM
overleaf: Whale Well, ISAM
The King's Map exhibtion, ISAM. 2013
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requisite classificatory labels, the museum was extended 
in 1977 and again in 1987 to include its current research 
and collections wing and what is now the four levels of 
the whale well area. While the old part of the museum 
houses dioramas, the social history collection, the old 
mammal collection4 and the Boonstra dioramas, the new 
building opens to a central cavity or nave surrounded by 
the natural history collection. Although a fairly recent 
addition, this focal space attempts to place the viewer, 
as in many Victorian museums, at the middle point of 
natural history – the centre of power. 
Interestingly, the museum used to house a large 
display dedicated to the history of print. Located 
alongside a section on the history of the museum, this 
exhibit (dismantled 2006–2007) unconsciously made the 
connection between the history of display and the history 
of printing – the museum as the physical manifestation 
of the book of nature. Designed in the early 1960s by 
Maciek Miszewski, who was to become the ‘South African 
Museum architect’, it was intended as the beginnings of 
a museum of technology, and reflected a largely Western 
history of printing, paper and typography. It contained 
a number of dioramas of printmaking workshops and 
processes, large printing and book presses and small 
recessed cases in which elements of printing were 
described, appropriately, with extensive textual labels. It 
also housed a large tree diagram of the development of 
type families. Since this exhibit was removed the resultant 
empty hall has remained one of temporary exhibits. 
Exhibiting only photographic exhibits, in grids of uniform, 
illuminated lightboxes, the space continues to reinforce 
museum display as a series of pages on the wall.
Ironically, in a hall directly adjacent to this space an 
exhibition opened in November 2012 that reinforced the 
connection between natural history and its propagation 
through the printed image still further. The king’s map: 
Francois le Vaillant in southern Africa: 1781–1784, 
curated by UCT Film and Media professor, Ian Glenn, ran 
until May 2013. The hall, previously containing Ulwazi 
Lwemvelo an exhibit on indigenous knowledge,5 within an 
amphitheatre and modernist design by Miszewski, was, 
in order to house the map, restored to its original form. 
With gold painted, moulded cornices and rich red walls, 
the gallery conjures up a Neo-Classical salon, fitting to 
house the map designed for Louis XVI. At the pinnacle of 
the Enlightenment, Le Vaillant’s books and illustrations 
from his voyages in South Africa of indigenous peoples, 
birds, mammals and plants epitomise a way of organising 
the world with a classificatory eye. Glenn’s intention was 
to open interpretations of Le Vaillant and his work, as 
presenting a complex view of colonial, Africanist discourse 
(Glenn, 2012). Although a noble intention, the method of 
display did nothing to mediate a re-examination of the 
subject, reinforcing a particular worldview of nature as 
part of a systematic, quantifiable structure: the museum 
as a book on the wall. Within an anti-chamber a preface 
introduces the exhibition – a frontispiece perhaps where 
images and texts set up an expectation of its contents. 
In the main gallery prints are hung in double volume in 
groups of eight or twelve, suggesting page impositions. 
The images are contextualised by small captions, 
again acknowledging their source and limiting them to 
illustrations. The display is punctuated with taxidermied 
animals that perch, like iconophors,6 above each ‘chapter’. 
Many of these animals are sourced from the recent 
donation by hunter Peter Flack, including a six-metre giraffe 
– believed to be the tallest specimen of its kind in any 
museum in the world. The circulation of Le Vaillant’s books 
of travel in eighteenth-century Europe is recognised as 
contributing to a vision of Africa as an open territory of new 
experience. Glenn alludes to this role of the imagination 
when he writes of Le Vaillant: “Before him, nature was a 
problem of farming and trade and killing pests; after him, 
nature is a space of liberty, revelation and adventure. Before 
him, the hunting expedition and safari were unthinkable; 
after him, they were inevitable” (2012:18). Roger Summers 
(1975) in his history of the museum, largely an inventory 
of past directors and staff, begins by describing Wouter 
Schoutens’s reference to the number of stuffed and 
mounted animals in the fort at Cape Town in 1665. While 
he intends to illustrate a lineage of animal collections at the 
Cape, what this passage does is to illuminate the inextricable 
connection between settlement, colony, hunting and 
collection. Early collecting trips to the interior were often 
shallowly disguised political reconnaissances to ascertain 
the state of indigenous populations in remote areas (Kirby 
cited in Summers 1975:10). Big game trophy hunting 
continues to be more prolific in South Africa than any other 
country, reinforcing what Michelè Pickover describes as 
“imperialist practices of control and domination” and ideas 
of power, masculinity, paternalism and otherness (Pickover, 
2005:19). While Le Vaillant’s books may have inspired the 
genre of hunting fiction and travel writing, hunting and the 
collecting of animal trophies is what Peter Singer (1977) 
calls the ultimate form of speciesism: the legitimation of 
killing based on a hierarchical division of the natural world 
into categories of animals – a division actualised by the 
page and the cabinet within the book and museum.
1 My two recent exhibitions react against this progression and 
completion by intentionally allowing open-endedness and no obvious 
point of departure and conclusion within the exhibitions.
2 The museum has continued to focus on these areas, and it was for most 
of the twentieth-century known as the museum of Bushmen, whales 
and dinosaurs, also the title of a book on James Drury, taxidermist and 
modeller at the museum until 1942. 
3 Many of these exhibits were removed just at the time of this document 
going to print.
4 Director Edwin Gill introduced the first habitat dioramas to the 
mammal wing in 1930. He was also responsible for revolutionising 
the museum labels, by introducing both a new typeface – Volva – and 
bilingual labels.
5 I worked on the design of this exhibition that opened in 1998 with its 
curators, Patricia Davison and Gerald Klinghardt. Set up next to the 
print exhibit, this created a bridge between the ethnographic gallery 
and other technologies.
6 This is a specific form of illustration emerging in late seventeenth-
century French dictionaries in which the objects represented within 
the image start with the given letter. The first lexical work that made 
use of iconophors was Diderot and D’Alembert’s supplement to the 
Encyclopédie in 1776. 
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CHAPTER 6
STRATEGIES FOR TWO 
EXHIBITIONS
The title of this thesis is provocative. Explosions can be 
interpreted in three ways. The first is as the exploded 
diagram where component parts are liberated from their 
sutures – their borders and identities exposed. Here the 
explosion is controlled and the components are held in 
tension – liberated from the centre. The second form of 
explosion is cleansing – breaking down old, redundant 
structures to clear space for the new; and the third is as an 
act of terrorism – destroying that which is considered safe 
for mercenary ends. As a metaphor it is both liberating 
and threatening. It is a rapid release of energy and a 
resultant fragmentary scattering of parts. The exploded 
book relates both to the undoing of the integrated, 
progressive and binary structures of the book, and to the 
exploded view. Here a composite object is separated into 
its component parts, showing the means of assembly. 
All are appropriate metaphors. The explosion separates 
pages from text and denatures the bonds that present 
a strictly linear view of evolution; however, within the 
fragments is a suggestion that order exits – but one of 
many potential orders. Subtle thresholds operates as 
the exploded diagram, separating components within a 
finite space, whereas R-A-T operates as a more violent 
explosion, fragments dispersed and dislocated.
This is the core intention behind this body of work – 
to liberate the display of speciation from the sequential 
constraints as introduced through the ‘Christian 
museum’, and to present an alternative that is entangled, 
dense, complex and representative of contemporary 
web iconography. This is achieved by disrupting a 
linear progression through the display area, fracturing 
components of displays, dislocatiing objects from their 
labels, undoing the narrative structure and textual reading, 
and liberating display from the rectangle or page format. 
It is important to note that while this gesture is aimed 
at disrupting the legacy of the book as a linear system 
of display, transmission and understanding within the 
museum; it recognises, at the same time, that the book 
is perceived as an object under threat (Eco & Carrière, 
2011; Stoicheff & Taylor, 2004) and that to explode it may, 
in the age of hypertext, be an unnecessary act. (While 
information access is dominated by the hypertextual, this 
language has not penetrated ISAM). 
One of the problems that I have identified with 
display arises from the tension between the museum 
and its audience – what is anticipated of the museum as 
a location of knowledge and how the museum responds 
to this. Audience expectations within museums of natural 
history are fairly predictable. Having spent months 
installing exhibitions I was able to witness what has been 
the subject of many tomes on museum culture – ‘the 
viewer experience’  and to confirm that expectations are 
fairly standard across audiences and that when these are 
not met, the response is hostile. There are four main lines 
of questioning: Where does it start? Why is this on display 
here? What does it mean? Where is the text? The first 
question points to the yearning for a linear narrative that 
comfortably takes the viewer from start to finish. There 
is a security in this that nothing has been missed and 
the sequence has been completed. The second question 
stems from both a disciplinary expectation (that natural 
history museums should be about nature – that which can 
be understood at a distance) and from the expectation 
that natural history conforms to a particular type of 
representation. The third and fourth are compounded and 
appear absurd, but are the crux of the visitor experience – 
that meaning should be clear, defined and easily packaged 
for take-aways. It is for me the most concerning question 
as it implies that without an authoritative text the visual 
is impenetrable and redundant. 
Mieke Bal describes museum display as a “sign 
system working in the realm between the visual and the 
verbal, and between information and persuasion, as it 
produces the viewer’s knowledge” (Bal, 1992:561). My 
strategy has been to provide text, but to do it in a way 
that is visual. The text and the reading of the text does not 
open a door to the ‘meaning-making’ of the exhibition, 
but requires the same degree of interpretation as the 
visual components.  The links between elements are often 
circular, returning viewers to a starting point and insisting 
that only through an investment in the visual shall the 
exhibition be understood. The experience of the museum 
as book is one that locates the viewer within a particular 
moment. Visual practice, however, while not necessarily 
producing verifiable evidence of the empirical world, does 
reveal knowledge and understanding through sensory 
and intellectual experience, and, in being both immediate 
and associative is both synchronic and diachronic. As 
curator Ralph Rugoff (1999) writes, “curators need to 
begin by addressing the audience’s actual experiences in 
a gallery. And this involves re-imagining the conceptual 
context in which art is encountered by viewers”. One of 
these contexts is determined by active engagement. What 
follows is a discussion of some of the strategies that I have 
considered in approaching the exhibitions, in particular 
making the viewing experience a more conscious and 
prescient one.
ACTIVE ENGAGEMENT 
Typically, museums present objects as discrete entities 
– as synecdochical or metonymical specimens – within 
temporal or spatial sequences; and in physically traversing 
between cabinets, the viewer becomes complicit within 
a sequential articulation of species. Thus evoking what 
both Hooper-Greenhill (1992) and Foucault (2002) have 
identified as mechanisms of the disciplinary museum, 
the viewer becomes a passive recipient of this serialised 
march of progress. Many recent museum studies have 
claimed the museum as a discursive space and, in 
response, museums have recognised that in order to 
enrich the ‘viewer experience’ and delay the museum 
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fatigue that sets in after a studied 45 minutes, they need 
to develop programmes that solicit audience engagement 
and participatory activity. In a parallel to the shopping 
mall experience that William Kowinski (1985) describes as 
a paradox between stimulation and sedation, the passive 
viewing experience has been shifted to align with a reality 
TV paradigm that proclaims ‘you too can be a part of this’. 
Interactive worksheets at MOMA encourage responses 
to artworks, while swipe cards in the Darwin Cocoon at 
the NHM, London and Greenwich Naval Museum allow 
you to gather data as you make your own unique museum 
database. Although the educational team at ISAM is more 
low-key, for R-A-T it suggested that I have a play area 
with living rats, a treasure hunt for children, and that I 
perform walkabouts as a Pied Piper of sorts. Tony Bennett 
writes that the museum spaces that he once described 
in his "exhibitionary complex" have been replaced by 
discursive ones. Within ethnographic collections and 
display intercultural dialogues are sustained by open texts 
that encourage interpretation and are not enunciated 
by a curator or a dominant position (Bennett, 2006:63). 
The indeterminate has supplanted observation and 
description. The visual will no longer suffice and exhibits 
have to be part of a ‘museum experience’: conversation 
and activity replacing the exalted hush of the museum.
Acknowledging that the viewer welcomes a degree 
of activity, both Subtle thresholds and R-A-T were indeed 
designed as challenges:1 encouraging the collection of 
clues, ideas, images and texts, and spatially navigating 
a dense matrix of connections. In R-A-T, the dislocation 
of displays meant that many were missed – the viewer 
looking for the exhibition needed to seek help and so the 
search for the work became conversational – a communal 
experience. Both the curatorship and experience of the 
exhibitions were web-like,	making the viewer walk the 
exhibitions in either defined or dislocated spaces. Neither 
had obvious starting or termination points, and could 
be entered at any location, so denying any progressive, 
sequential experience of the display. This search for 
linkages with no overt chronology is reminiscent of the 
strategy of the Renaissance wunderkammer,2 where the 
appeal to the senses allows for associations, dissonances, 
resemblances and analogy to lead interpretation. Within 
the curiosity cabinet polyphonic relationships, speaking 
and hearing are stressed over ‘ocular-centrism’ (Daston 
& Park, 2001:274), and as Barbara Stafford writes of 
analogy:
It offers a non-algorithmic technique for binding 
our perceptual system to our cognitive systems, 
expressed in terms of similarities and antithesis. 
Learning, in this development scheme, does 
not spring from a chain of reasoning, but from a 
dynamic back-and-forth motion among choices 
that embrace the entire universe in their scope. 
(1999:176–177)
SITES OF DISPLAY
As was mentioned in the introduction and in the previous 
chapter, the post-apartheid ISAM has found itself unable 
to resolve the tensions between various collections in the 
museum. In this deep paralysis, two things happened: 
the development of spaces for temporary exhibitions; 
and the proliferation of empty cabinets, that once 
exhibits were removed, remained vacant. Temporary 
exhibits allow for fluid and intermediate responses to 
circumstances, and need no permanent solution to 
problems of representation, whereas the neglected 
cabinets speak more deeply to an inability to redefine 
the role of the natural history museum. While both my 
exhibitions aimed to critique the display of natural history 
and find alternatives to the trope of the tree and the book, 
my additional intention was to design exhibitions whose 
subject matter responded to the particular challenges 
that the two different types of spaces presented. The 
subject matter and sites determined two very different 
conceptual responses and while strategies of display were 
primary, they were able to accommodate the insights 
that the subject matter – infectious disease and rats – 
provided.
Both exhibitions were highly structured and 
complex projects, wherein small, contained units 
operated within internal systems of categorisation and 
cross-reference. Attempts to analyse each project tends 
to be reductive and reduce each exhibition to thematic 
silos. Furthermore, as Peter Greenaway writes, any 
object can sensibly be connected to any other through 
association: text can be convincing where there is no 
visual coherence (Greenaway cited in Maciel, 2006:59). 
As the potential for visual display is the affective, textual 
discussion tends to dilute and redirect that which can 
only be apprehended in the presence of the work. What 
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follows is an attempt to describe the strategies of the two 
exhibitions as a form of methodology within this thesis. 
Although Subtle thresholds was contained within a single 
gallery, and R-A-T was spread throughout the museum, 
both exhibitions relied on the disorientation and 
destabilisation of the viewer and the viewing experience 
to affect interpretation. Certain conceptual choices were 
made in favour of the subject matter: infectious disease 
and Rattus novegicus are both markers of mobility – 
moving in and out of or around species. Both are agents 
of contagion, bound by stereotype and linked by the Great 
Plague. Both are borne out of human settlement and 
are dependent on interaction with humans for survival. 
Despite this, both are largely neglected by natural history 
museums as subject matter. In this way the insertion of 
rats and infectious disease into the museum is, I would 
argue, fitting in a thesis that looks to disrupt a hierarchical 
representation of speciation.  
IMMERSION: Subtle thresholds
As Elaine Scarry reminds us, pain is the only perceptual 
state with no object and so cannot be expressed through 
language. It is the most contracted human experience, 
as it cannot be paired with any external referent, as 
opposed to the imagination, which she describes as the 
most expansive human experience. Although disease, 
unlike pain, has external markers and language, it is 
experienced in a way that is both contracted and at times, 
immersive (Scarry, 1985:162). With this in mind, my 
decision was to reflect the subject of Subtle thresholds: 
the representational taxonomies of disease within its 
construction. Exhibited in a large but bounded gallery it 
sought to challenge navigability and cross-referencing 
within a single, area that could be apprehended at once. 
Although ‘pages’ of the book were symbolically exploded, 
the exhibition could still be held in sight from a single 
point, and so while disintegrated, the evidence of the 
book remained. Although comprehending the exhibition 
required active participation in the linking and cross-
referencing of images and texts, the viewer remained 
positioned at the centre of the museum, viewing the 
display from a position of authority. The exhibition was 
hermetic, and while the surrounding exhibits from social 
and natural history framed the reading of the exhibition, 
having some impact on the sequential encounter, it did 
not physically extend to other areas of the museum. 
The contracted experience of complex reading within 
the exhibition was intended to influence the visitor 
interpretation of consecutive exhibits. Thus, although 
the exhibition was not literally 'exploded' through the 
museum, the intended effect was of a delayed response 
to other exhibits on display, when seen in the context of 
those observed in Subtle thresholds. 
Furthermore, in keeping with early museum 
construction, the exhibition self-consciously references 
the formal language of a cathedral. While there were 
also thematic reasons for this, the design along a central 
nave, culminating in an altar of wings, flanked by trefoils 
and rose windows with a central congregation of light 
boxes and confessional, referenced the museum of life, 
the cathedral of knowledge and, with its symmetrical 
design, the tree and book of life as well. This has multiple 
intentions. It draws attention to the relationship of 
Christianity to museums of natural history, the paradoxical 
position of religion to disease – both sin and redemption. 
Lastly, its obvious construction, draws attention to the 
artifice of exhibition construction, and in doing so, self-
consciously proclaims itself as a critique of display. Mieke 
Bal writes that narrative is the most powerful form of 
address in the museum (Bal, 1992: 561) and the structure 
of the cathedral seemingly satisfied the expectation of 
narrative form – the security in a familiar symmetry that 
would reward careful observation with equally careful 
textual responses. It is this ‘entryism'3, this absorbing the 
patterns of museum display in order to invert them, that 
was a chief strategy in this attempt to destabilise the form 
of the book. 
DECENTRALISATION: R-A-T
Human relationships with other species are variable: 
conditional, furtive, intense, irregular – very much 
like evolution itself. In keeping with this, the intention 
behind R-A-T: an associative ordering was to ‘explode’ 
a set of ideas about display throughout the museum 
rather than in a single location. It took a single species 
as subject, Rattus novegicus, and dispersed it throughout 
the museum, impacting on various sites in unpredictable 
ways. The interventions were designed specifically to 
relate to proximate exhibits and to shift the reading of 
those exhibits. In this sense it followed the modalities of 
assemblage, described in a previous chapter, which bring 
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together seemingly unrelated materials and images in the 
synthesis of a new complex whole. This strategy aimed to 
undermine the display of specimens as isolated units that 
stand as exemplary, typical and as visible components of a 
greater, hidden collection. I particularly selected areas for 
display where neglected cabinets had remained empty 
for more than ten years – markers of a post-apartheid 
museum unable to reinterpret their collections and 
displays. In this context the act of filling these cabinets, and 
with rats, no less, was a provocation. The reoccurrence of 
the rat throughout the museum not only referred to the 
furtive prevalence of this ubiquitous creature – an agent 
of mobility – but also served to draw attention to the 
dense layers of cultural and social history that connect 
humans and animals. The scattering of the interventions 
and the increasing impenetrability of the museum floor 
plan4 itself undermined any form of sequential navigation: 
accessing the exhibition was random. The 'tree of life' is 
a two-dimensional icon, whereas the web or rhizome 
occupies three-dimensional space, able to be viewed 
from multiple positions, without ever achieving a sense 
of the whole. Similarly here, the entirety of the exhibition 
dissolved, and unlike Subtle thresholds, it was unable to 
be apprehended at once. Images and connections had 
to be mentally transported from one space to another 
in order to get any sense of a whole, and there was the 
prescient sense that parts may have been missed. This is 
the exploded book in the extreme: pages shredded, lost 
and reordered – torn from its spine, the book becomes a 
collection of loose leaves that have been allowed to flutter 
through the museum, erratically adhering to walls and 
floors. A far remove from the structure of the tree, this 
is a model of speciation that is contingent on a random 
context, connected, and rhizomatic.
The typical design of a museum places the observer at 
a single, central vantage point from where they are able 
to survey the institution. Resonant of Jeremy Bentham’s 
eighteenth-century panopticon, the museum visitor is 
positioned in the space of the ‘inspection house’, able to 
observe the collection from one position.5 Tony Bennett 
points to the open gallery as a mechanism whereby the 
public can exercise self-surveillance, and so enact one of 
Bentham’s aims: to become “both the object and subject 
of a controlling look” (1995:101). Within R-A-T the starting 
point was unintelligible. At the entrance to  ISAM was 
placed a panopticon on wheels. This contained a stuffed 
rat – a sign of the exhibition – positioned as surveyor of the 
museum. Whereas in most museums the entrance would 
signal an infinite space – the entry to an endless vista of 
the natural world – ISAM is truncated; new architectural 
interventions obfuscate any visual access to what lies 
beyond. The positioning of the rat, hiding under a dark 
stairwell is a further furtive act, small and insignificant, 
situated where dinosaur, whale and elephant skeletons 
may, in most circumstances, be expected. Rather than 
creatively reimagining itself as a post-apartheid museum, 
ISAM has chosen to construct a front desk and information 
board that dominate the entrance and give no particularity 
to the identity of the institution. In this context the rat 
changes families and becomes a metaphorical mole – an 
agent of dissent and critique operating from within the 
museum. Its place within the panopticon is an inversion, 
drawing attention to relationship between viewer and 
exhibits. It also signals the theme of perspective. Situated 
on a tiled Victorian floor (an allusion to a Renaissance 
Albertian painting) under what was originally the grand 
stairway of the museum, this particular perpective has no 
vanishing point.
Single point perspective, developed during the 
Renaissance, reinforced the position of the viewer, 
and privileged the human viewpoint. The codification 
of the rendering of a view became the seemingly 
“objectification of the subjective” (Panofsky, 1991:65) – 
an accurate image of the world. The museum typically 
immobilises this viewpoint within visible grids and lines 
of sight through the use of rectilinear display cases and 
dioramas with their single vanishing point and horizon 
line calibrated to the average male height. The viewer is 
positioned outside the frame or rectangle as an onlooker 
and passive observer. The view through a window onto a 
continuous landscape is one that, in Panofsky’s words, is 
aggregated, as opposed to the “radically discontinuous” 
space of antiquity (Panofsky, 1991:44). In museums this 
continuity of vision reinforces the idea of progressive, 
linear evolution rather than one that is fractured and 
entangled. The modern vista is an opening up – the 
convergence of distant points of orthogonal lines in a view 
to infinity – “the concrete symbol for the discovery of the 
infinite itself” (1991:57). Perspective makes a worldview 
possible and so the positioning of the viewer within a vista 
is also firmly located within a Christian modality where 
the omnipotence and omniscience of God is proof of his 
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infinite being. Neolithic agrarian settlements established 
a relationship with nature as separate: as a resource or 
commodity, and furthermore the development of fixed 
homes, through whose windows nature was viewed, fixed 
the distinction between inside and outside spaces: spaces 
of culture and spaces of nature (Aloi, 2012:14). These 
windows were to become the rectangular frames of 
paintings and the rectangular glass dioramas. Expediency 
dictated my selection of cabinets within the museum, and 
I chose to work within the convention of cabinet display 
rather than introducing an alternative structure. Viewing is 
consequently contained and focused in nodes throughout 
the museum, yet the overall sense of the exhibition is 
scattered. The tradition of perspective in museums is 
alluded to by the inclusion of photographic backdrops 
taken from the Muséum National d’Histoire Naturelle, 
Paris, and, most conspicuously, this is parodied in the 
Mammal Room ‘rats in Eden’ diorama on wheels where 
the ideal view can be randomly redeployed. The museum 
view is typically directed, with a focal point centred on 
specimens within a predictable environment. In contrast, 
R-A-T employs collage and assemblage resulting in a 
scattered view with no vanishing point, undermining the 
tensions between equivalence and difference.
REFLECTION
The rejection of the book as an appropriate form of display 
also rejects the symmetrical pairing between an object 
and its equivalent: the recto-verso binary of the book; 
the matrix and the print; species and their printed image. 
Mirror reflection is the literal manifestation of this and 
mirrors, repetitions and inversions have been extensively 
used in both exhibitions.6 At the most obvious level, this 
draws attention to the acts of looking and seeing. 
Museum practice is on the one hand based on 
careful study of the collection, and on the other the 
observation of the collection as presented for display. 
The natural history museum is thus an edifice of directed 
looking. The insertion of the mirror literally reflects the 
museum and its own practice, reminding the viewer that 
looking is a complicated act. Elkins suggests that there is 
porosity within the established binary between observed 
object and viewing subject. The viewer is changed by 
the encounter with the image, therefore the object itself 
and the viewing of that object is constantly changing 
(Elkins, 1996:44). This recalls Lucretius’s theory that the 
image comes from the object, that it emits corpuscles, 
‘atoms’ or ‘simulacra’ that pull together when they 
meet the eye. Lucretius explains sensation as contact: 
the act of viewing is an exchange (Melchior-Bonnet, 
1994:103). The use of mirror activates the moment of 
seeing and serves as a reminder that the act of viewing 
is dynamic and that interpretation is contingent upon 
the visual intersection with objects. Mirrors throw back 
the image of the museum and, with the associations of 
trickery, uncertainty and deception, bring into question 
the veracity of what is on display and the authority of 
museum. The reflection captures the surrounding displays 
in infinite series of reflections and here acknowledges the 
vanity of Narcissus, in that museum display is frequently 
confounded by a solipsistic concern with its own history 
of practice.7  
The mirror and its origins are used in a highly self-
referential and self-conscious way as not only is the Latin 
origin of the mirror, speculum – to see – but also the 
etymological root of spectacle, speculate, species and 
specimen. In contemporary use the speculum is a medical 
device used for examination (20 of which were used in 
Subtle thresholds) – in this case relevant as a diagnostic 
tool for unobstructed visual access to the ‘internal body’ 
of the museum.
Genesis 1:27 begins with a mirroring: “God created 
man in his own image.” Reproduction and echo is thus 
at the start of the Christian project, and taken up in the 
Middle Ages, the mirror becomes a site of knowledge: 
a space to know God and human limitations (Melchior-
Bonnet, 1994:106). The mirror reflected the light of 
divinity, collecting the image of all of God’s creation 
over time, and it is this sense that inspired medieval 
encyclopaedic collections. Not only were these testimony 
to the magnitude of God’s creation, but in their vast 
catalogues and inventories, created a likeness, a 
symmetrical "book-mirror" of creation (Melchior-Bonnet, 
1994:113). This encyclopaedic mirror of creation repeats 
itself in the comprehensive Enlightenment and Victorian 
museum. The mirror as a symbol of the inestimable, the 
unseen has some origin in Renaissance optics where the 
mirror facilitated entry to the infinite universe, magnifying 
the invisible,8 and in this way the mirror still remains a 
symbol of illumination.
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Elkins (1996:48) writes that mirrors are like empty eyes, 
blind until the viewer is in front of them. They are both 
looked at and looking at: seeing and being seen. This dual 
functioning is significant within the exhibitions as the 
mirror is able to shift subject/ object relations, making 
the viewer consciously complicit within the viewing 
experience. On the most obvious level, the viewer’s 
reflection becomes part of what is viewed – a point of 
self-reflection – but more than that, the moving reflection 
introduces a temporality to the viewing experience, 
which is changed by aspect and proximity. The mirror 
documents the walked passage through the museum and 
the performance of that journey.
As Melcior-Bonnet (1994:192) writes, the mirror is 
a perfect resemblance, but rather than a perfect truth, it 
plagiarises the image. The mirror does not discriminate. 
It is non-selective and non-hierarchical: a leveller that 
inverts and relays all that it receives. In this sense it is the 
foil to the curator. An antithesis of careful selection and 
sequential narrative, the mirror foregrounds equivalence 
rather than difference, and in creating doppelgangers 
emphasises points of similarity. In setting up infinite 
repetitions chronology is interrupted and all images and 
objects are mediated through a screen – seen past and 
in relation to each other. In a Lacanian sense, the idea of 
human as animal, previously fractured by a hierarchical 
ordering of species, is integrated within the wholeness of a 
visually entangled view of speciation. The use of reflection 
as an equivalent for a web iconography of evolution 
can be seen as an aberrant moment in horizontal gene 
transfer where material is relocated from one organism 
to another.
Moreover, both of these exhibitions are about 
looking and the power of viewpoint within the museum. 
Museums and the display of collection are dependent 
upon a visual discursive schema that acknowledges 
proprietorial vision – the domination of the viewer. 
LABELLING
In order to dislodge the certainty of interpretation, these 
projects attempted to disaggregate object and image 
from text and label, allowing for a sensorial apprehension 
of the material presented. 
The emergence of the museum label is indicative of 
the dual functioning of the museum: both classification 
and display. Parry traces the origin of the emblematic 
label to the Renaissance, where images and objects were 
connected to mottos and abstruse texts (Parry & Ortiz-
Williams, 2007). The label was an opportunity to expand 
the interpretation of the object and its association with 
other objects in the collection. He sets this in contrast 
to the emergence of the label as a means to classify and 
order. How, where and when labels should appear has 
plagued museum exhibitions, and the current use of 
labels sits somewhere between these two uses. Labels 
have a poetic and practical relationship to objects, yet the 
dominant sense is that objects can only be animated and 
illuminated through informative texts, and that curatorial 
intent should be transparent. That the curator should be 
in dialogue with the museum audience is nothing new. 
Athanasius Kircher’s Musaeum Kircherianum included 
speaking trumpets in the halls so that visitors and 
curators could converse. In the Enlightenment museum 
this dialogue became more discrete, emphasising reading 
and looking. 
Louis-Jean-Marie Daubenton, appointed as the chief 
curator of the Cabinet d’Histoire Naturelle, Paris was to 
write of the collections on display in 1749: 
Everything in effect will be instructive; at each 
glance not only will one gain knowledge of 
the objects themselves, one will also discover 
relationships between given objects and those 
which surround them. Resemblances will define 
the genus, differences will mark the species; 
those marks of similarity and difference, taken 
and compared together, will present to the 
mind and engrave it in the memory of the 
image of nature. (cited in Bennett, 1998:351)
In this way objects were arranged by curators to 
communicate an authority of order to the visitor. Labels 
and objects became a singular entity and experience. 
Bennett writes of this “to see is to name correctly, to 
name correctly is to see” (1998:351). In the Victorian 
museum this was amplified, and the didactic label 
required extensive reading. Visitors progressed from case 
to case as through the pages of a book. Labels became 
increasingly important as a way in which to pin down 
the interpretation and understanding of objects, filling 
the gap between expert and observer. Smithsonian 
secretary George Brown Goode, saw the museum as best 
exemplified as “a collection of instructive labels, each 
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illustrated by a well-selected specimen” (cited in Bennett, 
1998:363). The narrative power of the object was elided, 
as objects were illustrations of texts.
Label writing for museums has recently developed 
into an independent study, with countless books and 
journal articles dedicated to the subject. Studies have 
concluded that museum visitors will read no more than 
50 words in object labels, 150 in room labels and 300 
in introductory texts (Bitgood, 1989:4). Furthermore, 
research into legibility has identified that the following 
hold the attention: labels making explicit reference 
to observed objects, labels divided into small units of 
information, and labels that ask questions of the viewer 
(Roberts, 1997:218). The shift in the 1990s from the curator 
to the educator as producer of label content, driven by 
assumed audience expectation, has resulted in what has 
been termed a ‘Disney-fication’ of museum halls (Roberts, 
1997:219). There has been a move towards encouraging 
the public to bring personal experience to bear on the 
interpretation of exhibitions, shifting the responsibility 
of interpretation from institution to viewer. This sets up 
an opposition between the ‘visitor experience’ and its 
role in ‘meaning-making’ and the curatorial-positivist 
approach (Roberts, 1997; Serrel, 1996). As Arnold writes, 
the meaning of objects remains somewhere between 
curatorial intention and viewer perception – between 
object presented and objects perceived (2006:91). 
The label governs perception. Even when viewers 
first engage with a display, they invariably confirm their 
experience by reading the label. The text legitimates 
the viewing experience, confirming a prior conceptual 
framework or assisting when it proves inadequate. 
When the script is not made available, the accuracy 
of interpretation cannot be verified and the answers 
cannot be checked. It is assumed that without these 
nodes of authority the object or display remains reticent 
and obdurate and that only through informative labels 
can any understanding of an exhibit be achieved. The 
disaggregation between the object and the label has 
become a central critical strategy within contemporary 
curatorship. Objects may be contextualised by proximate 
objects, becoming surrogate labels; text becomes object; 
and labels themselves become the objects of display. 
Kosuth’s Play of the unmentionable (1990), as previously 
described demonstrates this principle: wall texts holding 
primary value as bearers of meaning. Fred Wilson’s 
work, A collection of numbers 76.1.25 3–76. 1.67.11; 
white drawing ink, black India ink and lacquer, c. 1976, 
is a prime example of the use of the title to invert the 
causal relationship between the label and the object. 
In the presentation of these chiselled arrowheads, the 
collection dates are presented, prioritising the collection 
system above the objects themselves: the system eclipses 
the object.
My strategy has been to introduce a visual complexity 
that does not rely on the textual for verification. Labels 
become dynamic. Objects are labelled but the labelling 
system is self-contained and independent of the objects to 
which they are related: the label becomes an object and 
the object a label, the location of authority in the textual 
is thus undermined. In Subtle thresholds, text is manifest 
in many forms. Numbered retort stands, scattered 
throughout the cabinets, hold texts that are self-reflective, 
containing source texts, quotes, theoretical inspiration and 
planning documents for the exhibition: construction as 
meaning rather than final product. Specimens are labelled 
with diseases that they may carry. No further information 
is given, thus drawing attention to the barrier of textual 
interpretation. The walls of the gallery do not use the 
reflective strategy of the other areas so are ‘read’ across 
the surface, resulting in a more constrained experience. 
Access to texts are restricted: framed mythological texts 
are literally inaccessible and too small to read; a 68-metre 
timeline of small type circumscribes the entire exhibition 
area, and includes a biblical concordance of disease 
running counter to a more conventional microbial history; 
GPS co-ordinates on signage plates allow coded access to 
sites of outbreaks; Latin species names provide a veiled 
clue to SEM images of animal excrement; bacterial forms 
are hidden within steel renditions of pharmacological and 
demonic images; and handwritten ‘chalk texts’ reflect 
the personal, mythical and philosophical reading of the 
diseased body. In this exhibition restricted access to text 
is related to the inaccessibility of medical text to the 
uninitiated. The light boxes contain international disease 
codes and disease abbreviations, impenetrable to most of 
the audience. While these are deciphered within one of 
the cabinets, the numerical system on the ‘angelic wings’ 
is not. These units become part of a disavowed indexical 
system. 
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R-A-T is even more reliant on the idea of the label to be 
a carrier of meaning in itself. It is an exhibition of labels, 
referring both to a history of museum practice and to 
classification and naming as a potentially divisive political 
process. It evokes the small museum specimen that is so 
covered by labels as to be drowned by provenance. In 
a display of rat representations from books and folios, 
a mirrored surface is covered with the rat evolutionary 
taxonomy interrupted by rat idioms. Above this are 
magnifiers, centred on the prints and containing texts 
about how natural history is perceived and how rats 
see. This play is a literal moment of reflection – the 
museum reflecting its own practice. Nearby bottles are 
labelled with major rat exterminations on islands. The 
bottles are empty and the label is drawing attention to 
an emptiness – a deficit. Luggage labels, museum tags, 
book covers, specimen tags, urn plaques, test-tube labels: 
labels proliferate. The display is one of text, for which 
objects are the receptacles: there are no explicatory texts 
attached to each display. The museum requested that 
an information brochure be supplied, yet although this 
proports to provide access, the small typeface and dense 
text is illegible in the darkened interior. The authority 
of text is diluted and it becomes a momento to be read 
outside the museum.
ENCYCLOPAEDISM
The medieval encyclopaedic system, the imago mundi, 
aimed at representing a compendium or cosmology of 
the known world (the Creator and the created) within 
a geometric order: arranged in concentric circles and 
in numerical clusters of symbolic significance. This 
is apparent in the stained glass windows, and the 
conceptual significance of light as a vehicle of truth 
and spiritual ‘enlightenment’ that was married to the 
ideological position of the knowledge that this system 
chose to impart (Cowen, 2005). The schematics of the 
imago mundi provided a reliable, codified, if reductive, 
means of knowledge dissemination by which a closed, 
finite theology was communicated to those for whom the 
written word was inaccessible.  
The symmetrical geometry of the imago mundi was 
a development of an early Christian ordering system and 
world view – the scala naturae that listed the known 
universe in a hierarchical, and thus finite, structural form. 
The encyclopaedia of the Enlightenment, by contrast, 
was infinite, endlessly adding to its net of connections. 
Eco (1984) describes the encyclopaedia as a labyrinth 
shaped like a net and indicates the frustration of early 
encyclopaedists with the tree as an organisational 
system. Similarly to Deleuze and Guattari’s rhizome, Eco 
values the net analogy as implying a structure in which 
every point can be connected with every other and where 
these connections do not exist, they are imaginable9 
(1984:81). Natural history museum collections fall 
between two systems: finite ordering systems and infinite 
objects, categorising and listing all known species, yet 
bound by hierarchical taxonomies. Lists too are finite 
and boundless, continuous and discontinuous, having a 
beginning and end and structural order, yet without an 
obvious structural logic between one item and the next. 
In his book The infinity of lists (2009), Eco indicates lists 
as agents of control and exclusion – what is reflected and 
what is not. 
The reordering of museum collections by artists 
(as cited in Chapter 4) is pre-empted by literary works 
that draw attention to the impossibility and fallibility of 
comprehensive taxonomic systems. Jorge Luis Borges’s 
often quoted Chinese Encyclopaedia (in “The analytical 
language of John Wilkins,” cited in Foucault, 2002) 
presents the arbitrariness of taxonomies of difference: 
from animals divided along the lines of "those who 
belong to the Emperor" to "those who have just broken 
a vase". This, together with his infinite books in ‘The 
Library of Babel’, are reminders of the random and 
misguided attempt at controlling bodies of knowledge 
and collections and that all classification systems are 
provisional and subjective. Similarly, Flaubert’s work 
Bouvard and Péchuchet (1881) describes two early 
nineteenth-century clerks attempting to represent the 
entire world and all knowledge in a book. The book 
becomes incomprehensible as all difference is flattened 
and value distinctions erased. The book expresses 
disillusionment with the grand project of science, as 
every attempt to definitively classify is doomed to failure. 
With these things in mind, my previous practice 
has been dedicated to the use of taxonomies and lists 
in the creation of impossible systems of order (see 
appendix).  Within the two exhibitions described in this 
thesis there is a play between index and content – the 
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difference between the two becoming indistinguishable 
– and so the structure of reference starts to encroach 
upon that to which it provides clarity.  The sheer volume 
of text becomes asphyxiating and disorienting.10 It is not 
possible to read all of it – only to scan and take away the 
‘sound-bite’ – the small portion of text that the museum 
experience allows. Both exhibitions are encyclopaedic 
inventories – impossible and futile attempts to collect all 
zoonotic diseases, all animal-human disease mythologies, 
all rat horror movies, all rat strains, or all museums with 
mammal collections. The labour in the collection and 
translation of these collections becomes a significant part 
of the work: as simulated taxonomy and an exhibition 
as a collection of labels. While there is evidence of this 
ordering principle, without providing insight or clarity, it 
ultimately disappoints. While the fragment has become 
an icon of contemporary art practice, set in opposition 
to the entirety of the Enlightenment list, in both of these 
exhibitions the list becomes a fragment. As such it stands 
both as a reflection on museum practice and the museum 
experience. 
STAGING
Light in the two exhibitions was realised very differently. 
Subtle thresholds made use of existing spotlights, which 
in combination with light boxes, made the space an 
illuminated beacon within the sepulchral museum. R-A-T 
however, was integrated into the existing lighting system, 
which, given the regularity at which globes in the museum 
are extinguished, and then not replaced, is extremely 
dark. Light boxes and LEDs were used at key points to 
highlight works. The exhibition did not announce itself as 
separate from the rest of the exhibits, but using entryist 
tactics, was camouflaged. Darkness was appropriated 
as an analogy for that which is unclear, unknown – the 
uncertainty of knowledge. Together with darkness and 
blackness, shadows formed a significant part of both 
exhibitions. 
Contrary to the centralised, interior experience of 
Subtle thresholds, the physical walking between sites 
of display in R-A-T appealed to a sense of performance 
and theatre. The natural history museum is itself a form 
of theatre, where the author is hidden and various acts 
are staged behind glass, augmented by dramatic lighting. 
Here each case forms an act within a long narrative script, 
following a sequential dialogue. The dispersion of display 
in R-A-T interrupts this narrative, and with its circularity 
and disjunctures is as an act of theatre most closely 
aligned with a Samuel Beckett play. The script is unclear.11 
Without contextual labels it requires the audience to 
make sense of its content in relation to proximate exhibits. 
The structure is such that the play becomes unintelligible, 
repetitive and random, having no obvious starting point 
and constantly referring back to its own text. As with 
Beckett, it is skeptical of any firm positions, both open to 
and resisting interpretation.
The exhibition is episodic, as movement between 
spaces happens over time and, as it is not apprehended 
at once, scene changes are temporal. Each cabinet and 
insertion is a small performance – a set piece or tableau 
within a play, asking questions of the grand narrative 
of the museum and sitting outside of any resolution. 
Furthermore, in order to see the exhibition, the viewer 
has to take on the characteristics of a rat, skulking through 
the dark museum, furtively seeking out elusive elements. 
This is a very different viewing experience to one at an 
art gallery, where, in bright light the act of viewing is 
given precedence and is consciously presented as an 
empowered act. Here the magisterial eye has become a 
fleeting glimpse.
EMPATHY
The final strategy I wish to discuss is that of evoking 
empathy. Familiarity and the appeal to beauty and wonder 
in the construction of the exhibitions allows the viewer 
to invest in what would otherwise be abhorrent subject 
matter, disease and rats. The petitioning of emotions 
provides a point of access, inviting closer inspection and 
intimate contemplation. Humour is used to dislodge 
expectations. In Subtle thresholds the bandaged animals 
in the plague altar together with animals bearing oxygen 
masks and stethoscopes in the cabinets were an alert to the 
tendency to anthropomorphise animals within museum 
displays. In a more discrete nod to anthropomorphism, 
an oar, white handkerchief and Kenneth Grahame12 1908 
label has been added to the existing Rattus norvegicus 
specimen in the mammal gallery.
Taxidermied animals are the ultimate tamed beasts, 
benign and loyal, never moving from their place of rest, 
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they always satisfy the returning viewer’s expectations. 
The typical response lies somewhere between "cute" 
and "wow", and nowhere was this more apparent than in 
the study skin display in the Marion island area. Situated 
directly opposite a display of penguins – one that never 
fails to elicit cries of "Happy feet" from both adults and 
children (the manner in which these specimens were 
procured was not as happy I imagine) – it was interesting 
to note the marked different response to my display. 
Whereas mounted specimens are theatrical, activated 
in a staged drama (recalling Darwin’s objection to 
taxidermy) and their individual death disguised by their 
transformation into a singular specimen that stands for 
the whole, study skins are clearly dead animals and their 
eyeless sockets signs of mortality. Responses to the study 
skins ranged from "cruel", "shame" to "sies".13 Dead rats 
were clearly not for museum viewing. The rats, resting 
on satin cushions or funereal biers and surrounded 
by mothballs were inanimate. The use of desiccated 
specimens was contrasted with the ‘resuscitated’ four 
white lab rats in various areas of the museum. These 
served as luminous beacons, drawing viewers to the 
cabinets: "kyk die rot"  (look at the rat) was the cry of 
many young visitors, and although these specimens were 
not strictly beautiful, they did appear to solicit feelings of 
tenderness. Comments directed towards the rat diorama 
based on Masaccio’s Expulsion of Adam and Eve from 
Eden (1424) and a view of paradise were quite different. 
Here in a self-consciously anthropomorphised display, the 
seduction of the context and appeal of the diorama was 
so strong that the rat itself was forgotten with comments 
of "so real", "beautiful" and "stunning". Within the 
diorama the frame separates the image from the world 
around it, taming the image and reducing its ability to 
reach outside that which it represents. It creates a fiction 
of the immortal, strengthened by the taxidermic allusion 
of the reversibility of death.
1 Many of the positive responses to R-A-T were the pleasure that people 
took in the hide-and-seek aspect, discovering parts of the museum 
that they had not been to previously.
2 A return to curiosity as an escape from the modern didactic strictures 
has been advocated by Clifford (1988), Greenblatt (1991) and Bann 
(1995), amongst others.
3 I am indebted to Carolyn Hamilton for alerting me to this term.
4 Since the opening of R-A-T ISAM has built an area of permanent 
storage in the gallery that housed Subtle thresholds. As one of the 
major arteries from the front desk to the display areas, this blockage 
has made orientation in the museum increasingly difficult.
5 Tony Bennett (1995:68) writing of the “exhibitionary complex” says 
that the exhibition combines aspects of the panorama and panopticon, 
in making the crowd visible to itself and thus the ultimate spectacle.
6 The use of mirroring references similar usage in the Evolution Gallery, 
Muséum national d’Histoire naturelle, Paris. There the mirroring is used 
to augment a sense of wonder and diversity and is less concerned with 
mirroring as a self-conscious reflection.
7 By this I mean that despite what Bal (1992:562) identifies as the 
metamuseum function of museums – to provide critique of their own 
practices as well as meet educational/ pedagogical expectations – in 
conservative museums the practices of collection, taxonomy and order 
tend to override any criticality and reflexivity of display. This is not true 
of all museums. The NHM, London, for example, hosts art interventions 
that provide points of reflection on their displays. In the case of ISAM, 
this reflexivity has been limited to exhibitions by Pippa Skotnes and 
myself.
8 The development of the microscope by Hooke was dependent on mirror/ 
lens technology. The early compound microscope was developed by 
Galileo in 1609. It is said to have been named by Johannes Faber, also 
responsible for the first recorded rat dissection. Hooke’s louse from 
Micrographia is presented in a cabinet in R-A-T .
9 Julian Barnes, in his Flaubert’s parrot (1984), quotes a lexicographer’s 
definition of a net as “a collection of holes tied together with string”.
10 Text is either in English or Latin. A conscious decision was taken not 
to try and include all or even three official languages. This would have 
drawn attention to the project as an act of translation and exclusion 
through language itself. Where Latin is used as an agent of exclusion 
this refers to the specific disciplinary practice of taxonomy.
11 I am indebted to Jules Brown and Andrew Lamprecht for these 
observations. 
12 Kenneth Grahame’s Wind in the willows is recognised as a critical work 
in the anthropomorphism of animals, and his ‘Ratty’ character changed 
the reputation and appreciation of rats.




The thesis has introduced the idea that the successive 
and hierarchical representation of speciation within 
natural history museums is the consequence of a deeply 
embedded relationship with both Christian iconography 
and the book. It has suggested that the book has acted as 
an extension of the church and that, in order to present 
an understanding of speciation that is not hierarchical, 
the museum may require a new framework for display 
that is responsive to current biological analogies. In the 
production of two exhibitions, the study has suggested 
ways in which this shift may be affected. 
Unlike western science, which is predicated on 
evidentiary systems and uses analogy as a form of 
persuasion, what is suggested here is that art, or in this 
case curatorship, that engages with new knowledge 
depends on an explosion of established systems. Powerful 
mnemonics are activated when the viewer is confronted 
with new images and the default position is to rely on 
established, learned patterns for interpretation. The role 
of curatorship is to disorder accepted structures, and limit 
the known values that can be brought to the reading and 
experience of exhibitions. It is in this disorientation that 
active engagement may be generated. Accepting this 
process, particularly within the museum environment 
that comes with set expectations, Subtle thresholds and 
R-A-T were intended to test the ways in which acts of 
curatorship are simultaneously able to adopt and disrupt 
recognised modes of display and the understanding 
of speciation. In doing so they propose a system that 
dislodges those strong visual prescriptors. 
The selection of two iconic and, for many, distasteful 
themes: disease and rats, allows the subjects of display 
to act as intercessors. Drawing attention to viewer 
assumptions and stereotypes, the exhibitions surface 
expectations around museum display and its anticipated 
subject. They operate in two ways: firstly the subject 
matter is a device that focuses on the arguments 
elucidated in this thesis and, secondly, they operate as 
exhibitions in their own right in which the subject itself 
vies for primacy. In this second case the exhibitions were 
a major focus of research, an aspect of the research that 
was central to this thesis, yet ultimately not a part of it. Its 
presence, however, is imbricated into the various display 
strategies I employed. Research for the exhibitions was 
initiated with wide reading of the literature in the area: 
the representation and critical discourse of disease and a 
history of representation of rats. From there I developed 
an encyclopaedic method of research, dividing themes 
into dense lists and categories of information. Research 
included visiting museum collections, zoos, pet shops, 
research centres and biomedical departments for the 
collection of material and sources. Once accumulated, 
this material was adapted, reimaged and reorganised 
for display. This encyclopaedic method resulted in an 
excessive volume of information, and while this is in 
keeping with the encyclopaedic museum collection 
(hidden from the public) it undermines the authority of 
museum display that reduces the collection to a limited 
label and singular insights. The irony of the fine art PhD is 
that it is detached from the method of art production and 
cannot contain, at least in this thesis in its book form, the 
insights of the exhibition research.
It may be that the museum is a relic of the past and 
that to work with objects in museums at the time of the 
digital archive merely perpetuates this anachronism. 
Print and the physical book may well be as outmoded as 
taxidermy and to replace one system with another is not 
radical enough. But to accept this would be to deny the 
power of the presence of objects, and the impact of the 
affective on understanding. 
*    *    *
As I reach the end of this thesis it is apparent that the term 
‘conclusion’ is at once a requirement and a misnomer, and 
that what is presented here as a result of this study is less 
an end than an invitation to contemplate the exhibitions 
that the thesis has both given rise to and results from. 
The success of the exhibitions and the impact on the 
museum can only be measured over time and by the ways 
in which they are contemplated by others. Thus, to begin 
this process and to end this thesis, I present two visual 
catalogues of the exhibitions that attend to the process 
of production and foreground the latency of making. 
Although the layout attempts to communicate the dense, 
encyclopaedic and web-like nature of the exhibitions, 
these ‘catalogues’ are testimony to the irreplaceability of 
the immersive and embodied experience of the exhibition 
by photographs. The threading that connects the exhibits 
and is apparent in the museum experience is not easily 
achieved in a layout, allowing me to conclude, indeed, 
that the book as a form is unable to meet the challenges 
presented by the iconography of the web. 
FRITHA LANGERMAN
2009-2010
































































0001-0002 ROMAN STATUTE OF AKSLEPIOS (ASCLEPIUS), THE GOD OF MEDICINE WITH STAFF AND SERPENT ENTWINED (45TH CENTURY AD. RELIEF)  0003-0004 HYGIEIA, GODDESS OF 
HEALTH WITH TELESPHOROUSM THE GOD OF CONVALESCENCE AT HER FEET (45TH CENTURY AD. RELIEF)  0005-0006 THE FOUR TEMPERAMENTS (16TH CENTURY. WOODCUT)  0007-0015 
MUSEE DE L’ ASSISTANCE PUBLIQUE. SICK PATIENTS IN A WARD AT THE HOSPITAL HOTEL DE DIEU, PARIS, FROM LIVRE DE LA VIE ACTIVE ( JENA HENRY. 1842)  0016 CARDINAL CHIGI HEALS 
PLAGUE-RIDDEN PEOPLE IN ROME (ARTIST UNKNOWN. PALAZZO BARBERINI)  0017-0020 A MIRACLE CURE BY ST LOUIS (1214-70) OF GANGRENE OF THE LEG  0021 A BARBER SURGEON 
TENDING A PEASANT’S FOOT (C. 1650. KOEDYCK (KOEDIJCK) ISAAC)  0022-0023 THE BARBER SURGEON (C. 1650. KOEDYCK (KOEDIJCK) ISAAC)  0024 ST ELIZABETH OF HUNGARY TENDING THE 
SICK AND LEPROUS (17TH CENTURY. BARTOLEME ESTEBAN MURILLO. HOSPITAL DE LA SANTA CARIDAD, SEVILLE)  0025-0028 CARE OF THE INJURED: PULSE AND URINE DIAGNOSIS (15TH 
CENTURY. ‘BON ROI ALEXANDRE’. PARIS)  0029 THE COW-POCK – THE WONDERFUL EFFECTS OF THE NEW INNOCULATION’ ( JAMES GILLRAY. 1802. COLOUR ETCHING)  0030 IMMIGRANT 
CHILDREN NEWLY ARRIVED AT THE BATTERY FROM ELLIS ISLAND ARE EXAMINED BY A NEW YORK CITY HEALTH OFFICIAL DURING A TYPHUS SCARE IN 1911  0031-32  HER MONSIEUR 
CROTTE DEMONSTRATES HIS ELECTRICAL CURE FOR TUBERCULOSIS IN PARIS (LE PETIT JOURNAL. 1901)  0033 CHOLERA VACCINATION OF THE THIRD GURKHAS IN INDIA AT THE TIME OF 
THE 1893 EPIDEMIC  0034-0036 HUNTERIAN PSALTER. HUNTER (TOP V14 F.59). JOHN BANNISTER DELIVERING AN ANATOMY LESSON  0037 A WARRIOR IN BORNEO, HIT IN THE CHEST BY AN 
ARROW, IS TREATED BY A HEALER (20TH CENTURY)  0038-0040 DRAWING OF A TOMB CARVING OF A CIRCUMCISION SCENE (C. 2400-3000 BC. SAKKARA CEMETERY MEMPHIS, EGYPT)  0046 
EXTRACTION OF AN ARROW FROM THE ARM (ROGER SALERNO. 14TH CENTURY MANUSCRIPT)  0050 EXTRACTION OF A SWORD BLADE FROM THE THIGH (GUY DE CHAULIAC’S CHIRUGIA 
MAGNA)  0051-0052 JOHN OF ARDERNE OPERATING ON A FISTULA IN ANO. FROM JOHN OF ARDERNE: TREATISE OF FISTULA IN ANO, HAEMORRHOIDS AND CLYSTERS (1910)  0054 A CAESARIAN 
SECTION. FROM THE ARMAMENTUM CHIRURGICUM OF SCULTETUS  0055-0057 WILLIAM HARVEY’S DEMONSTRATION OF THE FUNCTION OF THE VENOUS VALVES, USING THE SUPERFICIAL 
VEINS OF THE ARM (DE MOTU CORDIS. 1628)  0058-0060 AMPUTATIONS OF ARM AND LEG (HEISTER’S GENERAL SYSTEM OF SURGERY. 1755. LONDON. COPPER PLATE ENGRAVING)  0061 JOHN 
HUNTER. ROYAL COLLEGE OF SURGEONS OF ENGLAND  0062 DAGUERROTYPE OF JANE TODD CRAWFORD (1841)  0063 SIR ASTLEY PASTON COOPER. ROYAL COLLEGE OF SURGEONS OF 
ENGLAND  0064 THE FIRST OPERATION UNDER ETHER (ROBERT HINCKLEY. 1882. MASSACHUSETTS GENERAL HOSPITAL, BOSTON)  0065-0068 THE FIRST ‘CAPITAL’ OPERATION UNDER ETHER 
AT UNIVERSITY COLLEGE HOSPITAL, LONDON  0069 THE SIMPLE ‘RAG AND BOTTLE’ METHOD OF ADMINISTRATION OF CHLOROFORM USED BY SIMPSON  0070-0072 OPERATION. 1983. THE 
SURGEON IS WEARING RUBBER GLOVES  0073 INSERTION OF A PAUL’S TUBE INTO THE LARGE INTESTINE  0075-0076 A BELOW-KNEE AMPUTATION IN THE 16TH CENTURY (HANS VON 
GERSDORFF: FELBUCH DER WUNDARTZNEY. 1517. STRASBURG)  0077-0078 LARREY’S METHOD OF AMPUTATION AT THE SHOULDER (DIBLE J H: NAPOLEON’S SURGEON 1970)  0079-0080 
CUSHING’S TECHNIQUE OF SUCTION DEBRIDEMENT OF A CEREBRAL WOUND TRACK  0081-0083 HUGH OWEN THOMAS REDUCING A DISLOCATED SHOULDER  0084 WILHELM KONRAD 
ROENTGEN. ROYAL COLLEGE OF SURGEONS OF ENGLAND  0085 SIR WILLIAM ARBUTHNOT LANE (GUY’S HOSPITAL LONDON. PAINTING)  0086-0088 AMPUTATION OF THE BREAST USING THE 
KNIFE FOLLOWED BY THE CAUTERY (SCULTETUS: ARMAMENTARIUM CHIRURGICIUM. JANSSON WAESBERG. 1741. AMSTERDAM)  0089-90 HEISTER’S MASTECTOMY (FROM HIS MEDICAL, 
CHIRURGICAL AND ANATOMICAL CASES. 1755)  0091-0094 PANCOAST’S MASTECTOMY TECHNIQUE (PANCOAST J: TREATISE ON OPERATIVE SURGERY. 1844. PHILADELPHIA, CAREY AND HART) 
0095-0096 AN EARLY EXAMPLE OF TREATMENT OF BREAST CANCER BY IRRADIATION (1908)  0097-0098 THE OPERATION OF THE APPARATUS MINOR (ELLIS H. 1969. HISTORY OF BLADDER 
STONE. OXFORD, BLACKWELL)  0100 PATIENT IN THE LITHOTOMY POSITION WITH SOUND IN PLACE (HENRY THOMPSON. 1863. PRACTICAL LITHOTOMY AND LITHOTRITY. LONDON, 
CHURCHILL)  0101 THOMPSON’S ILLUSTRATION OF LATERAL LITHOTOMY (HENRY THOMPSON. 1863. PRACTICAL LITHOTOMY AND LITHOTRITY. LONDON, CHURCHILL)  0102-0105 ‘UN 
MALADE AU MOMENT DE L’OPERATION.’THE CALCULUS IS TRAPPED IN THE JAWS OF THE TRILABE AND IS BEING DRILLED BY A GIMLET ACTIVATED BY A BOW (CIVIALE J. 1847. TRIATÉ 
PRATIQUE ET HISTORIQUE DE A LITHOTRITIE. PARIS, BAILLIÉRE)  0106-0109 BARON CHARLES HEURTELOUP’S INSTRUMENTS: (A) ON DISPLAY; (B) IN USE (HEURTELOUP C. 1831. CASES OF 
LITHOTRITY OR EXAMPLES OF THE STONE CURED WITHOUT INCISION. LONDON, UNDERWOOD)  0110 A MEDICINE-MAN TREATS A MELANCHOLIC WOMAN BY PLACING HOT OIL IN A CUT 
ON HER SCALP. HE CHEWS COCA LEAVES AND USES THE JUICE TO ANAESTHETIZE THE WOUND  0111-0113 INSTRUMENTS FOR TREPANATION, PERFECTED DURING THE ENLIGHTENMENT 
(DENIS DIDEROT’S ENCYCLOPÉDIE.1772. ILLUSTRATION)  0114-0115 THE SURGICAL PRACTICE OF CIRCUMCISION (C. 2500 BC. EGYPT. STONE CARVING)  0116-0117 ENGRAVING OF CIRCUMCISION 
BY CRISPIN PASSE (1599)  0118-0119 ARCHILLES APPLYING A ROLLER BANDAGE TO THE ARM OF HIS FRIEND PATROCLUS DURING THE TROJAN WAR (SOSIAS. C. 1200 BC. ATTIC BOWL)  0120 THE 
PATIENT, ACHINOS, WITH A SHOULDER AILMENT, DREAMING IN HEALING SLEEP IN THE TEMPLE OF THE GOD AMPHIARAOS (C. 350 BC. VOTIVE RELIEF)  0121 THE ROMAN METHOD OF 
REPAIRING A BONE FRACTURE OR DISLOCATION WITH A TRACTION APPARATUS  0122-0123 THE TREATMENT OF A WOMAN GIVING BIRTH IN ANCIENT GREECE (C. 350 BC. OROPOS. PLAQUE) 
0124 AENEAS RECEIVES SURGERY FOR A LEG WOUND BEFORE LEAVING TROY WITH HIS FAMILY (DESTROYED AD 79. POMPEII. FRESCO)  0125-0127 A SMALL HOSPITAL ROOM WITH THREE 
BEDS WITH A BARBER-SURGEON PERFORMING A MINOR OPERATIVE PROCEDURE IN THE FOREGROUND (BIBLIOTECA LAURENZIANA, FLORENCE, GADDIAN, MS 24, FOLIO 247)  0128-0131 A 
VERY ACTIVE SURGICAL CLINIC AS DEPICTED IN GALEN’S WRITINGS WHEN THEY WERE REPUBLISHED IN VENICE (1576)   0132-0134 GALEN LEARNS FROM HIPPOCRATES (1250. CATHEDRAL 
OF ANAGNI, ITALY. FRESCO.)  0135-0136 THE BYZANTINE WAY OF REDUCING A DISLOCATED JAW (APOLLONIOS OF KITIO. 11TH CENTURY MANUSCRIPT. CYPRUS)  0137-0138 STS. COSMAS AND 
DAMIAN PREPARE TO TRANSPLANT THE LEG OF AN ISLAMIC MOOR ONTO A RECENT AMPUTEE (KONINKLIJK MUSEUM VOOR SCHOME KUNSTEN, ANTWERPEN)  0139 A PHYSICIAN 
COMBINES THE OLD METHOD OF TREPANATION WITH THE RENEWED INTEREST IN HUMAN DISSECTION (GUIDO OF VIGEVANO. 1345. ITALY. ILLUSTRATION IN BOOK ON ANATOMY)  0140 
CORRECTION OF SPINAL DEFORMITIES BY EXTENSION AND PRESSURE (SCULTETUS, J. 1679)  0141 ALBUCASIS CAUTERIZES A PATIENT AT CORDOBA (ERNEST BOARD.1912. PAINTING)  0142-0143 
EXAMINATIONS OF THE BREAST AND RECTUM AS DEPICTED IN THEODERIC’S BOOK ON SURGERY (THEODORIC’S CHIRURGIA. 1257)  0147 HENRI DE MONDEVILLE LECTURING TO HIS 
STUDENTS (14TH CENTURY MANUSCRIPT)  0148 THE PORTRAIT OF ANDREAS VESALIUS IN THE DEDICATION COPY OF HIS DE HUMANI CORPORIS FABRICA LIBRI SEPTEM (FROM THE 
LIBRARY OF HASKELL F. NORMAN, MD. 1543)  0149-0156 A 16TH CENTURY CARICATURE OF BARBER-SURGEONS AT WORK, COMBINING ORDINARY HAIRCUTS WITH VARIOUS MEDICAL TASKS: 
TOOTH PULLING, BLOODLETTING AND WOUND TREATMENT (PHOT. BIBLIO-THEQUE NATIONALE PARIS, MS RF 1 RÉS, F 66.)  0157-0159 PRACTICAL TRAINING OF RENAISSANCE PHYSICIANS 
IN A HOSPITAL, INCLUDING LEG AMPUTATION, DEPICTED IN A BOOK ON SURGERY (PARACELSUS. 1565. FRANKFURT)  0160-0161 PARÉ APPLIES HIS LIGATURE ON THE BATTLEFIELD (19TH 
CENTURY)  0162-0163 ILLUSTRATIONS FROM PARÉ’S WRITINGS ON SURGERY: TECHNIQUES FOR BLADDER-STONE OPERATION, ARTIFICIAL LIMBS, AND SUTURING OF A FACIAL WOUND  0164 
CAUTERIZING-IRONS AND THEIR USE ON A WOUND (GERSDORFF’S FIELDBOOK ON SURGERY. 1517. REYNOLDS LIBRARY, BIRMINGHAM. HAND-COLOURED WOODCUT)  0165 HIERONYMUS 
BOSCH’S PAINTING OF THE “CURE OF FOLLY”, A POPULAR OPERATION ON SUPPOSED STONES IN THE HEAD TO PREVENT MADNESS (LATE 15TH CENTURY)  0166 NICHOLAS TULP - LEADING 
PHYSICIAN, DEMONSTRATOR AND MEDICAL AUTHOR – PERFORMING A DISSECTION (REMBRANDT. 1632. PAINTING)  0167 WILLIAM HARVEY, WHOSE EXPERIMENTS CONCERNED BLOOD 
CIRCULATION AND REPRODUCTION IN ANIMALS SUCH AS DEER, EXPLAINS THEM TO KING CHARLES I (ROBERT HANNAH.1640. PAINTING)  0168-0169 TWO RICH DOCTORS OFFER BLOOD-
LETTING AND UROSCOPY TO THEIR PATIENTS AT A CLINIC PORTRAYED IN A MANUSCRIPT (1482. BRUGES)  0170-0173 HILDANUS’ PROCEDURES FOR LEG AMPUTATION, PRESENTED IN AN 
EDITION OF HIS COLLECTED WORKS (1646. FRANKFURT)  0174  16TH CENTURY ENGLISH MANUSCRIPT ILLUSTRATION SHOWING CATHETERIZATION FOR BLADDER STONES (BY PERMISSION 
OF THE BRITISH LIBRARY, LONDON, MS 197D2, F19V.)  0175 REMOVAL OF BLADDER STONES BY THE “MARIAN” OPERATION, OR APPARATUS MAJOR (1930. ILLUSTRATION)  0176-0184 LITHOTOMY 
OPERATION, SHOWN IN ONE OF HEISTER’S LATER BOOKS, INSTITUTIONES CHIRURGICUE (1739)  0185-0187 CLAUDE BERNARD DEMONSTRATES AN EXPERIMENT FOR THE FAMOUS CHEMIST 
HENRI SAINTE-CLAIRE DEVILLE (LÉON LHERMITTE. 1889. PAINTING)  0188-0189 TRACHEAL INTUBATION – INSERTING A CATHETER DOWN THE WINDPIPE WITH THE HELP OF A 
LARYNGOSCOPE – IS PERFORMED AFTER GIVING AN INTRAVENOUS NARCOTIC AND A MUSCLE RELAXANT  0190-0192 CURING TWO CASES OF VESICO-VAGINAL FISTULA  (MARION SIMS. 1854. 
NEW YORK MEDICAL GAZETTE)  0193-0197 THEODOR BILLROTH OPERATING AT THE GENERAL HOSPITAL OF VIENNA (A. SELIGMANN. 1890. PAINTING)  0199-0201 JULES PÉAN DELIVERS A 
LECTURE, HOLDING THE HAEMOSTATIC FORCEPS NAMED AFTER HIM (HENRI GERVEX. 1886. PAINTING)  0202-0203 PASTEUR IN HIS LABORATORY (ALBERT EDELFELT. 1885. PAINTING)  0204-
0205  AN EXAMPLE OF A TRACHEOTOMY (GIULIO CASSERI. 1601)  0206-0214 METHODS OF LOWER-LIMB AMPUTATION ACCORDING TO LORENZ HEISTER IN HIS INSTITUTIONES CHIRURGICAE 
(1739)  0215-0218 THE FIRST WELL-DOCUMENTED GYNAECOLOGICAL OPERATION WHERE IN 1549 VIENNESE SURGEONS SAVED A WOMAN FROM A FOUR-YEAR EXTRAUTERINE PREGNANCY 
– WITHOUT ANAESTHESIA (MATHIAS CORNAX. WOODCUT)  0219-0223 IVAN PAVLOV, WHO DID IMPORTANT RESEARCH ON GASTRIC PROCESSES, EXPERIMENTS ON A DOG  0224-0226  AN 
OPERATING THEATRE IN 1988, WITH HEART SURGERY IN PROGRESS, AIDED BY A HEART-LUNG MACHINE  0227 THE NEUROSURGEON HARVEY CUSHING  0228-0229 ERNST SAUERBRUCH  0230-
0231 ALEXANDER FLEMING  0232-0233 A TRADITIONAL CATARACT OPERATION (BARTISCH,G. 1583. OPTHALMODOULEIA. DRESDEN. ILLUSTRATION.)  0234-0237 SAMUEL D. GROSS WITH FIVE 
OTHER SURGEONS ASSISTING HIM AS HE PERFORMS AN OPERATION IN THE AMPHITHEATER AT JEFFERSON, FOR THE REMOVAL OF A DISEASED THIGH BONE (THOMAS EASKINS. 1875. 
PAINTING)  0238 CAUTERIZATION OF SWOLLEN LYMPH NODES OF THE RIGHT SIDE OF THE NECK IN A PATIENT WITH SCROFULA (1465. SHARAF-AD-DIN IBN ALI MANUSCRIPT)  0239  THE 
SURGEON HUA T’O PERFORMING AN OPERATION ON THE ARM OF GENERAL KUAN KONG ( 19TH CENTURY. NATIONAL LIBRARY OF MEDICINE, BETHESDA. JAPANESE WOODBLOCK PRINT) 
0240 DR. REIFSNYDER, A GRADUATE OF THE WOMEN’S MEDICAL COLLEGE OF PHILADELPHIA, PERFORMING A SUCCESSFUL OVARIOTOMY IN SHANGHAI (1885. BOSTON MEDICAL LIBRARY.
CHINESE HANDBILL)  0241 TRADITIONAL JAPANESE METHODS FOR TREATING THE DISLOCATIONS OF THE JAW CALLED “DIVING FOR PEARLS”  0242-0243 THE DOCTOR USES HIS LEFT WRIST 
TO HOLD THE PATIENT’S RIGHT CHEEK STILL AND USES HIS FOUR FINGERS TO SEARCH FOR THE ENDS OF THE TEETH BONES (HARVARD MEDICAL LIBRARY)  0244 THE FAMOUS QUACK 
OPERATION FOR REMOVAL OF STONES IN THE HEAD (HIERONYMUS BOSCH. THE CURE OF FOLLY. MUSEO DEL PRADO, MADRID. PAINTING)  0245 REDUCTION OF A DISLOCATION OF THE 
SHOULDER, USING THE AMBE OF HIPPOCRATES (FRANCESCO SALVIATI.1544. CHIRURGIA E GRACEO IN LATINUM CONVERSAE. PARIS. WOODCUT)  0247-0248 PORTRAIT OF A MEDIEVAL 
BARBER-SURGEON AND THE TOOLS OF HIS TRADE, SCISSORS AND A KNIFE ( JACOBUS DE CESSOLI. SCHAZABELBUCH. 1408. MANUSCRIPT)  0249-0253 THREE KINDS OF OPERATIONS PRACTISED 
BY ROGER OF SALERNO – ON HAEMORRHOIDS, NASAL POLYPS AND CORNEAS (LATE 12TH CENTURY)  0254-0258 PREPARATION OF THE CAUTERY IRONS; APPLICATIONS FOR AFFLICTIONS 
OF THE HEAD; TREATMENT OF A PATIENT (LYING DOWN) WITH AN UNSPECIFIED ILLNESS; TREATMENT OF A PATIENT (STANDING) WITH ASTHMA; TREATMENT OF HERNIA (ILLUSTRATION 
FROM 14TH CENTURY MANUSCRIPT. THE BODLEIAN LIBRARY, OXFORD)  0259-0260 A BARBER-SURGEON BLEEDING A PATIENT (LUTTRELL PSALTER. 1340)  0261-0268 BARBER-SURGEONS’ 
VOLVELLE: BY SETTING THE INDICES ON THE VOLVELLE, THE SURGEON COULD DETERMINE WHETHER AN OPERATION ON A PARTICULAR ORGAN MIGHT BE AUSPICIOUSLY PERFORMED 
ON A CERTAIN DAY (15TH CENTURY. GUILD BOOK OF THE BARBER-SURGEONS OF YORK)  0269-0276 OPERATION FOR COMPOUND FRACTURE OF THE SKULL (ILLUSTRATED SURGICAL 
MANUSCRIPT FROM 14TH CENTURY)  0277-0278 EXAMINATION FOR BREAST ABSCESS, TREATMENT OF AN ARM WOUND, PROBE WITH AN INSTRUMENT, AND RECTAL EXAMINATION 
(THEODORIC BORGOGNONI. 13TH CENTURY. CHIRURGIA. ILLUSTRATION)  0279-0285 STS. COSMAS AND DAMIAN ARE REPLACING A CAUCASIAN’S AMPUTATED LEG WITH ONE TAKEN FROM 
A RECENTLY DECEASED MOOR (SCHWÄBISCHE MASTER OF THE SCHNAITER ALTER. WÜRTTEMBERGISCHES LANDESMUSEUM, STUTTGART. PAINTING)  0286-0290 A PHARMACY IN A 14TH 
CENTURY SURGEON’S OFFICE (FRENCH ILLUMINATED MANUSCRIPT OF THE CHIRURGIE OF GUY DE CHAULIAC)  0291 HENRI DE MONDEVILLE LECTURING TO HIS STUDENTS (14TH 
CENTURY  FRENCH ILLUMINATED MANUSCRIPT OF HIS CHIRURGIE)  0292-0294 PORTRAIT OF GUY DE CHAULIAC, WITH THE HELP OF TWO ASSISTANTS, REDUCING A FRACTURE OR 
LUXATION OF THE ELBOW (15TH CENTURY  MANUSCRIPT OF CHAULIAC, INVENTAIRE OU RECUEIL CHIRURGICAL OU MEDICAL)  0295-0299 GUY SITTING IN THE LECTERN CHAIR WITH SIX 
STUDENTS AT HIS FEET. ON THE RIGHT, WEARING PROFESSORIAL HATS AND HOLDING BOOKS IN THEIR HANDS, ARE GALEN, AVICENNA, AND HIPPOCRATES. (1461. MANUSCRIPT OF GUY’S 
While museums of natural history rely on a stability and longevity of display, 
public exhibitions are chimerical creatures. They are developed and conceptualised 
with multiple agendas and with multiple expectations. They evolve unseen over long 
periods, shape-shifting and morphing before being unleashed into the public realm in 
their imaginative and perhaps monstrous form. Subtle thresholds was in this sense a 
project like any other. Initially intended as a critique of the visual politics within the 
representation of infectious disease, emphasis shifted to allow for a response to the 
context of the exhibition, the Iziko South African Museum. Thus, it was as much about 
the politics of display as it was about the medical body. 
Disease has often been represented as singular content in exhibitions, and while 
contextualised, has offered a focused viewpoint. Disease here is presented as biological, 
set within a complex network of cultural interpretations. The exhibition received 
impetus from key texts on medical representation and episteme by Foucault, Gilman 
and Sontag and it was concerned with the stigma surrounding infectious disease 
and the manner in which it has been imaged in both the popular imagination and 
medical literature. Disease has frequently been expressed as a space of separation 
and difference: a reviled state wherein the patient becomes identified through and by 
their illness. This also relates to the language surrounding disease, which relies on the 
binary oppositions of clean/ unclean; known/ alien; contaminated/ sterile, as well as 
the history of epidemiology that interprets infectious diseases in the west as arising 
from outside European borders – as immigrant, foreigner and invader. Subtle thresholds 
co-opted a visual strategy that appealed to senses of wonder and beauty. This was in an 
attempt to provide an aesthetic distance in the presence of the stigma and fear typically 
associated with disease. In disrupting the typical associations with disease as a site of 
ugliness and fear, the intention was to facilitate a point of contact that promoted further 
discussion or investigation of how disease is understood. 
Using objects from the Iziko South African Museum, the Wits dler useum 
collection and a series of manufactured objects it referenced plague-altars, zoonotics, 
pharmacopoeias, ‘sites’ of contamination and bestiaries, and presented an exploded 
view of science – indicating an interconnectivity or slippage between organisms, world-
views, science and mythologies.
The title of the exhibition, ubtle thresholds, suggests a narrow point of contact – 
the fuzzy-edged, in-between spaces. Similarly, infectious disease provides a slim meeting 
point between species: human, animal and microbial, as disease is not something 
discrete and autonomous, but dependent on a relationship between a host and an 
organism in order to exist. Rather than acknowledging a continuous interaction with 
other organisms, cultural and linguistic codification has generated an understanding 
of humans as a distinct species, with unambiguous boundaries. Perhaps this ascendant 
bias and the denial of a constant biological dialogue with other species – both animals 
and micro-organisms – may be held responsible for the prejudice and stereotyping that 
is endemic within much human interaction.
The exhibition layout referenced the visual language of a cathedral, with its 
central nave, altar, rose and trefoil windows, confessional, and ‘vestments.’ This had 
multiple intentions: drawing attention to the relationship of Christianity to museums 
of natural history as well as the paradoxical position of religion to disease – both sin 
and redemption. Lastly, the obvious constructedness of the exhibition, drew attention 
to the artifice of display, and in doing so, self-consciously proclaimed itself as a critique 
of representation within museums. 
0001-0002 ROMAN STATUTE OF AKSLEPIOS (ASCLEPIUS), THE GOD OF MEDICINE WITH STAFF AND SERPENT ENTWINED (45TH CENTURY AD. RELIEF)  0003-0004 HYGIEIA, GODDESS OF 
HEALTH WITH TELESPHOROUSM THE GOD OF CONVALESCENCE AT HER FEET (45TH CENTURY AD. RELIEF)  0005-0006 THE FOUR TEMPERAMENTS (16TH CENTURY. WOODCUT)  0007-0015 
MUSEE DE L’ ASSISTANCE PUBLIQUE. SICK PATIENTS IN A WARD AT THE HOSPITAL HOTEL DE DIEU, PARIS, FROM LIVRE DE LA VIE ACTIVE ( JENA HENRY. 1842)  0016 CARDINAL CHIGI HEALS 
PLAGUE-RIDDEN PEOPLE IN ROME (ARTIST UNKNOWN. PALAZZO BARBERINI)  0017-0020 A MIRACLE CURE BY ST LOUIS (1214-70) OF GANGRENE OF THE LEG  0021 A BARBER SURGEON 
TENDING A PEASANT’S FOOT (C. 1650. KOEDYCK (KOEDIJCK) ISAAC)  0022-0023 THE BARBER SURGEON (C. 1650. KOEDYCK (KOEDIJCK) ISAAC)  0024 ST ELIZABETH OF HUNGARY TENDING THE 
SICK AND LEPROUS (17TH CENTURY. BARTOLEME ESTEBAN MURILLO. HOSPITAL DE LA SANTA CARIDAD, SEVILLE)  0025-0028 CARE OF THE INJURED: PULSE AND URINE DIAGNOSIS (15TH 
CENTURY. ‘BON ROI ALEXANDRE’. PARIS)  0029 THE COW-POCK – THE WONDERFUL EFFECTS OF THE NEW INNOCULATION’ ( JAMES GILLRAY. 1802. COLOUR ETCHING)  0030 IMMIGRANT 
CHILDREN NEWLY ARRIVED AT THE BATTERY FROM ELLIS ISLAND ARE EXAMINED BY A NEW YORK CITY HEALTH OFFICIAL DURING A TYPHUS SCARE IN 1911  0031-32  HER MONSIEUR 
CROTTE DEMONSTRATES HIS ELECTRICAL CURE FOR TUBERCULOSIS IN PARIS (LE PETIT JOURNAL. 1901)  0033 CHOLERA VACCINATION OF THE THIRD GURKHAS IN INDIA AT THE TIME OF 
THE 1893 EPIDEMIC  0034-0036 HUNTERIAN PSALTER. HUNTER (TOP V14 F.59). JOHN BANNISTER DELIVERING AN ANATOMY LESSON  0037 A WARRIOR IN BORNEO, HIT IN THE CHEST BY AN 
ARROW, IS TREATED BY A HEALER (20TH CENTURY)  0038-0040 DRAWING OF A TOMB CARVING OF A CIRCUMCISION SCENE (C. 2400-3000 BC. SAKKARA CEMETERY MEMPHIS, EGYPT)  0046 
EXTRACTION OF AN ARROW FROM THE ARM (ROGER SALERNO. 14TH CENTURY MANUSCRIPT)  0050 EXTRACTION OF A SWORD BLADE FROM THE THIGH (GUY DE CHAULIAC’S CHIRUGIA 
MAGNA)  0051-0052 JOHN OF ARDERNE OPERATING ON A FISTULA IN ANO. FROM JOHN OF ARDERNE: TREATISE OF FISTULA IN ANO, HAEMORRHOIDS AND CLYSTERS (1910)  0054 A CAESARIAN 
SECTION. FROM THE ARMAMENTUM CHIRURGICUM OF SCULTETUS  0055-0057 WILLIAM HARVEY’S DEMONSTRATION OF THE FUNCTION OF THE VENOUS VALVES, USING THE SUPERFICIAL 
VEINS OF THE ARM (DE MOTU CORDIS. 1628)  0058-0060 AMPUTATIONS OF ARM AND LEG (HEISTER’S GENERAL SYSTEM OF SURGERY. 1755. LONDON. COPPER PLATE ENGRAVING)  0061 JOHN 
HUNTER. ROYAL COLLEGE OF SURGEONS OF ENGLAND  0062 DAGUERROTYPE OF JANE TODD CRAWFORD (1841)  0063 SIR ASTLEY PASTON COOPER. ROYAL COLLEGE OF SURGEONS OF 
ENGLAND  0064 THE FIRST OPERATION UNDER ETHER (ROBERT HINCKLEY. 1882. MASSACHUSETTS GENERAL HOSPITAL, BOSTON)  0065-0068 THE FIRST ‘CAPITAL’ OPERATION UNDER ETHER 
AT UNIVERSITY COLLEGE HOSPITAL, LONDON  0069 THE SIMPLE ‘RAG AND BOTTLE’ METHOD OF ADMINISTRATION OF CHLOROFORM USED BY SIMPSON  0070-0072 OPERATION. 1983. THE 
SURGEON IS WEARING RUBBER GLOVES  0073 INSERTION OF A PAUL’S TUBE INTO THE LARGE INTESTINE  0075-0076 A BELOW-KNEE AMPUTATION IN THE 16TH CENTURY (HANS VON 
GERSDORFF: FELBUCH DER WUNDARTZNEY. 1517. STRASBURG)  0077-0078 LARREY’S METHOD OF AMPUTATION AT THE SHOULDER (DIBLE J H: NAPOLEON’S SURGEON 1970)  0079-0080 
CUSHING’S TECHNIQUE OF SUCTION DEBRIDEMENT OF A CEREBRAL WOUND TRACK  0081-0083 HUGH OWEN THOMAS REDUCING A DISLOCATED SHOULDER  0084 WILHELM KONRAD 
ROENTGEN. ROYAL COLLEGE OF SURGEONS OF ENGLAND  0085 SIR WILLIAM ARBUTHNOT LANE (GUY’S HOSPITAL LONDON. PAINTING)  0086-0088 AMPUTATION OF THE BREAST USING THE 
KNIFE FOLLOWED BY THE CAUTERY (SCULTETUS: ARMAMENTARIUM CHIRURGICIUM. JANSSON WAESBERG. 1741. AMSTERDAM)  0089-90 HEISTER’S MASTECTOMY (FROM HIS MEDICAL, 
CHIRURGICAL AND ANATOMICAL CASES. 1755)  0091-0094 PANCOAST’S MASTECTOMY TECHNIQUE (PANCOAST J: TREATISE ON OPERATIVE SURGERY. 1844. PHILADELPHIA, CAREY AND HART) 
0095-0096 AN EARLY EXAMPLE OF TREATMENT OF BREAST CANCER BY IRRADIATION (1908)  0097-0098 THE OPERATION OF THE APPARATUS MINOR (ELLIS H. 1969. HISTORY OF BLADDER 
STONE. OXFORD, BLACKWELL)  0100 PATIENT IN THE LITHOTOMY POSITION WITH SOUND IN PLACE (HENRY THOMPSON. 1863. PRACTICAL LITHOTOMY AND LITHOTRITY. LONDON, 
CHURCHILL)  0101 THOMPSON’S ILLUSTRATION OF LATERAL LITHOTOMY (HENRY THOMPSON. 1863. PRACTICAL LITHOTOMY AND LITHOTRITY. LONDON, CHURCHILL)  0102-0105 ‘UN 
MALADE AU MOMENT DE L’OPERATION.’THE CALCULUS IS TRAPPED IN THE JAWS OF THE TRILABE AND IS BEING DRILLED BY A GIMLET ACTIVATED BY A BOW (CIVIALE J. 1847. TRIATÉ 
PRATIQUE ET HISTORIQUE DE A LITHOTRITIE. PARIS, BAILLIÉRE)  0106-0109 BARON CHARLES HEURTELOUP’S INSTRUMENTS: (A) ON DISPLAY; (B) IN USE (HEURTELOUP C. 1831. CASES OF 
LITHOTRITY OR EXAMPLES OF THE STONE CURED WITHOUT INCISION. LONDON, UNDERWOOD)  0110 A MEDICINE-MAN TREATS A MELANCHOLIC WOMAN BY PLACING HOT OIL IN A CUT 
ON HER SCALP. HE CHEWS COCA LEAVES AND USES THE JUICE TO ANAESTHETIZE THE WOUND  0111-0113 INSTRUMENTS FOR TREPANATION, PERFECTED DURING THE ENLIGHTENMENT 
(DENIS DIDEROT’S ENCYCLOPÉDIE.1772. ILLUSTRATION)  0114-0115 THE SURGICAL PRACTICE OF CIRCUMCISION (C. 2500 BC. EGYPT. STONE CARVING)  0116-0117 ENGRAVING OF CIRCUMCISION 
BY CRISPIN PASSE (1599)  0118-0119 ARCHILLES APPLYING A ROLLER BANDAGE TO THE ARM OF HIS FRIEND PATROCLUS DURING THE TROJAN WAR (SOSIAS. C. 1200 BC. ATTIC BOWL)  0120 THE 
PATIENT, ACHINOS, WITH A SHOULDER AILMENT, DREAMING IN HEALING SLEEP IN THE TEMPLE OF THE GOD AMPHIARAOS (C. 350 BC. VOTIVE RELIEF)  0121 THE ROMAN METHOD OF 
REPAIRING A BONE FRACTURE OR DISLOCATION WITH A TRACTION APPARATUS  0122-0123 THE TREATMENT OF A WOMAN GIVING BIRTH IN ANCIENT GREECE (C. 350 BC. OROPOS. PLAQUE) 
0124 AENEAS RECEIVES SURGERY FOR A LEG WOUND BEFORE LEAVING TROY WITH HIS FAMILY (DESTROYED AD 79. POMPEII. FRESCO)  0125-0127 A SMALL HOSPITAL ROOM WITH THREE 
BEDS WITH A BARBER-SURGEON PERFORMING A MINOR OPERATIVE PROCEDURE IN THE FOREGROUND (BIBLIOTECA LAURENZIANA, FLORENCE, GADDIAN, MS 24, FOLIO 247)  0128-0131 A 
VERY ACTIVE SURGICAL CLINIC AS DEPICTED IN GALEN’S WRITINGS WHEN THEY WERE REPUBLISHED IN VENICE (1576)   0132-0134 GALEN LEARNS FROM HIPPOCRATES (1250. CATHEDRAL 
OF ANAGNI, ITALY. FRESCO.)  0135-0136 THE BYZANTINE WAY OF REDUCING A DISLOCATED JAW (APOLLONIOS OF KITIO. 11TH CENTURY MANUSCRIPT. CYPRUS)  0137-0138 STS. COSMAS AND 
DAMIAN PREPARE TO TRANSPLANT THE LEG OF AN ISLAMIC MOOR ONTO A RECENT AMPUTEE (KONINKLIJK MUSEUM VOOR SCHOME KUNSTEN, ANTWERPEN)  0139 A PHYSICIAN 
COMBINES THE OLD METHOD OF TREPANATION WITH THE RENEWED INTEREST IN HUMAN DISSECTION (GUIDO OF VIGEVANO. 1345. ITALY. ILLUSTRATION IN BOOK ON ANATOMY)  0140 
CORRECTION OF SPINAL DEFORMITIES BY EXTENSION AND PRESSURE (SCULTETUS, J. 1679)  0141 ALBUCASIS CAUTERIZES A PATIENT AT CORDOBA (ERNEST BOARD.1912. PAINTING)  0142-0143 
EXAMINATIONS OF THE BREAST AND RECTUM AS DEPICTED IN THEODERIC’S BOOK ON SURGERY (THEODORIC’S CHIRURGIA. 1257)  0147 HENRI DE MONDEVILLE LECTURING TO HIS 
STUDENTS (14TH CENTURY MANUSCRIPT)  0148 THE PORTRAIT OF ANDREAS VESALIUS IN THE DEDICATION COPY OF HIS DE HUMANI CORPORIS FABRICA LIBRI SEPTEM (FROM THE 
LIBRARY OF HASKELL F. NORMAN, MD. 1543)  0149-0156 A 16TH CENTURY CARICATURE OF BARBER-SURGEONS AT WORK, COMBINING ORDINARY HAIRCUTS WITH VARIOUS MEDICAL TASKS: 
TOOTH PULLING, BLOODLETTING AND WOUND TREATMENT (PHOT. BIBLIO-THEQUE NATIONALE PARIS, MS RF 1 RÉS, F 66.)  0157-0159 PRACTICAL TRAINING OF RENAISSANCE PHYSICIANS 
IN A HOSPITAL, INCLUDING LEG AMPUTATION, DEPICTED IN A BOOK ON SURGERY (PARACELSUS. 1565. FRANKFURT)  0160-0161 PARÉ APPLIES HIS LIGATURE ON THE BATTLEFIELD (19TH 
CENTURY)  0162-0163 ILLUSTRATIONS FROM PARÉ’S WRITINGS ON SURGERY: TECHNIQUES FOR BLADDER-STONE OPERATION, ARTIFICIAL LIMBS, AND SUTURING OF A FACIAL WOUND  0164 
CAUTERIZING-IRONS AND THEIR USE ON A WOUND (GERSDORFF’S FIELDBOOK ON SURGERY. 1517. REYNOLDS LIBRARY, BIRMINGHAM. HAND-COLOURED WOODCUT)  0165 HIERONYMUS 
BOSCH’S PAINTING OF THE “CURE OF FOLLY”, A POPULAR OPERATION ON SUPPOSED STONES IN THE HEAD TO PREVENT MADNESS (LATE 15TH CENTURY)  0166 NICHOLAS TULP - LEADING 
PHYSICIAN, DEMONSTRATOR AND MEDICAL AUTHOR – PERFORMING A DISSECTION (REMBRANDT. 1632. PAINTING)  0167 WILLIAM HARVEY, WHOSE EXPERIMENTS CONCERNED BLOOD 
CIRCULATION AND REPRODUCTION IN ANIMALS SUCH AS DEER, EXPLAINS THEM TO KING CHARLES I (ROBERT HANNAH.1640. PAINTING)  0168-0169 TWO RICH DOCTORS OFFER BLOOD-
LETTING AND UROSCOPY TO THEIR PATIENTS AT A CLINIC PORTRAYED IN A MANUSCRIPT (1482. BRUGES)  0170-0173 HILDANUS’ PROCEDURES FOR LEG AMPUTATION, PRESENTED IN AN 
EDITION OF HIS COLLECTED WORKS (1646. FRANKFURT)  0174  16TH CENTURY ENGLISH MANUSCRIPT ILLUSTRATION SHOWING CATHETERIZATION FOR BLADDER STONES (BY PERMISSION 
OF THE BRITISH LIBRARY, LONDON, MS 197D2, F19V.)  0175 REMOVAL OF BLADDER STONES BY THE “MARIAN” OPERATION, OR APPARATUS MAJOR (1930. ILLUSTRATION)  0176-0184 LITHOTOMY 
OPERATION, SHOWN IN ONE OF HEISTER’S LATER BOOKS, INSTITUTIONES CHIRURGICUE (1739)  0185-0187 CLAUDE BERNARD DEMONSTRATES AN EXPERIMENT FOR THE FAMOUS CHEMIST 
HENRI SAINTE-CLAIRE DEVILLE (LÉON LHERMITTE. 1889. PAINTING)  0188-0189 TRACHEAL INTUBATION – INSERTING A CATHETER DOWN THE WINDPIPE WITH THE HELP OF A 
LARYNGOSCOPE – IS PERFORMED AFTER GIVING AN INTRAVENOUS NARCOTIC AND A MUSCLE RELAXANT  0190-0192 CURING TWO CASES OF VESICO-VAGINAL FISTULA  (MARION SIMS. 1854. 
NEW YORK MEDICAL GAZETTE)  0193-0197 THEODOR BILLROTH OPERATING AT THE GENERAL HOSPITAL OF VIENNA (A. SELIGMANN. 1890. PAINTING)  0199-0201 JULES PÉAN DELIVERS A 
LECTURE, HOLDING THE HAEMOSTATIC FORCEPS NAMED AFTER HIM (HENRI GERVEX. 1886. PAINTING)  0202-0203 PASTEUR IN HIS LABORATORY (ALBERT EDELFELT. 1885. PAINTING)  0204-
0205  AN EXAMPLE OF A TRACHEOTOMY (GIULIO CASSERI. 1601)  0206-0214 METHODS OF LOWER-LIMB AMPUTATION ACCORDING TO LORENZ HEISTER IN HIS INSTITUTIONES CHIRURGICAE 
(1739)  0215-0218 THE FIRST WELL-DOCUMENTED GYNAECOLOGICAL OPERATION WHERE IN 1549 VIENNESE SURGEONS SAVED A WOMAN FROM A FOUR-YEAR EXTRAUTERINE PREGNANCY 
– WITHOUT ANAESTHESIA (MATHIAS CORNAX. WOODCUT)  0219-0223 IVAN PAVLOV, WHO DID IMPORTANT RESEARCH ON GASTRIC PROCESSES, EXPERIMENTS ON A DOG  0224-0226  AN 
OPERATING THEATRE IN 1988, WITH HEART SURGERY IN PROGRESS, AIDED BY A HEART-LUNG MACHINE  0227 THE NEUROSURGEON HARVEY CUSHING  0228-0229 ERNST SAUERBRUCH  0230-
0231 ALEXANDER FLEMING  0232-0233 A TRADITIONAL CATARACT OPERATION (BARTISCH,G. 1583. OPTHALMODOULEIA. DRESDEN. ILLUSTRATION.)  0234-0237 SAMUEL D. GROSS WITH FIVE 
OTHER SURGEONS ASSISTING HIM AS HE PERFORMS AN OPERATION IN THE AMPHITHEATER AT JEFFERSON, FOR THE REMOVAL OF A DISEASED THIGH BONE (THOMAS EASKINS. 1875. 
PAINTING)  0238 CAUTERIZATION OF SWOLLEN LYMPH NODES OF THE RIGHT SIDE OF THE NECK IN A PATIENT WITH SCROFULA (1465. SHARAF-AD-DIN IBN ALI MANUSCRIPT)  0239  THE 
SURGEON HUA T’O PERFORMING AN OPERATION ON THE ARM OF GENERAL KUAN KONG ( 19TH CENTURY. NATIONAL LIBRARY OF MEDICINE, BETHESDA. JAPANESE WOODBLOCK PRINT) 
0240 DR. REIFSNYDER, A GRADUATE OF THE WOMEN’S MEDICAL COLLEGE OF PHILADELPHIA, PERFORMING A SUCCESSFUL OVARIOTOMY IN SHANGHAI (1885. BOSTON MEDICAL LIBRARY.
CHINESE HANDBILL)  0241 TRADITIONAL JAPANESE METHODS FOR TREATING THE DISLOCATIONS OF THE JAW CALLED “DIVING FOR PEARLS”  0242-0243 THE DOCTOR USES HIS LEFT WRIST 
TO HOLD THE PATIENT’S RIGHT CHEEK STILL AND USES HIS FOUR FINGERS TO SEARCH FOR THE ENDS OF THE TEETH BONES (HARVARD MEDICAL LIBRARY)  0244 THE FAMOUS QUACK 
OPERATION FOR REMOVAL OF STONES IN THE HEAD (HIERONYMUS BOSCH. THE CURE OF FOLLY. MUSEO DEL PRADO, MADRID. PAINTING)  0245 REDUCTION OF A DISLOCATION OF THE 
SHOULDER, USING THE AMBE OF HIPPOCRATES (FRANCESCO SALVIATI.1544. CHIRURGIA E GRACEO IN LATINUM CONVERSAE. PARIS. WOODCUT)  0247-0248 PORTRAIT OF A MEDIEVAL 
BARBER-SURGEON AND THE TOOLS OF HIS TRADE, SCISSORS AND A KNIFE ( JACOBUS DE CESSOLI. SCHAZABELBUCH. 1408. MANUSCRIPT)  0249-0253 THREE KINDS OF OPERATIONS PRACTISED 
BY ROGER OF SALERNO – ON HAEMORRHOIDS, NASAL POLYPS AND CORNEAS (LATE 12TH CENTURY)  0254-0258 PREPARATION OF THE CAUTERY IRONS; APPLICATIONS FOR AFFLICTIONS 
OF THE HEAD; TREATMENT OF A PATIENT (LYING DOWN) WITH AN UNSPECIFIED ILLNESS; TREATMENT OF A PATIENT (STANDING) WITH ASTHMA; TREATMENT OF HERNIA (ILLUSTRATION 
FROM 14TH CENTURY MANUSCRIPT. THE BODLEIAN LIBRARY, OXFORD)  0259-0260 A BARBER-SURGEON BLEEDING A PATIENT (LUTTRELL PSALTER. 1340)  0261-0268 BARBER-SURGEONS’ 
VOLVELLE: BY SETTING THE INDICES ON THE VOLVELLE, THE SURGEON COULD DETERMINE WHETHER AN OPERATION ON A PARTICULAR ORGAN MIGHT BE AUSPICIOUSLY PERFORMED 
ON A CERTAIN DAY (15TH CENTURY. GUILD BOOK OF THE BARBER-SURGEONS OF YORK)  0269-0276 OPERATION FOR COMPOUND FRACTURE OF THE SKULL (ILLUSTRATED SURGICAL 
MANUSCRIPT FROM 14TH CENTURY)  0277-0278 EXAMINATION FOR BREAST ABSCESS, TREATMENT OF AN ARM WOUND, PROBE WITH AN INSTRUMENT, AND RECTAL EXAMINATION 
(THEODORIC BORGOGNONI. 13TH CENTURY. CHIRURGIA. ILLUSTRATION)  0279-0285 STS. COSMAS AND DAMIAN ARE REPLACING A CAUCASIAN’S AMPUTATED LEG WITH ONE TAKEN FROM 
A RECENTLY DECEASED MOOR (SCHWÄBISCHE MASTER OF THE SCHNAITER ALTER. WÜRTTEMBERGISCHES LANDESMUSEUM, STUTTGART. PAINTING)  0286-0290 A PHARMACY IN A 14TH 
CENTURY SURGEON’S OFFICE (FRENCH ILLUMINATED MANUSCRIPT OF THE CHIRURGIE OF GUY DE CHAULIAC)  0291 HENRI DE MONDEVILLE LECTURING TO HIS STUDENTS (14TH 
CENTURY  FRENCH ILLUMINATED MANUSCRIPT OF HIS CHIRURGIE)  0292-0294 PORTRAIT OF GUY DE CHAULIAC, WITH THE HELP OF TWO ASSISTANTS, REDUCING A FRACTURE OR 
LUXATION OF THE ELBOW (15TH CENTURY  MANUSCRIPT OF CHAULIAC, INVENTAIRE OU RECUEIL CHIRURGICAL OU MEDICAL)  0295-0299 GUY SITTING IN THE LECTERN CHAIR WITH SIX 
STUDENTS AT HIS FEET. ON THE RIGHT, WEARING PROFESSORIAL HATS AND HOLDING BOOKS IN THEIR HANDS, ARE GALEN, AVICENNA, AND HIPPOCRATES. (1461. MANUSCRIPT OF GUY’S 
DIFFERENCE
The installation is presented in an L-shaped gallery space. The walls are covered with layered images, painted grey 
shadows, painted chalk boards, metal discs, shaped frames with digital prints, framed index cards, magnifiers and 
number plates. At the end of one wall white cut-out hands are arranged in the shape of wings. In front of this ten light 
boxes run in a straight line along the length of the gallery. The short end of the gallery is lined with glass cabinets filled 
with taxidermied animals, study skins and specimens, medical tools and equipment, mirrors and printed images. A 
deep recess is covered by a wooden screen, punctured by apertures of cut-out hands. Behind this are six bandaged 
taxidermy animals. Opposite this recess is a platform on which stand two metal medical cabinets covered with black 
text. Attached to these are fish-hooks, sterilisers and autoclaves.
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CATHEDRAL
16 quatrefoils and trefoils of Scanning Electron Microscope images of animal excrement, 
10 chromed steel plates of bacteria and parasites, 1 carrier pigeon, 1 dispensing 
scale, 10 rusted steel plates of bacteria and parasites, 4 percussion hammers, 63 
metres of concordance ruler, 5 bats, 24 coordinate plates, 2 ophthalmometers, 4 rat 
skeletons, 40 framed mythological index cards, 220m2 of shadow paintings, 1 jackal 
pelt, 1 pharmaceutical prescription book, 2 rolls of bandage, 220m2 of schematic 
grid, 25 chalk texts, 4 zebra hooves, 10 viral light boxes, 4 auriscopes,  512 
healers’ hands, 1 pheasant, 22 wax moulding plates, 488 microbial test tubes, 1 
parrot, 6 plague saint animals, 7 ophthalmoscopes, 7 rusted synonyms, 1 cockatoo, 
2 medical cabinets, 6 autoclaves, 1 caracal pelt, 9 sterilisers, 40 metres  of 
ducting, 3 pneumothorax apparatus, 2 video projections, 3 coprolites, 1 marmot, 1 
fox, 1 rabbit, 21 dental impression trays, 1 partridge, 1 foal, 4 hearing aids, 1 
pig foetus, 5 snakes, 14 bottles, 7 retort stands, 2 pill makers, 1 snake bite kit, 
50 small birds, 30 syringes, 14 cause of death reagent bottles, 25 dental moulds, 9 
lion claws, 21 anaesthetic masks, 1 sheep skull, 20 surgical scissors, 50 ampoules, 
2 uv lights, 3 trial lens cases, 10 stethoscopes, 1 zebra foetus, 40 syringes, 1 
wax scabies model, 15 glass cupping devices, 2 mice, 1 baboon pelt, 2 oxygen masks, 





A pair of ‘angelic wings'/ lungs/ 
tree/ caduceus constructed from 
512 silhouettes of art historical 
and popular images of healer’s 





4 animals not indigenous to South Africa: full capybara mount, full 
vicuna mount, full wild turkey mount, full husky mount and one 
giraffe head; one buffalo head from the old mammal room (ISAM), 
wooden screen of open hands (negative of healing hands), plague 
doctor silhouettes running above the screen, chalkboard rendering 





2 steel medical cabinets containing extraction ducting (Groote Schuur Hospital), 8 sterilising 
trays, 4 autoclaves filled with remnants of chalk (Adler Museum), 18 metres of barrier tape, 




Designs in steel that include: Erlenmeyer flasks, test tubes, beakers, syringes, measuring 
cylinders, reaction tubes, dropper bottles, specimen bottles, Oxford tips and images of hell and 
purgatory by Albrecht Dürer, Francesco Guazzo, Luca Signorelli, Hieronymus Bosch, Taddeo di 






Shadows of pests and armoury painted 
in grey on 220m2 of wall space, 16 
quatrefoil and trefoil images of scanning 
electron microscope magnifications 
10μm at 1–2K of animal faeces collected 
from various pet shops, farms and 
zoos in the greater Cape Town area, 
10 chromed steel plates with images 
derived from pharmaceutical labware 
and parasitic and bacterial disease 
forms, 10 rusted steel plates with 
enlarged disease forms populated with 
demonic images silhouettes, 24 yellow 
number plates with GPS coordinates 
of sites of major disease outbreaks in 
history, 25 chalk texts written in Times 
Roman script that quote personal, 
mythical and philosophical readings 
of the diseased body, 40 framed index 
cards of mythological animal diseases 
with magnifiers and retort holders, a 
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10 light boxes or vitrines containing representations in 
pharmacological labware of 10 viral forms known to cause 
disease: herpes, chickenpox, yellow fever, HIV, avian flu, 
hepatitis, influenza, rubella, smallpox, measles; and labelled 












1000 images of bacterial genetic 





“Believing that it is always best to 
study some special group, I have, after 





63 x 56 x 130 cm
Bell jar with pigeon and medal, 2 striped mice (ISAM), 2 
opthalmometers, eye lenses, collection of ampoules (Adler 
Museum), mirror with sandblasted HGT tree of life, concordance 
references of disease in the Bible, retort stands with contextual 







63 x 56 x 150 cm
24 surgical scissors, 4 ophthalmic lens boxes 
with lenses, steel syringes, medical percussion 
hammers (Adler Museum), 4 bats, cockatoo 
mount, pheasant mount with anaesthetic 
mask, bird and mammal skulls (ISAM), 80 test 
tubes labelled with bacteria, glass beakers and 
Erlenmeyer flasks.
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63 x 56 x 150 cm
Stillborn foal, donated by Boswell Wilkie Circus to 
ISAM in 1922, lion claws, parrot skeleton (ISAM), 
16 stainless steel anaesthetic masks on black 
satin, aural and ophthalmic surgical instruments, 
lenses, pneumothorax, chest of remedies, medical 
glass cups, hearing aids, stainless steel bacterial 
test case (Adler Museum), an image of the 1918 
Spanish Influenza pandemic in Hong Kong.
TAXONOMY
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PROJECTION
“The observing gaze refrains from intervening: it is silent and 
gestureless. Observation leaves things as they are; there is nothing 
hidden to it in what is given. The correlative of observation is 
never the invisible, but always the immediately visible, once one 
has removed the obstacles erected to reason by theories and to the 
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TOXOPLASMOSIS – ANTHRAX - OROPOUCHE FEVER – BRUCELLOSIS – LYMPHOCYTIC – CHORIOMENINGITIS – TRICHINOSIS 
– TULAREMIA – OMSK - HEMORRHAGIC FEVER - CREUTZFELDT–JAKOB DISEASE – CRYPTOSPORIDIOSIS – SALMONELLOSIS 
- COLORADO TICK FEVER – SCHISTOSOMIASIS – HANTAVIRUSES - KYASANUR FOREST DISEASE - LASSA FEVER - 
MYCOBACTERIUM BOVIS -  CAMPYLOBACTERIOSIS - EASTERN EQUINE ENCEPHALOMYELITIS VIRUS - STREPTOCOCCUS 
SUIS - WESTERN EQUINE ENCEPHALITIS VIRUS - VENEZUELAN EQUINE ENCEPHALITIS – HENIPAVIRUS - ST. LOUIS 
ENCEPHALITIS - BORRELIA - YELLOW FEVER - HIV AIDS - TYPHUS - BARMAH FOREST VIRUS - DENGUE FEVER – 
MALARIA - HERPES B VIRUS - COWPOX VIRUS – RABIES - YERSINIA PESTIS – LEISHMANIASIS - TUBERCULOSIS – ORF 
- CRIMEAN-CONGO HEMORRHAGIC FEVER – CRYPTOSPORIDIOSIS - ESCHERICHIA COLI - Q FEVER  - AVIAN INFLUENZA 
– LEPTOSPIROSIS - RIFT VALLEY FEVER – HERPES – MENINGITIS – CHICKEN POX - LYME DISEASE - AVIAN 
TUBERCULOSIS - BAYLISASCARIS PROCYONIS – ASPERGILLOSIS - POLIOMYELITIS - SMALLPOX - VIRAL ENCEPHALITIS 
- SARS - RUBELLA - AFRICAN TRYPANOSOMIASIS - AMEBIASIS - ASCARIASIS- OCULAR LARVA MIGRANS – RINGWORM 
– TOXOCARIASIS - DEER TICK VIRUS - ENCEPHALITIS – LEPROSY – TOXOPLASMOSIS – ANTHRAX - OROPOUCHE FEVER 
– BRUCELLOSIS – LYMPHOCYTIC – CHORIOMENINGITIS – TRICHINOSIS – TULAREMIA – OMSK - HEMORRHAGIC FEVER - 




“By taking us back up the Darwinian ladder of evolution to the associative 
origins of human thought, analogy offers a non-algorithmic technique 
for binding our perceptual system to our cognitive systems, expressed 
in terms of similarities and antithesis. Learning, in this development 
scheme, does not spring from a chain of reasoning, but from a dynamic 
back-and-forth motion among choices that embrace the entire universe 
in their scope.”  Stafford 1999: 176-7.
Glass cabinet 4 
63 x 56 x 180 cm
Various ungulate horns, marmot mount with open stuffing with stethoscope, European mountain hare 
and fox mount with oxygen masks, zebra foetus, zebra and cow hooves (ISAM), ampoule set, 30 dental 
moulds, 15 dental impression trays, 10 stethoscopes (Adler Museum), 80 glass test tubes etched with 
names of bacteria, an image of Robert Koch testing TB vaccines in Africa in 1906, blue surgical masks, 























































































































































SERUM ON THE BRA ~ ATED 














TAXONOMIST, ZOOLOGIST, BOTANIST 








CAUSE OF DEATH 
PLEURISY AND HEART DISEASE 
------------... · 
GEORGES CUVIER 
(1769 - 1832) 
COMPARATIVE ANATOMIST 
CAUSE OF DEATH 
CHOLERA 
HARLES DARWIN 
(1809 - 1882) 
NATURALIST 
CAUSE OF DEATH 
~IC CARDIAC FAILURE POSSIBLY 
~ AUSED BY CHAGAS DIS~ 
COMTE DEB 
(1707 - 178 
NATURALIST 
CAUSE OF DEATH 






Glass cabinet 1 
63 x 56 x 190 cm
14 glass slides (Medical Microbiology 
Department, UCT), 2 surgical lights, a 
dispensing scale, glass syringes, a snake 
bite kit (Adler Museum), 4 rat skulls, a puff 
adder skeleton, baboon and caracal skin 
(ISAM), 14 empty reagent bottles on a light 
box, labelled with the names, dates and 
causes of death of naturalists, geneticists 
and microbiologists, an enlarged detail 
from Darwin’s diary of health, a diagram of 
the 20 steel disks presented on the walls, 
a sandblasted mirror representation of 
Darwin’s evolutionary tree, retort stand 
with contextual texts, 500 bacterial genome 
diagrams from the Bacmap project.
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Well very, two very slight fits of fl (no eruption 
4 to 6 fits, otherwise good night) 
Well very 3 slight fits of fl 
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Poor little, 6 Or 7 fits of fl of which 2 Or 3 bad 
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“Many of the views which have been advanced are highly 
speculative, and some no doubt, will prove erroneous; but I 
have in every case, given the reasons which have led me to 
one view rather than to another.
False facts are highly injurious to the progress of science, 
for they often endure long, but false views; if supported by 
evidence, do little harm, for everyone takes a salutary pleasure 
in proving their falseness.”
       Charles Darwin
Glass cabinet 3
63 x 56 x 150 cm
40 birds from the old mammal room, 3 mammal-like reptile coprolites found 
in the Karoo, rodent and bird bones (ISAM), 2 pill makers, 20 dental moulds, a 
pharmaceutical logbook (Adler Museum), 200 diagnostic testing microplates 
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Natural History. 1801, 
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General History of Quadrupeds. 
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                               Conrad Gesner. 
                  Historia Animalium
                                       1551
WEIGHT:  
280–480g.  
Length: (nose to tip of 
tail) 325–460 cm.
HEAD AND BODY: Nose 
blunt; heavy, thick body; 180–
255 mm.
EARS:  Small, close set, with 
fine hairs, appearing half 




very conspicuous during 
rat mating activity. Two types of 
calls are produced by both sexes. The 
first, brief complex calls with the main 
frequency centered about 50 kHz, occur 
primarily in conjunction with solicitation 
and mounting activity. The second type of 
call is the long, 22 kHz whistle which is 
emitted mainly by the male during the 
post-ejaculatory refractory period, 
but also by both male and female 
at other times during the 
copulatory 
The 
male rat's sexual 
behaviour constitutes a 
highly ordered sequence of motor 
acts involving both striate and smooth 
muscles. It is spontaneously displayed 
by most adult made rats in the presence of 
a sexually receptive female. Although the 
behaviour is important for the survival of the 
species it is not necessary for survival of the 
individual. In that way it is different from 
other spontaneous behaviours such 
as eating, drinking, avoidance 
of pain, respiration or 
thermoregulation. 
Burmese 
Agouti – light brown 
to sandy colour
Champagne – very light cream
Chinchilla – deep grey with paler nose
Chocolate – sleek, rich brown
Chocolate Agouti – chestnut brown 
Cinnamon – anywhere between soft cream to 
reddish cream.
Cinnamon Pearl – soft cream with white 
base fur
Dark blue – very deep, greyish blue.
Dark American Blue
Dove – silver with flecks of 
white fur
The Lewis rat was developed by Dr. 
Lewis from Wistar stock in the early 
1950s. The strain's characteristics include 
albino coloring, a docile behaviour, and low 
fertility The Lewis rat suffers from several 
spontaneous pathologies: first, they can 
suffer from high incidences of neoplasms, 
with the rat's lifespan mainly 
determined by this. The most 




Length: (nose to tip of 
tail) 325–460 cm.
HEAD AND BODY: Nose 
blunt; heavy, thick body; 180–
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The exhibition hints at an alternative experience of the visual within the museum, that 
destabilises linear hierarchies and is visually entangled. It uses Rattus norvegicus, the brown 
rat, as a means to explore the representation of species. Rather than a discrete display, 
R-A-T is dispersed throughout the museum, furtively making its way into disused corners 
and cabinets. This distribution introduces the rat in relation to ranging themes, forming 
a meta-narrative of connections while suggesting manners in which museum display 
impacts on the understanding of species.
The rat, an urban creature abhorred within the anthropocentric city, has been 
largely excluded from presentation in museums of natural history. This, despite rodents 
making up 40% of the total mammalian diversity, and Rattus being the largest mammalian 
genus, consisting of more than 60 species. As an animal that is closely related to the 
development of human populations, the rat speaks as much to a cultural and social 
history as to a natural one. It is an icon of modernity: of disease, migration, stereotype, 
destruction, behavioural psychology, literature and pharmacology. The archaeological 
record reveals that rats are reliant on human movement and settlement – and that they 
are as vivid a marker of settlement as domestic animals – while in the modern world rats 
have followed a trail of destruction caused by war, colonisation, conquest and urbanism, 
living on the waste of human society. 
The title, R-A-T is taken from James Rodwell’s book, The rat (1858), in which he 
suggests that the sound and form of the word is synonymous with its nature – harsh and 
aggressive, “the foulest name in zoology”, associated with dirt, pollution, lasciviousness 
and unbounded appetite. One million rat bites are reported annually, and while they 
carry epithets such as furtive and skulking, they are also known to giggle when tickled 
and to behave with empathy towards fellow rats. In this way terms such as ‘vermin’ can 
be ascribed to categories of animals that become lesser, allowing for their extermination 
on a mass scale. The human relationship to the rat is schizophrenic. It is the loved pet and 
character of children’s literature, while at the same time domestic rat killings are proudly 
posted on YouTube. The rat straddles definitions and in so doing questions the premise 











































































































































The exhibition is introduced by a display-
stand reminiscent of both a rat catcher 
basket and Jeremy Bentham’s panopticon of 
the 1790s. Originally designed as a centrally 
positioned observation tower to watch 
prison inmates undetected, here the rat is 
positioned as the insider at the centre of the 
panopticon. It is thus both the observer of the 
museum and the observed, introducing the 
ambiguity of the human relationship to this 
particular animal.  The freeze dried rat at the 
centre, bought at the Evolution Store in New 
York, is also an aside to Bentham who, after 
his death, had his body dissected, preserved 
and displayed in a wooden cabinet. This 
panopticon functions as an orienting device, 
noting some rat geography and containing the 
map of the project. The fat rat is the ultimate 
sewer rat, the global rat that has made its way 
across continents. It is Robert Sullivan’s urban 
rat, James Rodwell’s despised rat and Maud 
Ellman’s modernist rat. 
A timeline runs across the stairwell. This line 
is dispersed throughout the museum, moving 
up, across and down cabinets. Together with 
the red rat tag, based on Gesner’s rat, it signs 
areas of the exhibition display, connecting 
different sites. It disrupts chronology and 






This site uses three metal cases that currently house study skins, including the 
historical collection of Rattus norvegicus. The first cabinet is surrounded by prints 
taken from books and folios of natural history between the 1600 and 1800s from 
the Iziko South African Museum and University of Cape Town collections. Included 
in this is a woodcut of the black rat, Rattus rattus, originally printed in Volume 1 of 
Conrad Gesner’s Historiae animalium (1551), which also contained the first mention 
of the brown rat. The book was a Renaissance compendium of everything known 
of various species, from observation to allegory and symbolism. This image of the 
world as a collection of related elements is a spirit that is picked up throughout the 
exhibition.  This cabinet is covered by mirrored texts of idioms interspersed with 
rat evolutionary taxonomy. It reflects on natural history museums, their knowledges 
and practices and presents the viewer with an image of themselves amidst a dense 
textual network. Within this the viewer is witness to their own confusion. The 
framed images are punctuated with magnifying glasses containing texts about sight: 
how nature is viewed and how rats see.
162
HISTORY OF QUADRUPEDS. 411 
THE RAT, 
(Mus Rattus, Lin.-Le Rat, Buff.) 
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BOOKS FROM THE UNIVERSITY 
OF CAPE TOWN RARE BOOKS 
COLLECTION
George Shaw. Zoology or 
systematic natural history. 1801, 
London. 
Thomas Bewick. A general history 
of quadrupeds. 1807, London. 
Abraham Rees. The cyclopaedia 
or universal dictionary of arts, 
sciences and literature. 1820, 
London. 
Comte De Buffon. Oeuvres 
complètes de Buffon. 1819, Paris. 
Charles Knight. Natural history 
or second division of the English 
cyclopaedia. 1867, London. 
Charles Knight. Penny cyclopaeia 
of the society for the diffusion of 
useful knowledge. 1839, London. 
Richard Lydekker. The royal 
natural history. 1894, London. 
Edward Topsell. History of four-
footed beasts and serpents 
describing at large their true and 
lively figure, their several names, 
conditions, kinds and virtues … 
1658, London. 
FOLIOS AND BOOKS FROM THE 
SOUTH AFRICAN MUSEUM 
COLLECTION
Geoffroy Saint-Hilaire & Frédéric 
Cuvier. Histoire naturelle des 
mammifères. 1842, Paris.
Lefebvre Théophile. Par une 
commission scientifique. Voyage 
en Abyssinie - pendant les annees. 
1839-1840, Paris. 
George Shaw.  Engraved by John 
Frederick Miller. Cimelia physica. 
Rare and curious quadrupeds, 
birds &. together with some of 
the most elegant plants. 1796, 
London. 
Commandee M Vaillant . Voyage  
autour du monde. Sur la corvette 
La Bonita, 1836-1837, Paris.
Eduard Rüpell. Atlas zu der 
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The second case contains rat study skins from the Iziko South African Museum collection, originally sourced in Cape 
Town, Port St Johns, Stellenbosch and Chishawasha, Zambia. The skins are housed within the very cabinets now used 
for display: the collection is literally being surfaced. The cabinet is lined with tags that list more than 500 museums with 
mammal collections, and the skins themselves are recumbent on hand-stitched silk cushions reminiscent of those of 
the wax models at La Specola in Florence. Interspersed amongst these are labels that augment the existing study skin 
labels. They contain information about taxidermy methods and museum taxidermists and collectors Shortridge and 
Smithers, text from ISAM experts on rat paleontology and an image of Government Avenue in 1902, when and from 
where many specimens were sourced. At the back of the cabinet a series of degraded mirrors are inscribed with the 
dates of specimen collection between 1899, shortly after the museum was relocated to its current position and 1938, 
the year that dredging for the Duncan Dock began.
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The third cabinet is in close proximity to the display of a feral cat preying on birds at 
Marion island. It houses chemical bottles that were previously labelled with the deaths 
of naturalists in Subtle thresholds. These have been relabelled with large-scale rat 
exterminations that have taken place on various islands. Ranging from 305 tonnes of 
Brodifacoum on MacQuarie Island, Australia in 2010 to 64 tonnes of Arsenic in Alberta, 
Canada in 1951. Petrie dishes with broken egg shells are labelled with bird species 
endangered on those islands. Lying alongside this on mirrored surfaces sandblasted 
with neutral information about rat habitat and rat poisons are taxidermy ‘dummies’ 
of popular rat characters: the implied 'fillings' of the nearby skins. Three responses to 











Alpha-naphthylthiourea g2 1.5 2-4hr Slight Med 
CALCIFEROLS 
Cholecalcif erol 
Ergocalciferol 42.5 0.075 - 0.1 3-7 days Slight Le 
FLUOROACET AMIDE 
(1081) 15 2.0 8-48 hrs None Hi 
NORBORMIDE 12 1.0 8-24 hrs None Le 
REDSQUILL 5002 10.0 8-24 hrs Medium Le 
SODIUM 
FLUOROACETATE 5 1/20z/Gal 8-24 hrs None Hi 
(1080) 
VACOR 5 2.0 24 hrs None Le 
ZINC PHOSPHIDE 




















































































































This cabinet responds to its proximate location to underwater displays. It alludes to 
a space of imagination, dread and fantasy as well as rational ordering and psychology. 
In response to a particular display of comparative seal skulls in the museum, stepped 
in an evocation of evolutionary progress, rodent skulls are presented here on a 
flat, non-hierarchical surface surrounded by broken ladders – the scaffolding of an 
ascendant iconography of evolution. Behind this are chalkboard texts that are taken 
from the classification of Rattus rattus by Linneaus in 1758 and Rattus norvegicus by 
John Berkenhout in 1789. Gesner’s description of the rat from 1551 is also included. 
Alongside this a tower of large white books of rat fiction are marked with library 
cards from academic texts, and simulated rat tails are labelled with ‘luggage tags’ 
from a host of ships that arrived in Cape Town harbour over the past 350 years. 
Interpretations of seven rodent and one seal brain, based on those found at the 
MAMMAL!~ GLIRES (5) 
MUS. Low.er;fore-teeth small, 
P.Oited. [oes:1 before, 5 behind. 
ifail long. 
Gallery of Palaeontology and Comparative Anatomy, Muséum national d’Histoire 
Naturelle, Paris, are presented upon a light box. They are surrounded by hundreds 
of specimen bottles, labelled with rat experiments, alluding to the estimation that 
an article based on rat research is published worldwide every minute. Frames texts 
held by retort stands draw connections between unihemispheric sleep in seals, sleep 
deprivation tests on rats, musophobia, pleasure centre tests and the amygdala. Behind 
these are texts taken from Skinner’s survey of operant behaviour, 1963 and Freud’s 
Ratman notes on obsessional neurosis from 1909. Opposite the cabinet, facing 
the whale skeletons is a drawing of whale bones and a mouse skull. This refers to 
Linnaeus’s classification of the blue whale – Balaenoptera musculus in Systema naturae 
(1758) as a possible play in scale between the largest of creatures and Mus musculus 
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Squirrel - Sciurus carolinensis
Ground squirrel - Xerus inauris
Woodland Dormouse - Graphiurus murinus
Cape Mole rat - Georychus capensis
Cape dune mole rat - Bathyergus suillus
Cape Porcupine - Hystrix africaeaustralis
Cape Gerbil - Tatera afra
Barbours’ Rock mouse - Petromyscus barbouri
African pygmy mouse - Mus minutoides
Brant’s Whistling Rat - Parotomys brantsii
Cape Spiny Mouse - Acomys spinosissimus
Spring hare - Pedetes capensis
Black rat - Rattus rattus
Brown rat - Rattus norvegicus
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A hungry rat is placed in a 
semi-soundproof box. For 
several days bits of food 
are occasionally delivered 
into a tray by an automatic 
dispenser. The rat soon goes 
to the tray immediately upon 
hearing the sound of the 
dispenser. A small horizontal 
section of a lever protruding 
from the wall has been resting 
in its lowest position, but it 
is now raised slightly so that 
when the rat touches it, it 
moves downward. In doing so 
it closes an electric circuit and 
operates the food dispenser. 
Immediately after eating 
the delivered food the rat 
begins to press the lever fairly 
rapidly. The behavior has been 
strengthened or reinforced by 
a single consequence. The rat 
was not 'trying' to do anything 
when it first touched the lever 
and it did not learn from 
'errors.' 
To a hungry rat, food is 
a natural reinforcer, but the 
reinforcer in this example is 
the sound of the food dispen-
ser, which was conditioned 
as a reinforcer when it was 
repeatedly followed by the 
delivery of food before the 
lever was pressed. In fact, the 
sound of that one operation 
of the dispenser would have 
had an observable effect even 
though no food was delivered 
on that occasion. When food 
no longer follows pressing the 
lever, the rat eventually stops 
pressing. The behavior is said 
to have been extinguished. 
B F Skinner. A brief survey of 
operant behaviour. 1963 
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Here the patient broke off, got 
up from the sofa, and begged 
me to spare hi1n the recital of 
the details. I assured him that 
I myselfhad no taste whatever 
for cruelty, and certainly had 
no desire to torment him, 
but that naturally I could not 
grant him something which 
was beyond 1ny power. He 
1night just as wel 1 ask 1ne 
to give him the moon. The 
overcoming of resistances 
was a law of the treatment, and 
on no consideration could it be 
dispensed with ... I went on to 
say that I would do all I could, 
nevertheless, to guess the full 
meaning of any hints he gave 
me. Was he perhaps thinking 
of impalement? - 'No, not 
that; ... the criminal was tied 
up ... ' - he expressed himself 
so indistinctly that I could not 
im1nediately guess in what 
position- ' ... a pot was turned 
upside down on his buttocks 
... s01ne rats were put into it 
... and they ... ' - he had again 
got up and was showing every 
sign of horror and resistance-
' bored their way in ... ' - Into 
his anus, I helped him out. 
At all the more important 
moments while he was telling 
his story his face took on 
a very strange, c01nposite 
expression. I could only 
interpret it as one of horror 
at pleasure of his own which 
he himself was unaware. 
He proceeded with great 
difficulty:' At that moment the 
idea flashed through my 1nind 
that this was happening to a 
person who was very dear to 
me.' 
Sigmund Freud. Extracts .fi"om 
the Ratman notes upon a case of 
















Dominated by a whaling harpoon, this cabinet takes death and sacrifice as its 
theme. Shadows of rat traps and killing devices are suggested on the sliding 
doors behind the harpoon, again connecting whales and rodents. The cabinet 
is symmetrically organised and recalls the cathedral layout of Subtle thresholds. 
A central ‘lancet window’ houses conical bio-reaction tubes labelled with 
diseases carried by rats and test tubes labelled with disease experimentation 
done on rats. Above this rests a collection of glass reagent bottles and beakers 
labelled with information about the plague. On either side are trefoil frames, 
previously used in Subtle thresholds, housing electron microscope images 
of rat food and rat poison, the difference between the complex materials 
impossible to discern. The images are observed by two white Sprague-Dawley 
rats on satin cushions, that were in their past lives used in pharmacological 
tests for malaria drugs. These gaze at their own representations, avoiding eye 
contact with the viewer. On the right a gallows of rat traps recalling a rat 
catcher baskets is labelled with adjectives attributed to rats. On the left is a 
grid of skulls, skins and images – one of these a glass slide of an Anopheles 
mosquito. The grid also contains YouTube videos of rat killings and rat pettings. 
Genealogical and evolutionary tree schemas are etched onto mirror in the 
background. These surround urns that are labelled with extinct and rare rats 
– an Adamic or Linnaean task of naming and unnaming, set at the outer edge 
of paradise. On the far left baseball bats with names of recognised vermin 
are propped against empty food crates. These are assembled to constitute a 
Noah’s Ark, labelled with animals from Athanasius Kircher’s Arca Noë diagram 
(1675). Kircher described Noah’s Ark as the first museum of natural history. 
Rats were not included in his list. 
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0 G: PASSAGE. 
0 X: WOLVES. 
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Q Z: WILD BOAR, 2 DOMESTIC Q P: TREE-LEAVES FOR THE USE OF ~f:; 
SWINE. ANIMALS IN WINTERTIME. ::: 
rn ----------- En 
0 LIBRA: CISTERN 0 0: HAY FOR THE HERBIVOROUS ANIMALS. 
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0 14: CRANES AND STORKS. 0 3: PERNICES, PARTRIDGES, ATTAGENES. 
Q 15: HERONS OF DIFFERENT Q 
SPECIES. 4: KINGFISHERS. 
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The mammal room has remained unchanged for the past 30 years and displays a number 
of South African rodents. Amongst these are two Rattus rattus and a single bleached Rattus 
norvegicus, which, with its back to the viewer, appears to be attempting an escape from its 
hessian-bound confinement. To this specimen has been added a white handkerchief of surrender, 
a small wooden oar and a label: Kenneth Grahame, 1907. Diagonally across the room, a mobile 
diorama, designed as a scale version of the metal cabinets, has been inserted into a disused 
corner. Based on poses of Adam and Eve from Masaccio’s Expulsion from the Garden of Eden 
(1424), two rats stand under sodium light at the outer edge of Paradise (Kirstenbosch Gardens), 
gripping a small fragment of hessian. The work makes reference to a long history of dioramas 
within museums where, in arrested time, specimens are immortal and perfectly formed.  At the 
time of the R-A-T exhibition opening a cabinet opposite this had been cleared of it specimens 
and, strewn with rodenticide and insecticide, was an appropriate foil to paradise. These two rats 
were acquired from a snake park after the skins from Rentokil exterminations proved beyond 
saving. In an inversion, these specimens were not the fruits of temptation, but escaped the jaws 
of snakes in order to return to paradise.
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WONDERS OF NATURE 
To the regular grid of wonderful and curious natural specimens in glass cabinets is added an inconsequential rat 
skull. This was sourced from one of the taxidermied rats on the exhibition and nestles alongside an elephant seal 
skull. On a carpeted area stretching below the glass cabinets are 500 different rat cut-outs, many labelled with 
titles of rat movies. Melodramatically illuminated by torches, the shadow-rats refer to the horror genre that has 











This cabinet, in the midst of bird displays designed in 1959, makes 
obvious contextual reference to cages, breeding and feather-like colour 
swatches. When Jack Black, Queen Victoria’s official rat catcher, began to 
experiment with rat breeding this resulted in a fashion for domesticated 
rats in Victorian England. This was cemented when Mary Douglas’s black 
and hooded rat won first prize in at the national mouse club exhibition. 
This was the origin of the ‘fancy rat’ that heralded the contradictory 
relationship humans have to these animals. Both Beatrix Potter’s Samuel 
whiskers (1908), said to be based on a rat obtained from Jack Black, and 
Kenneth Grahame’s Wind in the willows (1907) were written after the 
craze for domesticated rat breeding. The coloured feather-like labels at 
the back of the cabinet refer to the excess of 60 different rat colours and 
markings in bred rats. From a cavity in the cabinet, that was previously 
used to display an archaeopteryx cast, cascade fabric 'mutant' rats: ear, 
foot and tailless. The bitumen-black cages are labelled with the sex habits 
of rats and they refer to the dark practice of rat baiting – a simultaneous 
Victorian pastime whereby rats were pitted against dogs. Here Jacko the 
terrier held the world record of 100 rat kills in 5.5 minutes. Also included 
are laboratory rat housings, labelled with the more than 200 strains of 
lab rat that have been developed for research purposes since a colony of 
hooded rats were bred in the Jardin des Plantes, Paris in 1856. A Spague-
Dawley, one of the most popular research rats sits within a commercial 
trap, sniffing Vapona, an insecticide used to protect museum specimens.
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Agouti – range of browns and reds mixed into the fur
Albino – all white, pink-eyed









Beige – deeper brown than amber.
Black – very deep black with no sign of other colours
Blue – pale silvery sheen




Burmese – rich, soft brown with no other colour traces
Burmese Agouti – light brown to sandy colour
Champagne – very light cream
Chinchilla – deep grey with paler nose
Chocolate – sleek, rich brown
Chocolate Agouti – chestnut brown 
Cinnamon – anywhere between soft cream to reddish cream
Cinnamon Pearl – soft cream with white base fur
Coffee
Dark blue – very deep, greyish blue
Dark American Blue
Dove – silver with flecks of white fur
Fawn – all over cream to reddish
Havana
Himalayan
Lilac – white with brownish purple hood
Lilac Agouti – predominantly brown, white nose
Merle
Mink – mostly brown, very dark
Pearl – white/silvery coat with a variety of other colours.
Platinum – predominantly striking white.
Platinum Agouti
Powder blue – lighter than standard blue
Russian blue – very deep grey
Russian blue agouti
Russian Blue Point Siamese
Russian silver – striking silver blue
Russian Silver agouti
Russian topaz – cream/white fur with silver flecks
Satin
Siamese
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Black – very deep black with no sign of other colours
Blue – pale silvery sheen




Burmese – rich, soft brown with no other colour traces
Burmese Agouti – light brown to sandy colour
Champagne – very light cream
Chinchilla – deep grey with paler nose
Chocolate – sleek, rich brown
Chocolate Agouti – chestnut brown 
Cinnamon – anywhere between soft cream to reddish cream
Cinnamon Pearl – soft cream with white base fur
Coffee
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Dove – silver with flecks of white fur
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Lilac Agouti – predominantly brown, white nose
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Mink – mostly brown, very dark
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The first recorded incidence 
of pl ague is found in the Bible 
in Samuel 1. It is written that 
the Philistines were punished 
when God "smote the men of 







Projected onto the white linear drawing of dinosaurs and reptiles is a video that combines drawings 
of rat dissections with the rat genome, connecting a timeline between the first recorded rat dissection 
by Theophilus Müller and Johann Faber at the Accademia dei Lincei in 1621 and the publication of 
the rat genome in 2004. In a space of predation, where snakes are located at the apex of the reptile 
pyramid, the rat is anatomised and reduced to its smallest units.
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_ ~c;:,L/S. At about 
_ ~arne time, Microbiologist Dr 
Shibasaburo Kitasato also identified 
them and named them Pastuerella 
pestis. The bacterium was officially 
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These exhibitions illustrate some of the themes and 
research areas that have occupied me over the past 10 
years and that have relevance to this study: museum 
display, taxonomies, and encyclopaedic systems.
BLACK BOXES 
LEARNING TO SPEAK 
(2002–2003)
Black boxes was an exhibition that focused on modes of 
cultural representation, specifically those of ethnographic 
display and the material manifestations of the tourist 
industry in South Africa. The project was premised on 
the viewpoint that culture is mutable, whereas cultural 
classification is an inorganic and divisive process. It 
presented 99 units, grouped by language and government 
departments and containing paper weapons constructed 
from recent government speeches. The role of labelling 
was central to the work, as the objects in each set of nine 
(department) boxes were identical, yet each box was 
labelled with one of the eleven official languages for each 
series, alluding to the arbitrary and imprecise relationship 
between language, object and meaning. Misclassification, 
inaccurate translation and misunderstanding are inevitable 
consequences of cultural ordering and were inherent to 
the project. These concerns were amplified in my 2003 
exhibition, Learning to speak, that drew on the imaging, 
imagining and symbols of ‘nation’. It was concerned with 
taxonomy and nomenclature and the inevitable conflation 
of nature and culture that this embraced. It used plants 
as a metaphor for shifting definitions of indigenous and 
alien and made visual reference to museum display and 
the sepulchral. It also relied on the reconfiguration and 
recontextualisation of found texts.
Friedman, H. 2003.Klein Karoo Festival. Art South Africa 01 (04): 54-55.




The publication of the human genome in 2003 raised 
international concerns about the uses of, motivations 
for, and control over human biological data. These 
issues became particularly sensitive in Africa, where 
disempowered communities were subjected to testing 
and gene harvesting. I started to work on a series of 
exhibitions at this time that developed these concerns. 
In 2003 I was commissioned by the African Genome 
Initiative to curate an exhibition at ISAM that explored 
the iconography of the human genome. Lexicons and 
labyrinths invited artists, including amongst others, 
Willem Boshoff, Sandile Zulu and Alan Alborough to 
consider the implications of the visual representation of 
the human genome as well as to contextualise their work 
within the ISAM collections on display. My own work, 
Model-making, consisted of an 8 metre-long fluorescent 
‘model’. This was a symbolic unravelling of Watson and 
Crick’s 50-year-old double helix model. By constructing 
the work from disposable pharmaceutical paraphernalia I 
implicated pharmaceutical companies in benefitting from 
the results of the human genome map – for being the 
new model-makers. 
 Following this I produced a series of digital prints 
that reflected on the dangers of scientific determinism 
and the binaries created in the popular imagination by 
genetic research. Specifically, I made images titled HFE, 
Chrom 6: P21.3 (Haemochromatosis) and HBB, Chrom 
11: P15.5 (sickle-cell anaemia) which pointed to the 
use of genetic markers by racist groups to determine 
purity of race. This was followed by the installation of a 
commissioned work in the Pharmacology Department at 
UCT where a series of nine chromed steel discs formed an 
‘index’ or compendium of departmental research.
Langerman, F. 2003. Lexicons and labyrinths: the iconography of the 
genome. Cape Town: HSRC Press.




This exhibition, curated together with Pippa Skotnes and 
Gwen van Embden, was designed to coincide with the 
University of Cape Town’s 175th anniversary. Research for 
the project entailed trawling through staff, departmental 
and university collections of material and oral archives, 
and finding visual structures by which to make these 
collections speak of the complex and varied activities 
and histories of the university. The project included the 
curation of 175 cabinets that brought together disparate 
collections in a dialogue that celebrated both scholarship 
and the narrative power of objects. My particular 
interest in this project was in both the analogies and the 
taxonomies that could be applied to an encyclopaedic 
body of objects. In some instances I found analogies that 
united various collections (in cabinets I titled Effluvia, 
Capacitance, Positioning and Marking), in other cases 
I created taxonomies that brought a diverse range of 
objects together neutralising their disciplinary content 
and flattened their meaning. An example of the latter 
was the cabinet Similitudes in which I ordered objects 
according to formal similarities – long thin things. This 
display included spiral glass tubes from the Chemistry 
Department, flutes and clarinets from The S.A. College 
of Music. These seemingly innocuous objects were 
activated by the inclusion of an arrow embedded in a 
skull and a torch labelled as a murder weapon from the 
forensic pathology collection. This proximate association 
undermined the innocence of the flute and glass tubes, 
leaving the viewer with a disrupted sense of expectation. 
Skotnes, P., van Embden, G. & Langerman, F. 2004. Curiosity CLXXV: a 
paper cabinet. Cape Town: LLAREC Series in Visual History.
Rossouw, H. 2004. Love letter to a university. The Chronicle of Higher 
Education, 51 (17): 56-8.
APPENDIX229
THE KNOWLEDGE CHAMBERS and 
SYMMETRIES AND OXYMORONS 
(2007–2008)
This exhibition referenced the history of print and its 
legacy in the contemporary world. It brought together 
three great knowledge systems, the medieval rose 
window, Diderot’s Enlightenment Encyclopédie, and 
the consummate contemporary reference – the Google 
search engine – in a series of prints and laser cut works. 
This exhibition was initially inspired by Diderot’s and Jean 
le rond d’Alembert’s contents page in their Encyclopédie 
(1751–1766), which they called the ‘tree of knowledge’. 
In its comprehensive taxonomy the structure of this 
contents page defied previous hierarchical divisions 
between manual and skilled labour, state and church. 
Although this tree makes reference to a hierarchical tree, 
much of its ascendant structure is undermined by its 
content. My exhibition focused on processes of translation 
and mistranslation between text and image and worked 
with post-script errors, illegibility and lost references. 
The project originated with an arbitrary selection of 
images and its self-referential construction did no more 
than amplify this randomness, its design making strong 
reference to the cathedral as a means of undermining 
the authoritative church. This project was particularly 
significant for my approach to curating within museums.
Langerman, F. 2008. The knowledge chambers. Michaelis School of 
Fine Art: Cape Town. 
Langerman, F. 2008. Colophon. In Artworks in progress: Journal of the 
staff of the Michaelis School of Fine Art. Langerman, F. Ed. Cape 
Town: University of Cape Town.
Epstein, E. 2007.The knowledge chambers. Art Papers. Sept 2007: 59-
60
McIntosh, T. 2007. The knowledge chambers. Art South Africa. 06 (01): 
96-97.
right: DVD: panoramic walkthrough of Subtle thresholds1 
1. This gives some sense as to the layout of the exhibition, although the over-exposure of the images dilutes the 
atmosphere experienced in viewing the exhibition itself. 
